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The fracture of brittle rock is considered as an energy absorbing process where 
the 'work of fracture' is the dcminent material property.   An associated 
material property 'the effective crack length' is defined as a throu#>-the- 
structure crack which develops after the application of load but controls the 
maximum load carrying capacity at the structure.   Numerical analytical pro- 
cedures are outlined to predict the conplete force deformation response of a 
structure failing due to an extending througji-the-structure crack.   These pre- 
dicted force deformation   curves are oonpared with experimentally derived re- 
sults for three coranonly used tensile strength tests.   The antiquities often 
referred to in tensile testing of rock as the shape and size effect are suc- 
cessfully explainai using the two material properties of 'work of fracture' 
and the effective crack length. 
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The mechanical fallur0 of block Jointed model were studied using 
a servo-controlled loading system such that the progressive col- 
lapse of these models under unlaxlal compresslve loading could 
be studied In detail.   The mechanism of collapse at these block 
jointed models were recorded photographically and indicate that 
several mechanisms are operative in this process.   These include; 
fracture of individual blocks, rotation of individual blocks, 
collapse of columns of blocks by rotation ^r buckling, slip along 
Joint planes and by shear deformation of individual blocks.    No 
single simple theory of failure appears capable at this time of pre- 
dicting the collapse loads of such systems. 

The dilatant nature of the collapse of these block Jointed models 
was studied under two different confinement pressures.   Failure of 
the specimens was again controlled using a servo-controlled testing 
machine.    These tests illustrate that the volumetric strain behavior 
of Jointed specimens can be vastly different from that of conparable 
unjointed specimens. 

The continuum characterization of a Jointed rock mass is briefly 
reported in this report.   The research results of this work have 
been reported in readily available Journals so is only briefly re- 
viewed here.    The low shear stiffhess of Joints in general results 
in an anisotropic continuum characterization of the rock mass with 
a low shear stiffhess.   The practical significance of the anisotropic 
characterization, in that the pressure  'bulb' from any applied load 
on a boundary is distorted from that of the Isotropie case, is dis- 
cussed.    The effect of Joint spacing and thickness upon the reliability 
as a function of the number of dilatometer tests in a Jointed rock mass 
is also discussed and presented in detail in one of the published 
papers. 
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PREFACE 

This work covers work conducted In the calendar year of 1972 on 
the research task entitled "The Mechanical Properties of Rock Masses". 
'This research task was originally planned as a three year program but 
was prematurely curtailed after this, the second year.    The material 
contained In this report thus relies upon the work completed In the first 
year of the contract but primarily reports that work conpleted In 1972. 
Several Individuals have worked on this contract, these are: 

E. T. Brown» 
J. A. Hudson*« 
B. Singh*** 
M. P. Hardy*** 
C. Falrhurst***      (Principal Investigator) 

Dr. E. T. Brown acted as a consultant in this work and performed 
many of the tests on the block jointed models herein recorded.    He also 
provided the literature survey on joints and block jointed models at 
no cost to the cc   tract.    Dr. J. A. Hudson was instrunental in procure- 
ment of the contract and in many aspects of the experimental work reported 
in the section on the intrinsic properties of rock and the tests of block 
jointed models.    Dr. B. Singh conpleted the work on the "continuum charac- 
terization of rock masses" in the contract period.    This work was initiated 
in the first year of the contract and is now fully reported in three 
published papers, hence, only a brief summmar of this work is given in this 
report.    The section on the intrinsic properties of rock represents sone 
of the material generated by M. P. Hardy for his doctorate dissertation. 
Professor C. Falrhurst (Principal Investigator) directed the research and 
played an active part in all aspects of it. 

This report was prepared by M. P. Hardy. 

Currently Associate Professor of Civil Engineering, James Cook University 
of Northern Queensland, Townsvllle, Queensland, Australia. 

**Currently Senior Research Scientist, Tunnels Division, Transport and Road 
Research Laboratory, Crowthrone, Berkshire, England. 

***Post Doctoral Research Associate, Research Fellow, Professor and Head 
respectively. Civil and Mineral Engineering Department, University of 
Minneapolis, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55^55 U.S.A. 
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TECHNICAL REPORT SUMMARY 

This report describes research activities in three separate areas 
related to the overall aim of improving the estimation of the mechanical 
properties of rock masses.    These three fields are broadly classified 
as; the intrinsic properties of rock failure, the mechanical failure of 
block jointed models of rock masses and the continuum characterization 
of rock masses for deformation calculations 

The fracture of brittle rock is considered as an energy absorbing 
process where the 'work of fracture' is the dominent material property. 
An associated material property  'the effective crack length' is defined 
as a throu^i-the-structure crack which develops after the application 
of load but controls the maximum load carrying capacity at the structure. 
Numerical analytical procedures are outlined to predict the conplete 
force defonnatlon response of a structure failing due to an extending 
through-the-structure crack.    These predicted force deformation curves 
are conpared with experinKntally derived results for three commonly used 
tensile strength tests,    The ambiquities often referred to in tensile 
testing of rock as the shape and size effect are successfully explained 
using the two material properties of 'work of fracture' and the effective 
crack length. 

The mechanical failure of block jointed model were studied using a 
servo-controlled loading system such that the progressive collapse of 
these models under uniaxial conpresslve loading could be studied in detail. 
The mechanism of collapse at these block jointed nndels were recorded 
photographically and Indicate that several mschanlsras are operative in this 
process.    Ihese include; fracture of individual blocks, rotation of 
individual blocks, collapse of columns of blocks of rotation or buckling, 
slip along joint planes and by shear deformation of individuel blocks. 
No single sinple theory of failure appears capable at this time of predict- 
ing the collapse loads of such systems. 

The dilatant nature of the collapse of these block jointed models 
was studied under two different confinenent pressures.    Failure of the 
specimens was again controlled using a servo-controlled testing machine. 
These tests illustrate that the volumetric strain behavior of jointed 
specimens can be vastly different from that of conparable unjolnted 
specimens. 

The continuum characterization of a jointed reck mass is briefly 
reported In this report.    The research results of this work have been 
reported in readily available journals so is only briefly reviewed here. 
The low shear stiffness of Joints in general results in an anisotropic 
continuum characterization of the rock mass with a low shear stiffness. 
Ihe practical significance of the anisotropic characterization, in that 
the pressure 'bulb' from any applied load on a boundary is distorted from 
that of the Isotropie case, is discussed.   The effect of joint spacing 
and thickness upon the reliability as a function of the nunber of dila- 
tometer tests in a jointed rock mass is also discussed and presented 
in detail In one of the published papers. 
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CHAPTER 1 

TmrmiCTioN AND OBJECTIVES 

The need for a better understanding of the mechanical behavior of rock 
masses 1= a main reason why rock mechanics has emerged, over the past two 
Ses i rSecSc subject for study. Unfortunately, much of the current 
rSa^ch ^peaS to be academic scientific Inquiry in the laboratory with little 
STtetSle ata towards practical utility. Or. the other hand, many 
Seid studies! supposedly directed towards the detennlnatlon of practically 
Seful InfStS! are found to be of limited value because of an Inadequate 
thSetlcal1?amewk on which to plan experlinents or Interpret the results. 

Development of a rational approach to the problem of esttaatlng the 
mechanical behavior of a rock mass was the aim of the research Initiated 
märtS generS title "Estimation of the Mechanical Properties of Rock 
Sses " This research effort was originally planned to cover a three year 
Sod' TTWOS ported In this report represents the results of the second 
?S of this effort and hence relies somewhat on work that was Initiated with- 
in the first year of this contract (ARPA Contract H0101610). 

Methods of determining the mechanical behavior of f^ructure fall Into 
two general categories, the analytic method and the snythetic method  ^ the 
analytic method, the response of the structure to ^efP^led loads Is predicted 
from exnerlmentally determined properties, representative of the material. To 
be ^epSeSive .the specimens used in the experiments must be large enough 
to Stain a statistically adequate number of all structural elements (i.e. 
tho e cSonents wMch s/gnlflcantly Influence the ^^^^^^^ 
the structure). Comparison of the predicted response with that observed gives 
a Las^eTthe vaUdlty of the analysis. The analytical rr^thod is the one 
that has been most extensively and successfully used in mechanics. 

In the synthetic method, the deformatlonal behavior of the structure is 
computed by considering the interaction between the various significant 
sSctSal components, based on a knowledge of the defonnational behavior of 

each individual component. 

In attemotlnK to determine the mechanical behavior of a rock mass it 
appeals ?StT»d analytic-synthetic approach is ^^'J^^^ 
elements freauently include Joints, etc., spaced several feet apart, so that 
it is SprStlcal to test sables large enough to be considered representative. 
Se overall structure nay be several thousands of feet in dimension so that 
U is eq^lirSpractlcable to determine and take individually into account all 

structural elements. 

It does seem possible to sample each significant structural element 
determine representative values of the necessary properties, and use these in 
the analysis of the overall structural behavior. 
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rock masses consist of two main structural elements, viz., 
vely intact blocks, divided by (2) essentially planar dis- 
cs.  Following the method of study outlined above, it 
possible to deduce the mechanical behavior of the rock 
separate study of the mechanical behavior of the intact 
the discontinuities. This behavior can be most thorough- 

gated in the laboratory, (assuming that the field environ- 
e maintained or reproduced in the laboratory). 

The mechanical properties can he  conveniently considered in the 
two groups:  (a) Deformation properties, (b) Strength properties. 
The relative importance of the two gruops will change with the prac- 
tical problem.  Thus, foundations, and mine subsidence problems may 
be influenced most by the deformation properties of the rocks; where- 
as, tunnel lining, and mine pillar support designs will be determined 
more by the strength properties. 

For an overall study of rock mass behavior, therefore, one 
can define several inter-related research tasks: 

Study of the deformability and strength of intact rock. 
Study of the deformability and strength of discontinuities. 
Study of the deformability and strength of 'jointed' rock masses, 

As already mentioned, laboratory tests are preferable to field 
tests since a much broader range of test conditions can be imposed 
at much lower cost.  Against this, however, is the important fact 
that force capabilities of laboratory equipment limit the size of 
the specimens that can be tested. This is particularly true when 
testing specimens from intact rock.  Correlation between laboratory 
and field must, therefore, include consideration of the influence of 
size of specimen on measured properties. 

Review of the literature indicates that numerous investigations 
are in progress on the subject of deformability and strength of dis- 
continuities.  It also appears that reasonably consistent values 
are obtained, so that it should be poscible to rationally derive 
field values from laboratory studies. 

Although much attention has been paid to the problems of lab- 
oratory testing of intact rock specimens, there is considerable uncer- 
tainty as to how laboratory values can be interpreted for field 
situations.  Different laboratory testing procedures have given 
widely differing results indicating that the truly representative 
material properties (which do not vary with test method) are not be- 
ing computed from the results.  No valid extrapolation to field 
scale parameters can be made until such 'intrinsic' material proper- 
ties have been determined. 
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studies.    To overcome this,  two mal^ approaches  oaS be ised-'vlz 

The  second approach. 

(2)     Model studies  of rock masses.   In which  alTmiin+-. masses   can ho  ^^-P^-^^^J  ^_    .   -,.. ■'     n  «nu-ti   ..imu Laf.< 
vide  ve] 
correspondii 
are  known. 

1'    ^f«?tJCa:L and exPe^mental determination of intrinsic material properties  for intact  rock. mrnnsic 

2"    of models'loln?L0f ^ defo™tion and strength behavior ui moaeis jointed rock masses. 

3.    Analytical study of the response of Jointed rock masses 
to applied loads.     This should Include a theo?etlcaf 
Inatlon of the validity of procedures now used to de 
the ln-sltu deforraablllty of rock masses. 

orler H.^8^^»?^8 ^ ^^ ln the f0llow1^ =^P*"B In the 

Recently b^nstSSS 1°^; rl^t ^^^ ^^ °f rook hL only 
of failure ™n be IndliJdSalJvsS^"16^ su<:h *hat *he mechanism' 

siL-fSenÄIF ?        £^ 
intrinsic l^ty"Vtri^riräs^^th^hl ^  ^^^ *" 

exam- 
determine 
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test    Brazllean test  and the lint test  ^COnfigUrations'   the beam 
son with  the predictions.     Two IntrlnLfL?rT?ted Wlth  compari- 
work  of fracture and the effect^  ««!,   material properties,   the 
being useful in the nlTerltlnllnloft^ l*^ are  sugg^ted as situations. «xstanaing of the failure  of rock in tensile 

JolntÄL? TlJte^t^  Tul^oX ^^ ^ block 

and previous work on the  colLpse of b?oS%  ?efr.Strength of 3°^ 
tained  in Appendicies  I and  I? r.esnL?^S~j0i^ted  ^st^  Is  con- 
perlence  in intact rock,   ?he mechanLms  oJ^ ,?ontrary  to  the ex- 
tact  rock and joints has  not  been  ^n^        fallu^  of composite in- 
were  designed to observe ?he mechanisms  Äf?^     TheSe exPeriments 
block jointed model.     This  was  done  in hofv/?i1Ure  of a ^^lated 
trlaxial tests.     It  is  no? nS-t? ?f oth the uniaxial test  and 
stood that  failure thlo?iesSai be  L"16?^"131"3  of fallu^ are under- 
loads  in  other situations       NSnetheS^10^ ^ Predlct  allure 
exist   for Jointed materials       The  Sf   '  many allure  theories  do 
the  observed failure mechanismlls  d^™Ce.0f 5hese  theories  to 
tains  additional work that  w«?V    discussed.     (Appendix III  con- 
istics  of these models!) ^  COmPleted on the fatigue  charac^er- 

regarSnrteL^on?lnS^echLacte^%t%COnSiderab1^  amount  ^ work the most  direct practical   ??S^?fatlon of rock-     This work has 
reviews  the signSfc^e^of^ck^rdefo"6 t^1™ 0f th^ ^k 
from the  aspect  of size  of xle meas5?lnf ?    f"0" determlnations 
Joint  spacings  and number of Lsff ^f Instrument  relative  to 
measurements.     This work is  now fulTv^ red.t0 glvo Pliable modulus 
Journals  and although only b^eflv ^J?P0^ed ln readlly  available 
major contribution of this reslSch l?^?!' ^^   ls  ^^ered a 

Ject   oft'frthi^d^ear'o? l^T  reSeaVCh efforts ™*   to be  the  sub 
and  summary  is pSeLXd^i^^e^S^^-^ a h^ olelvleT' 

<J 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE mumsic PRQPKm^ op ROCK _ m FBA(mm 0F mnK 

Introduction 

^d^tTtTÄ^ct^ 0f a -^1 a^ 
At this sta^ man IsX ft^ n^JSv ^n   al ^ ^ ^^^ing design, 
both becausf of Its l^reS vS?abl^i-v S8/^ ^^ englneerlng material 
inability to forecasrthfbLlSofoftL tS^.^^1^ ^ because of ^ 
The potential benefits ^aS^Llfdm^S^f1, a.glven loadlnS slt^lon. 
enormous both In Irnproved efflHp^ S     T   ^^ 0f rock behavlor are 
of underground opÄÄfSeS Sf^^Son^^ ^^ 

wlth^SttirSdaSnt^hS^ T^rally ^^^ ^ ^ture, 
weaknesfof rock STtSofaS Sf^ background.   Because of the basic 
In problems conceSln^ock St att^?nn f^f 0f C0*Vresslye stress fields 
theories, with suS n^s as^oSloS   S?   Slf?^1^^0.00^331^ strer^h 

being associated with various fallu^ ih^^ i    ' McClintock and Walsh 
or seml-enperlcal fSÄSoSs^t S S?^?^^^^86 einperical 

results to field situations   o^^^i! diffl^t t0 extrapolate laboratory 
been explored.    ^eSslblll^v S o.S   SS con?tlons whlch have not previously 
IntermSlate prlnSpS sSJ^aL™ w??^^1,3 SUGh as stress ^adlent, 
dllatancy andren ^SlavelfS sSA^SLSS?^^' ^^^^ 

alway^f St^rShoS^L^^^^^ ^^ has 
assumes failure to besln bv t^^fS^" compresslve stress criteria 
Detailed ob.^atLn ^coLSsiJe ?^W f^^^-^tl^ crack. 
1968) reveal that fallurTS^oS^v - ^ ^J00* (see for exa^^ WAVERSIK 
within the rock beforiT^ P™       ?       ^^ structural ch^^s take place 

Ihe attempt   of a contlS toac?SlL?fon ofTM^ 
t0, T near to* zerc- 

However, it is apparent that ^1^^^^?.   . hiS/r?Cess ls open to question, 
compresslve failurTof rock! sP^tlng is a dominant mechanism in the 

for SSLSÄuS^^äSlX^116? t0 I' mUCh S^ler th- that 

Ä^r^ ^^^£ Äxe^ a^to b^ 

by t^Ä^^^f^t^6 f^h 0f ^ be characterized 
of energy per mit area   Sd a Äh^^f the naterial, which has dimensions 
length"^ Both thes^™?ers c^f be S^J^ ^ t?nned ^ ,,effe°tlve crack 
many of the observed SSSfif?^   ^^f^ detennined, and help to explain 
two properties St^f^ S the,cony?ntlo^l stress criterion.    These 
in the 'cracked'Itate     Discus^on0^UnCtl0n^th analysis of a ^ ^ structure 
analysis to comprlssiv<; MI^IT^JTT**? 

aS t0 the Avance of this 
ere presented To s^TM^hSaSi^To^e^ens^^^ 
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brittle rock for the beam test, Brazilian test and the ring test. 

THE THEORY OF ROCK FAILURE 

The Failure Mechanisms In Rock 

The term "rock" encompasses a great variety of solids which on the 
macroscopic scale can be considered to possess some cohesion. In general 
rock Is not a continuum as It contains voids In the form of pore space or 
elongated cavities Induced by the rocks past (unknown) thermal and mechanical 
history. Rock, In most Instances, Is an aggregate of more than one mineral 
type; these minerals are often distinguishable to the naked eye as individual 
crystals and may be /arranged such that the rock is anisotropic. From such 
a brief description of the nature of rock it is not surprising to find that 
the conplete understanding of the failure process in rock is not yet fully 
understood. 

Discussion and analysis of materials must start from simplified ideal 
materials with eventual incorporation of peculiarities inherent in the 
particular material of interest. One assumption often made is that the ideal 
material is Isotropie, homogeneous and to have no memory. For this type of 
material two fundamental mechanisms of failure can be discussed based upon 
the possible motion of atoms and molecules. They are generally referred to 
as shear and cleavage. Shear is associated with a row of molecules or atoms 
translating relative to its nei^iboring atoms as shown in Fig. 2.1a. This 
is traditionally the dominant mechanism in plastic or ductile behavior of 
metals such as mild steel. The other fundamental mechanism, cleavage, is 
characterized by separation of the atoms or molecules to such a distance that 
no interatomic forces act to reunite the atoms. Fig. 2.1b. All other mechanisms 
observable in failure such as grinding and curshing of material can be reduced to 
an interaction of these two mechanisms. However, the integration of these two 
fundamental mechanisms to ^ive a useful overall macroscopic behavior of the 
material is possible only in a few materials and then over only a very limited 
range of defoliation. 

The reduction of observed phenomena to the two fundamental mechanisms out- 
lined above presents some difficulty and has necessitated the phenomenological 
description of other observed modes of deformation. Friction is a good example of 
this. Fundamentally, friction is due to either the shearing of welded points of two 
surfaces in contact as in a metal, brittle cracking of asperities as in some rocks, 
or 'ploughing' which involves chip formation in brittle materials or plastic flow 
in ductile materials. A detailed description of each contact area of the sliding 
surface is impractical so the observed phenomena is described in terms of the over- 
all response of the surface; the coefficient of friction for metals, or coefficient 
of friction and the cohesion for rock. Slip of two surfaces relative to each other 
and the associated factors, friction and cohesion are very inportant in rock, 
both on the microscopic scale and the macroscopic scale, (see for example, JAEGER 
and COOK 1969 and Appendix I of this report) but is fundamentally different from 
shear dislocation as described earlier. In a shear dislocation within a crystal 
the tensile strength perpendicular to the dislocation is not changed relative to 
the ideal material whereas when slip takes place with the associated frictional 
resistance between two surfaces, the normal tensile strength is very low to zero. 
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A non-linear response of strain to an applied stress can result from either 
of the two fundamental mechanisms. In ductile material the onset of non-linear 
behaviour Is characterized by the development of Leuder's Lines, these lines re- 
presenting thin planes on which dislocation movement taices place. In extremely 
brittle materials such as glass the non-linear response Is due to cleavage or 
crack growth. Methods of analysis have developed separately for the two funda- 
mental mechanisms; shear movement Is generally studied from the theory of dis- 
locations, while analysis of cleavage and crack growth has its origins in the 
energy balance method introduced by GRIFFITH (1921). 

For most rocks studies under low confining pressures and at low temperatures 
very little evidence of dislocation growth has been found. At high confining 
pressures and at high temperatures dislocation inovemsnt, or twinning and glidine; 
of crystals, is observed (RAIEIGH 1965). Most rock which are encountered In 
engineering practice are found in relatively low stress state and at low tempera- 
tures. Under these conditions most rocks fail in a brittle manner (this being 
defined as failure due predominantly to crack grawth and coalescence of cracks.) 

Considerable attention has been focused on the Griffith Criterion and its 
application to rock in the past decade, with the orginal theory being modified to 
accost for closing of cracks under coirpresslve stress field, the pore fluid 
pressures present in the cracks, and the three dimensional aspect of cracks. 
Here we attempt to highlight the important aspects of the Griffith Theory as 
it is applied to rock. 

Rock as a Griffith Material in Tension 

Griffith's fundamental and extremely important contributions to material 
science was to recognize that in extending a crack energy is abosrbed, or lost, 
to the material. This energy was likened by Griffith to the surface energy of 
a fluid and hence termed 'surface energy'. Using this energy in the analysis of 
eliptical cracks Griffith determined the stress In a uniaxial or biaxial tension 
test of a plate containing an elliptical flaw would extend unstably. Griffith 
originally applied this analysis to glass where there appears to be good agreement 
between theory and practice (e.g. flawless glass has been produced having a 
strength near the theoretically obtainable strength of aoproxlmately E/10). The 
hypothesis by Griffith that materials contained flaws, which he characterized as 
elliptical cavities, was at the time a bold and new approach to material science 
particularly when the original hypothesis was applied to glass, an apparentlv 
homogeneous, Isotropie material. For rock this hypothesis becomes much less daring 
as it is obvious that most rocks contain flaws and Imperfections from an ideal homo- 
geneous and isotrop:"^ body. 

In study of the energy absorbed by crack growth in metals it was realized that 

nSnuflMe^cS
S01^eTJ'I?fT/

mu?^h:Lgher than that quired to separate a plane of atoms. 
OROWAN (1952) and IFWIN(1948) recognized that although this energy was absorbed by 
plastic movement near the crack tip the original Griffith energy balance method was 
still applicable if the surface energy term in the Griffith expressions was replaced 
by the «work of fracture', this being the total energy absorbed by the material for 
a crack to grow a unit of area, thus including the plastic work and the surface 
energy. Ihe plastic work is abosrbed by the material in the formation of shear dis- 
locations near the crack tip. [It has been suggested see COTIERELL (1963), that even 
in glass some dislocation movements take place at the tip of an advancing crack ] 
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SAT? nSn? ^^l 0f,crack ^P st^ss fields by BARENBLATT (1959-1962) and 
DUGAI£ (I960) using idealized models for the plastic yield at the c-ack tin 
arrive at essentially the same energy balance criterion S tLnLtr     P. K-, 

Rock, being in general an assemblage of crystals ard discontinuifipc,    -nmn 
not be expected to satisfy the implications Inherent iTarlfmh's SSlnk 
theory.    However, the principles proposed by Griff-^h have been sho^ fo £ a 
useful gtdde in understanding rock behavior.    ExperimenSl observation of th^ 
surface ener^ or the work of fracture in rock reveSsSpt- S JT f     . 
of magnitude higher than that obsenS S pSe S^Ss S tS ll^l   S^5 

a) plastic defonnatlons 
b) inaccurate estimates of the true surface area created 

ii ÄÄrÄfj ÄÄTei ^T 
et ^i972) 

for fsLSflcmt SortSn^fS-^ * Sf^ that both 0) ^ d) oan ^»«t i j a siBniiicani portion of the absorbed energy alonK with enerov sthon+he* h„ 

in crSS^rSO?o*ei0S leadSHt0 <:°'lslderl'« 'wo distinct size domains 
JOI uidGK growtn in rock.    Ihese can be conveniently referred to a^ thP minrv^ 

ry, at the tip of the crack with: 

rv = EY/2na   ' 
y ys ..(1) 

Sactu%SiiS
me?L01h?:rrHt.O.ffSrt tenSlle yield Stre^h'    In «« study of 

Ihfq^tSv r   ^u^hP^ r6 USed
1
t0 delineate ^e micro and macrodoLins. 

rock ^nS   J¥. ^ ^ed f0r ^^ as ^ ljldex n"1*61' to compare different 
^^^Kl *ltn Vfl number being interpreted as the minimum effective craS 
length size for which linear elasticity could be applied. eiieccive crdCk 
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of crÄi-als SCSSfÄdTln nhe CraCk Path ls a ^^ of the interaction 01 crystals of different minerals, pore volume and pre-exlstinp; cracks      If 
this volume were considered as a linear Isotropie homogeneoS^onS™   the 

srof'Se^rr Tid be at the crack ^ ^ '-^ slÄ^n- leties of the rock structure and the variation of local surface enereies    aflrT 
can occur across pre-existin/i weaknesses, micrc-cracks caTeSnd aw£ ^om SP 
major crack tip, and bribes of material between pores cS ?all     Sf tSe 
mechanisms absorb energy, contributing to the -   oLcopic Ck of f^actSS'. 

,»^ S the.Tnacros-0P^ domain the crack path is determined bv large scale 
oSi0^ ^^ rPertleSj a^^Py of the rruterlal anfby the 
overall stress field.    The detailed mechanisms occurring at t'e crack tin nperi 
not be considered as these detennine the crack path vSlaMlity Sd ^ SnerS 

hu? SSL S      av^ SC^th the ener^ equilibrium method has been suggested 

the tensile stren^h, and the critical stress intSlty mJtho5?S literatUre' 

Maximum Tensile Stress as a Strength Griten nn 

mo*-« S? ten3;Lif stl,ength of brittle materials is not often referred to as a 

S    trenS^S SiUle^ri'r10?.^ ^^^ (1921) 0^X^00 of 
521. :Jfr^       u ?rlttle material on the maximum flaw size within the material 
F^om the energy balance analysis of a plate containing an elliptical fl^ 
Griffith found the observed tensile strength a   to be        ej-L1Ptlcai riaw 

where 

ag =(2E(X/TICO)
1/2 

E = Modulus of Elasticity 
a = Surface Energy 
Co = Initial flaw length or crack length 

...(2) 

Griffith also determined that the stress at the crack tip, cr, to be 

a/2 
•..(3) 

at = 2ag(Co/p)- 

where P = Radius of the crack tip. 

■Die crack tip stress, a , was later assumed by GRIFFITH (1924) to be a mnterHoi 

ns"^ blftfde10^ ^^ rSe 0i' h°W t0 ^Ihe crack'tlp^ä'p. 
tn o ,«2^2 I Jf to define the crack tip radius in rock without becomlnK involved 
the'craS; ^ip!1       aesCrlPtion of the ****> cracking and material vÄo^s at 

"tens?ieeSrenäh"0of ^^^^"^ attempts have been made to measure the 
different Sf   i^f f     ' Prlniarily ^ ^ ^^ P^Perty to aid in comparing oinerent rocks.    The approach was to assume that there is a cdven distrihnMnn «f 

s~ ITtt Sjr S5 rcä ^ the ***** flaw would coSrel ^Ä? 
fS S   ?     ^       ^    1Ms effect could explain an apparent size effect     As the 

for an tensile tests there Is a large variability from test to test, but it was 
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soon found that the mean strength of a group of tests of the sane geometry and test 
conditions la not consistent from groups of different test geometries.    IVpical 
test geometries Include the direct tension test, the beam test and the diametral 
conpression of discs or rings commonly known as the "Brazilian test".    In each 
of these tests different stress gradients exist and differing volumes of rock are 
subject to tensile stresses, so these effects should be considered in comparing 
the tests.    Attempts have been made to consider these effects and the statistical 
distribution of cracks in applying WEIBULL's  (1939) statistical theory of failure 
to these different tests.    These methods are summarized by JAEGER and COOK (1969) 
and are considered in detail by HUDSON (1971).    As is often found,  (see FREUDENTOAL 
(1960;), in applying statistical theories to failure, the problem of determining 
material properties degenerates to curve fitting exercises with very little physical 
insight to the mechanisms involved.    HUESON (1971) found that, even using statistical 
theories based upon the probability of there being a crack at critical dimensions 
within the stresseu volume the 'materjal constants' defined bv Weibull varied with 
different test geometries and different sizes.    Hjwever, this theory is a useful 
start in understanding the variations in tensile strength, but it appears that 
further understanding of the failure process is required to fully explain tensile 
failure of rock. 

The Stress Intensity Criterion of Strength 

The Stress Intensity Factor approach to tensile failure of materials has its 
origin in the representation of the crack in an otherwise continuous material 
WESIERGAARD (1939) characterized a crack as a planar discontinuity at zero thick- 
ness.    For tMs type of crack the crack tip radius is zero, and hence, the stresses 
are infinite.    No material can physical^ withstand infinite stresses and. in reality 
they do not exist.    Hie predicted infinite stresses are a result of the mathematical 
analysis based upon certain assumtions both in the constitutive equations, linearity 
and the formulation of compatibility. Infinitesimal strain.    However, is is obvious 
that the constitutive relationship and the geometric characterization of the material 
near the crack tip is more crude than the general analytical assumption of infinite- 
simal strain.    To overcome these problems while still being able to utilize existing 
mathematical expertise IRWIN (1957) introduced the concept of the stress intensity 
factor. 

The Stress Intensity Factor is defined and illustrated with reference to Fig. 
2.2.   Ihis is defined for a slit type crack where the tensile stress is singular 
but because the stress intensity factor Is the limit of a   /F as r approaches zero 
its value is finite and dependent upon the far field stre^es or forces.    Figure 
2.2 shows the stress intensity factor for cleavage opening of the crack, correspond- 
ing stress intensity factors are defined for longitudinal and transverse shear 
deformation,  (see PARIS and SIH 1965). 

The critical Stress Intensity Factor is the value of the Stress Intensity 
Factor at initiation of unstable crack growth and was crlginally proposed by 
Irwin to be the material property controlling crack growth.    Subsequent experi- 
mental work has shown the critical Stress Intensity Factor to be effected by size 
and shape of the test specimen (see for exanple BROWN and SRAWLEY 1965) but most 
of these effects can be explained In terms of the plastic deformations occurring 
at the tip of the crack. 
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hypoSsSÄs mS^sr^Ä^^irrthe T1
^ ^ deformations with uy^H for the case of opening mode 

2 
K-j- = Ey for plane stress 

2 2 
Kj = Ey/d-v ) for plane s cress 

..(*») 

P^eTS^Ü 'rr^lf/S^a^V^^ Wl11 extend in ^ 
crack path the equivalence S th^eSr^ 2/      S ^volVlng curvature of the 
is difficult to establSh aS the SLHOHH ^ ^ Stress density method 
not fully established. interaction the various "lefonnation modes is 

volving craS ^^^^1^^^^ ^ e^er^e to ^Ive problems in- 
PAR1S and SIH (1965) S^Äd W^G^^Ts^l^T ^-^ ^^ 
available -olutions.    With bodies of fM^ A7     9.9) present 800''- reviews of 
ar^ often conplex and appiicSlf foj oSJ a ^S?10™ ^ ana^ti^ techniques 
Numerical techniques of?en Se to be used to^lv^f 0f CfaCk lengths- 
integral equations. t0 solve the C0"Plex differential and 

^e^L areLlntSiStcto^'fo^ 0f fff ai^SlS has be- ^ to deter- 
and WEBER (1971) S^Sd^vStio^^le1^^ J0^63;   ^ et al (1970) intensity at the ciack tin ^Sn« pn^"«.   , S elements to determine the stress 
a hybrid'and spLiS erected eleL^s ^L^^3 f* BYSK0V (1970) ^ ^ 
elements required at ^Tc^r^ ,,L     P^CtlV?ly to overcome the high density of 
et al (197ll SSD? arnHnd m^ng^T^] f™** *** ***'    ^^ 
utilizing conventional nni^ele^ntiin^r found

u
altemative methods of 

energy Changes to a body^dlfS c^ac^le^hs"0^05 by Conside^ the 

The Finite Element Analysis gf cracked Structig^ 

no fS^dScSSSf^S p^ntelte^l l^V^ * ^™^ so 

tions or internal body forces l^d^ SH wA     ^ Under extt-^al surface trac- 
reCtangu.lar elements^ Se SsJlaS^s S ^ ^ "^ 0f ^^ar or 
determined by inversion of uTAITi ll,/^ ^ ^r^5 of the elements are 
the individukl atSSSa mSx^fSofifBS! ^?*? ^^ ^^ ls ^^ up from 
load vector.    All loaS aJ? Ssu^d ?n a i^^ !? the ^^PHeation by Se 
energy c- the bodyiTbe^dXc?^ ^^^^"^ POintS-    ^ strai" 
the 8tlfn»BS netrix.    In Ä^^^^^ä^^J8^^ and 

U 6T [K] 6 
...(5) 

ZIZ ££££ ST ^^ 0f ^ b0dy ^ 6 is the displacement vector 

bot^Ä!^^ ^ this ^er Is a lower 
elen^nt size to r^cTS^s^1^^,^ g^^ J^^t^ 
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blems this jmplles small elements at the crack tip. 

In studies of crack growth using the finite element method U the strain 
energy is calculated for two bodies, are with crack length 1, the other with 
crack length 1+dl, dl represents a small change in the crack length resulting 
in an increase of crack area AA. The strain energy release rate y is then 

'  dA ' 
U+-U 
AA .(6) 

where U. strain energy of body with crack length 1 
U strain energy of body with crack length 1+dl 

If F represents the external forces on the body, then the crack will extend 
from 1 to 1+dl when the strain energy release rate equals or exceeds the critical 
strain energy release rate y  , or "the work of fracture". This is a restatement 
of the original Griffith criterion, that fracture will occur when all ^he  energy 
available from the change in strain energy is absorbed by forming the new crack 
length. The strain energy can be represented in terms of the external forces, if 
no body forces are acting, 

U = F^ ...(7) 
2M 

where M is the modulus for the particular body being studied, then by substitution 
into equation 6 and replacing Y by Y » the work of fracture, we find the force P 
required to cause crack extension 

Fc=(2VK-M»1/2 ..(8) 

This method is similar to that suggested by IRWIN and KIES (1952) as the 'com- 
pliance method1. Previously, the compliance (-.7) was determined experimentally 
for bodies of different crack lengths and then 'differentiated to find the change 
in compliance with crack length for substitution into the equation 

which is in effect the same as equation 8. 

..(9) 

For many situations the variation of the compliance with crack length is so 
low that large errors can result frcm the experimental method. With the F.E.M. 
tills is not a problem as the strain energy can be determined to mar^y significant 
figures, and hence the modulus. 

Ihe Stress Intensity Factor can also be determined from equation 8 using the 
relationship evpressed earlier between Kj and Y in equation 4, if simple crack 
opening displacement is the only mode or crack displacement 

Kj = (EY) 

KJ  =  (E 

1/2 

U-U^l/2 
dA ))" ...(10) 

Similarly, the crack will extend when K^c  the critical Stress Intensity Factor 
is exceeded. 
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AKTnvSnn ^^^ °f determining K for complex geomstrles has been shown by 
ANDERSON et al (1971) to be more economical than attempting to detennlne Kx from 
either the stresses near the crack tip or the displacement of the crack surfaces. 

In many rock mechanic situations, the experimental output Is a force versus 
displacement response of the structure or a test specimen indicating the failure 
locus of the falling specimen. If the test specimen is one for which failure is 
due to the extension of a crack, the predicted forcce-displacement response can 
be constructed using the theory outlined above. Equation 8 can be used to in- 
crementally construct the force displacement response; the force F at Initiation 
of crack extension is found for a particular crack length, then thS displacement 
o at the crack length is detennined from 

c 
...(11) 

On a typical force-dlsplacemetn specimen response the energy balance criterion 
can easily be visualized. Figure -.3a, b, c show a typical telt, the modSuTas 
a function of crack length and the predicted force versus displacement structural 
response. Ihe slope of line OB represents the modulus of the structure when the 
crack length is C + 6C. If the loading system were such that conlrolled failure of 
the structure can be achieved, then the shadea area OBC represents the energy that 
is absorbed by the structure as the crack length extends from C to 6C. Fig 2.ila 
and b diagramatically demonstrate the derivation of equation 8, fig. 2.4a. for a 
soff loading system and 2.Hh  for a 'stiff loading system. As the end result is 

independent of the loading system this tends to suggest that this criterion is 
independent of the loading characteristics. This can be formally proved in rrany 
ways, for a simple structure with one applied force PARIS and SIH (1965) gives an 
elegant proof of this independence and BUEKNER (1958) has formally proved that 
this criterion is independent of the stiffness of the loading system for an arbitr- 
arily loaded structure. 

Analysis of Structures Containing Multiple Cracks and/or Curved Cranks 

In many rock mechanic problems curved ( -acks are developed and many cracks mav 
propagate; chip formation in "cutting" britcle rock is a result of a curved crack 
initiating near the cutter and progressing to a free face. (HARDY and FAIRHURST 
< 7i/ S?,?8^8 Where sas P1"6331^3 a** considered by some to be most Important 
iii the ultimate shape of the crater (see PORTER 1971) many cracks have the option 
of extsnding. Analytical methods of predicting crack trajectories are in general 
based upon stress conditions of the uncradced state and as such are not particularlv 
^i  ^e,JJ

In P^161"3 of frasnentation either by mschanlcal or thermal means 
understanding of crack Initiation criterion and direction of propagation are fund- 
amental to Improved research and ultimately design. 

Die above energy balance method of crack extension can be applied to the pro- 
blem of crack direction and multiple crack growth irrespective of the means of 
Inducing the internal stresses, thermal or mechanically. [However, at this stage 
the method that will be outlined is considered expensive.] 

To investigate the most probable crack path through a loaded structure al- 
ternative crack paths must be considered and as the crack path that maximizes 
the energy release will form at lower external loads than Sther SacITSreSons 
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then this crack direction will be most probable.    For exanple, consider 
figure 2.5(a) which represents a lodged rock about to be chipped off by 
the action of the forces P.    Three or four probable crack direction In- 
crements are selected and analysed with the function v1- v, the energy 
release, plotted as a function at crack direction, figure 2.5(b).    The 
direction which maximizes the energy release can be determined. a 
curve fitting fracture, and from equation 8 the force, P, required to 
stabaly propogate that section of the crack can be determined.    At each 
step in the crack growth sequence several possible crack paths are 
again considered to determine the most probable crack path.    In txils 
fashion a curved crack path can be developed.    At each step of this 
analysis a new (a modified) finite element mesh has to be prepared, 
and for each increment of crack growth several finite element solu- 
tions have to be considered, thus this method is relatively expensive. 

When there is a possibility of two or more cracks growing, a similar procedure 
is adopted, trial and observation.    If, in a given structure, we have two cracks 
I and C2' the straln energy, U, is determined for the body with crack lengths C 

afid Cp arid the inposed boundary condition!?.    U1 is then determined for a body     1 

with brack lengths C   + 6C and CL and then U0 Is determined for a body with crack 
.lengths C   and C   + *C.    If U^is greater than U,-U, then C0 will extend at a 
- rer applied load than C,  and visa versa.   An application or this will be dis- 

cussed in a later section in the investigation of the ring test.    For certain in- 
ternal to external diameter ratios there exists the possibility of a crack growing 
from the inside diameter- to the outside diameter, as for a crack to grow from the 
outside diameter to the inside dianeter, this is shown diagramatically in figure 

THE FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OP SPECIFIC TEST GEOMETRIES. 

Analytical Predictions 

In this study,the gpr .,th of cracks in five common laboratory tests were 
analyzed.   These were: 

Beam Test 
Direct Tension Test 
Brazilian Test 
Ring Test 
Hydraulic Fracturing Test 

These tests were chosen as they represent the most common methods of det^rminlne 
the tensile strength. 

The beam test has been analyzed more intensively than the other tests and this J 
work has been reported In a paper entitled THE FAILURE OF ROCK BEAMS.    PARI1 I ^ 
THEORETICAL STUDIES by M.P. Hardy, J.A. Hudson and C. Palrhurst which will appear 
In the January edition of the International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining 
Science of 1973.    Part II of this paper reports the Experimental Studies which will 
be mentioned later in this report. 

Figure 2.6 shows a summary of the shapes used to study these five tests with a 
summary of the number of elements and the number of modal points in each finite 
element mesh.   The crack is modeled in these studies as a slit, and can easily be 
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varied In length by changing the boundary conditions along the vertncal axis 
of symmetry In each case.    This Is acceptable In these cafes as thlsls S 
line along which fracture Is likely to occur If the naterS being stSlS Is 
homogeneous and Isotropie. s ST:uaiea ls 

shown^ S?e2 f %nlTf raCk ,lengthS ^^^ for each «tructur^ Is snown In Fig. 2.6,    Sufficient crack lengths were taken to get a realistic 
SnSfe l^/^1^1^ 0f Straln ener^ ^ modulus ^ agfSnctSS ciack 
tSf i wherrtl^ni0?^6'1 0? the lnltlal Crack len^hs as ln most cases mrSJ V /     f the change in a.  iln energy Is smallest, and the reelon of 
most Interest In the failure o; the structure because the Initial crack length 
will control the load carrying capacity of the structure! & 

Figure 2.7 shows In more detail the finite element mesh for each test 
These meshes were selected such that; the mesh near the tip of the crack wLd 
the Srf "Vf^ Crack lensth-    ™s ^"^ the effect o? the mesh^n the estimate of the strain energy of the system, and as the difference between 
the strain energy of each structure with Increasing crack length Is Sed to 

thl S^Ä^fäl^.5^ -^ WÄ a^ ^ ^"f 

2.l2.^chUÄ^^^^ 
versus crack length and the force versus displacement.    ?Ss SSr cSve S 
the conventional experimental output.    For the hydraulic SacturW St   whlnh 

to the slope at the pressure, P, versus Internal volume charge, AV   resnomp o? 
the structure, which would automatically show the energy af the ark Ser the 

6 -F 
then the modulus is defined as before 

6      AV 

...(11) 

...(12) 

vertlcS foTcTlul^Lr^ ^^rt ^ generally represented as the vertical lorce, such that the area under the force-displacement curve r^n «„■(-* 

iTÄÄ bTPTo^s ^"äS äiS£i€8 s- 
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BERRY (i960) has constructed a stress-strain locus for a plate under unl- 
axlal tension contaijning a crack from Griffith's analysis. Ihis assuires the 
plate is infinite, but the similarity between the results of Berry's curve on 
Fig. 2,9c can be seen. Direct application of Griffith's results (with a as 
the assumed tensile strength) to each of these tests would predict that gthe 
applied force, P, to initiate crack growth would be inversely proportional to 
the square root of the crack length. This can easily be seen from the direct 
tension test where 

P = a A ...(13) 

where A is the total cross-sectional area of the test piece, but in general for 
the other tests A will be a function of the geometry of the test, then by sub- 
stitution for a   from equation 2 

P = (2EY/TrC )1/2A 

= k/C 1/2 
..(14) 

..(15) 

k will be different for each test reflecting the factor A. Using the value of 
the force at crack length of 0.1 inches to calculate the constant of proportion- 
ality, k, in equation 15 for each of the test geometries studied the expected 
force at a crack length of (C =) 0.2 Inches was calculated. These results are 
shown in Table I along with forces predicted from the energy balance method for 
a crack length of 0.2 inches. Notice that for the direct tensile test the agree- 
ment is excellent as would be expected because this test is closest to the 
original Griffith analysis. The agreement is good for the beam test and acceptable 
for the Brajsillan test, but for the ring test the agreement is very poor. This 
illustrates the possible error of using the Griffith value of tensile strength 
rather than the original energy balance basis of a failure. 

Direct 
Tension 

Beam 
Test 

Brazilian 
Test 

Ring 
Test 

Hydraulic 
Fracturing 

load at 
crack length=.l" 2810 1212 19,497 4,200 6,200 

load at 
crack length=.2" 1970 854 12,772 4,200 4,300 

load at 
crack length=.2" 
if P = k/ c"* 1980 857 13,750 592 4,400 

■tekle I: Conparison of the forces required to cause crack growth at a crack 
length of 0.2" calculated from either the energy balance method or 
the direct application of the tensile stress criterion. 

The Brazilian and ring tests figures 2.10 and 2.11 respectively are 
Interesting because the load carrying capacity does not reduce to zero as with 
the other tests. After the vertical crack is fully developed, the load is 

r<i 
■ 
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carried by the two remaining "Dees". This phenomena occurs in many conpressive 
testing situations particularly In the failure of Jointed block models as will 
be discussed in chapter 3. In non-uniform rock high modules inclusion are sub- 
ject to high diametral stresses and vertical splitting is an available mechanism 
to relieve the high stress build ups. This is a possible mechanism for the 
foraation of small vertical cracks in unlaxial testing of rock. 

Size Effect 

The problem of the effect of a specimen size effort the observed strength 
of unjointed rock is of basic Importance to the extrapolation of laboratory 
experimental results to engineering applications. BROWN (1971) has reviewed 
existing experimental and theoretical considerations and concludes that the 
literature contains a body of conflicting and generally inconclusive data. 
PRATT et al (1972) have recently shown an apparently dramatic dependence of 
strength on size for Cedar City quartz deorite under unlaxial compression. 
HUCK (1972) shows a much reduced size effect for charcoal diorite granite and 
no significant size effect for Indiana limestone for samples from two inches 
to 36 Inches in diameter. Ihese experiments were all conducted on samples of 
apparently unjointed rock. The effect of major discontinuities on the strength 
of the rock mass in considered in later chapters. 

The above mentioned review and experimental results have been conducted 
on rock in corrpressive stress fields while very little research has been con- 
ducted on the size effect of rock in tension [HIENS (1972) has recently shown 
a slight size effect In brazilian tests on samples of daclte Valders limestone 
and St. Cloud gray granodlorlte]. Griffith's theory can be used to illustrate 
two possible extremes in the discussion of size effect. 

If the distribution of cracks throughout a body is ideally random with all 
crack lengths equal, and such that no carck Interfered with an adjacent crack, 
then the crack length C could be a material property. The tensile strength 

...(2) 

is Independent of specimen size. On the other extreme if the crack length 
distribution is conpletely random, the maximum crack length C, encountered in a 
rock specimen would be proportional to the specimen length 1. Ihus for two 
testing situations of the same material and similar shape, but different length 
1, and lp the strength ratios a. to Op would be 

/V.\ 1/6 

.V, 
(16) 
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where ^ and V2 are the volumes of the two test specimens. 

WEIBULL's (1939) statistical theory of failure predicts 

1/m 
(17) 

[provided a   the minimum strength of an elemental material is taken as 7P™T 

tSr^erillf ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ the K^hllSuflon^hln 

~|fto^    ^TsiTef£t r SfS^te-srout- 
tT^Ä^ - Shf rg ^S^LT^iX 

1/2 
(18) 

which is, in fact, identical to equation 16. 

PIT ho^sX Vs
0^fd ^ i™^. to the body of len^TaS curve 

of the larger body will move along curve P 0 T to r     M™Tr IT strenph^ 

('•) 
|I>X 
C/L constant = fA a )T

C/L>1/X C/L 
\       /L constant (19) 
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eSrSsiof6 ^ teSt, "^ a ^ "^ dePendence on c^ck length to the 

a    failure a    — 

Jc/L 
(15a) 

so we could expect very little dependence of strength of size for the test 
S?S     ^T^ .HSWeVer' the rlns test sho-ald show a vSy Srked size 
effect,    mis has not been experimentally investigated, but does sueist some 
Sree^dJSJnf VhlCh COUld be Ve^ Siinply ducted!   For Se batest three different shapes were analysed to Investigate this size effect     These 
results are surnraarlzed in Table II.    No clear trend is established which ^L 
1^1 rth the reSUlts of m:m (1972) and HUDSON (1971), a^d BRS (1971^ althouöi Brown reports on conpresslve failures. ^'  ^ ^^ ^«N uvd) 

x.   Span: Depth 
Ratio 

Beam   ^v 
Volume    > 

\ 

5:3 5:2 5:1 

1 100 100 100 

8 96 106 103 

Shape Effect 

Table II - Variation in tensile strength, in Beam Itests 

*anai'?
e fhaPl!ffect ls e^1"633^ 3iJ"Ply as the variation of the apnarent 

the siL'eSS   ^L3?^ ^H^ 
teSt ^^^ Wlth care to ellSS S!.    K       2,  '    ^^ tests show a considerable shape effect   this can 

again be partly explained by the Weibull's theory, Se SrloN (1971) ^t 
Plf^? U Steriai constants ^ ^ independent of test (shape or vol^e) 
S:S: ^     ShT! observed results on three beam shapes (frem OTDSON (197?) ) 
Fr-om the results of tests on a beam 12" x 4" material coStants were 
found by curve fitting, these constants were used to preScfthe ?Slure 
S cSS ?Stw.b?S teStS f 12" X 2" raaterial constant were fomd by curve fitting; these constants were used to predict the failure distributors 

J 

^4 
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The predicted and actual for beam tests of 12" x 2" x 2" and 23" x 1" x 1". 
results are shown In Fig. 2.14. 

Three beam shapes were analysed In this study using the energy balance 
method outlined earlier, to investigate the effect of shape on the observed 
tensile strength. Fig. 2.15 shows the three shapes considered; the span was 
held constant. The results are summarized in Table 3. 

Span: Depth Max Load Max Load Max Load Max Load 

Ratio (Sinple Beam (Finite Element for for 
Theory) Analysis) C]>H/20 CL=Constant 

5:3 9 9.06 5.23 7.56 

5:2 4 4.14 2.96 3.51 

5:1 

  

1 1 1 1 

Table 3. Predicted maximum beam loads for different beam shapes and 
analysis procedures. 

Simple beam theory with a maximum tensile stress criterion suggest a 
maxljnum load carrying capacity for the three beams in the ratio 9 • 4 • 1 
the finite element stress analysis of uncracked beams agrees with these results. 
The maximum load for a crack length a fixed ratio of the beam height, in 
this case H/20 produces load ratios of 5.23 : 2.96 : 1 which suggest that the 
5 : 3 beam is very weak relative to the 5 : 1 beam. For the case of a constant 
Cr  iu"?*1 the load ratl0 ls 7-56 : 3-51 : 1 whlch asaln indicates that the 
strength decreases as the span to depth ratio decreases. This agrees with the 
trend of the experimental results obtained by HUDSON (1971), and also with the 
results predicted by the Weibull's analysis. However, this effect is not con- 
sidered In the Weibull's analysis, as the strength distribution is independent 
25 u6.^?^, Seometry- ^is "W account for son» of the discrepancy between 
the Weibull s theory and the observed results, as previously noted and illustrated 
in iig. 2.14. 

A shape effect can also be theoretically observed In the ring test. Two 
r^L    were analyse^»  one with external diameter to external diameter 
ID/OD ratio of 1 to 10 and the other with ID/OD 1 to 4. These results are 
conpared in fig. 2.16. 

It is of Interest to define an apparent tensile strength as the maximum 
tensile stress that exists in an uncreacked body calculated from the force or 
pressure required to cause crack growth. As the force to cause crack growth 
is a function of crack length for all tests the apparent tensile strength 
is then a function of crack length. The apparent tensile strength has been 
calculated for all the test grometries analysed for a crack length c=0.1 

;   ''* - ■J" -'-^ «■Hu miriiiwiii«- ■■• -——.■'- 
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Inches. These results are summarized in table 4. The crack length of 0.1 
Inches Is not Identical with the total crack length for all the test geometries 
as plotted in figures 2.8 to 2.12. For the tests where syimetrical cracks 
develop the ring tests and the hydraulic fracturing test, the crack length 
is half of the total crack length so the forces shown in table 4 for these 
tests are the forces at a total crack length of 0.2 inches. Ihe stresses 
for the ring tests were calculated from some results listed in JAEGER and 
COOK (1969). 

Ihe large variation in apparent tensile strength indicated in table 4 
is not unconmon in tests on rock. HAWKES and MELLOR (1972) suggest that the 
Brazilian test should be used to measure the tensile strength of rock rather 
than a ring test because the Brazilian test results closer to the strength 
Indicated by the direct tension test, without questioning if in fact the 
tensile stress criterion of failure is appropriate. 

Beam 
Test 

Direct 
Tension 

Brazilian 
Test 

Ring Test 
OD/ID=10 

Ring Test 
0D/ID=4 

Hydraulic 
Fracturing 

Maximum load 
F max. 
at crack 
length of 
o.l inches 

1,220 5,500 19,400 4,220 2,000 2,800« 

Tensile stress 
in uncracked 
body at 
F = F max. 2,280 2,750 3,090 4,220 2,720 2,960 

* in this case this number refers to the pressure within the hole to cause crack 
propagation. 

Table 4. Conparisons of Apparent Tensile Strength for 
Different Tests 

Influence of Rock Microstructure 

The method of generating complete force-displacement curve for a test 
by incrementally constructing the curve from considerations of the absorbed 
energy is unrealistic unless modifications are made to account for inhomogeneity. 
In fact, the analysis up to this point is only valid for an Isotropie 
homogeneous continuum with a constant 'work of fracture'. 

The nature of rock. ] 

i 
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Rock Is a complex material. It was formed hundreds of thousands of years 
ago and has subsequently been subjected to an unknown history of thermal and 
mechanical trauma. In general, rock can be described as a material system 
consisting of many constituent minerals aggregated in a complex non-continuum; 
voids exist in the form of pores between grains and cracks generated by thermal 
and mechanical processes; residual stresses may exist and pore fluid may be 
present. It is little consolation that synthetic materials can be equally 
complex - BRADSTREET (1958) describes ceramic production as "minerals of 
inconstant composition and doubtful purity exposed to imreasurable heat long 
enou^i to carry unknown reactions partly to completion, forming the hetero- 
geneous nonstochlometric materials known as ceramics". 

To model precisely the structure of a specific rock specimen, containing 
discrete grains and grain boundaries, would require considerable conputer 
storage, be extremely time consuming and always incomplete. In addition, the 
analysis becomes more complicated because determination of the fracture path 
(by considerations of a minimum potential energy condition) will involve two 
factors: the change in strain energy (as for the ideal material) and the work 
of fracture - both of which are function of the fracture path. 

Although fracture paths often appear to be very irregular when viewed on 
a plane surace, the third dimension of a crack must not be igiored. If a 
very thin section of rock were to be tested, the Individual grains on inhomo- 
genieties will greatly affect the experimental output, but in most engineering 
applications larger bodies of rock are stressed where the third dinension must 
be considered. In this case, the advancing crack tip will not be uniform in 
length throu^iout the body; some weak sections will allow the crack tip to 
advance further than in other areas, but when considered as a whole these 
variations will tend to balance out, so that the observed work of fracture 
may be much more uniform than that for a ver^ thin section of rock. 

However, three aspects of the microstructural inhomogeneity are con- 
sidered as they are of fundamental slganificance and Important in the context 
of experimental data interpretation: 

1. Ihe 'work of fracture' can be a function of the crack length. 
This could be caused either by a random or progressive variation 
in the 'work of fracture' through the specimen or by a progressive 
change in the failure mechanism. 

2. A Pre-existing crack could exist In the path of fracture. This is 
a special case of the first aspect (with the 'work of fracture' equal 
to zero over the pre-existing crack length) but with an additional 
influence on the modulus of the structure before the crack is reached. 

3. Permanent deformations occur during the failure process. When the 
beam is unloaded the axial displacement does not return to zero. 

Variation in the 'Work of Fracture' 

Ihe possible types of variation in the 'work of fracbure' are shown in 
Fig. 2.17. A constant 'work of fracture' is represented by the dotted line 
AB. If the 'work of fracture' oscillated about a fixed value with no bias, 
the conplete force-dlsplacemsnt curve would similarly oscillate about the 
smooth theoretical curve. Ihe depth of the crack front will effectively 
smooth out these oscillations in the observed 'work of fracture'. 

A.« 
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Alternatively, the »work of fracture• might Increase or decrease with 
crack length (AC or AD In Pig. 2.17) and then the complete force-displacement 
curve would progressively diverge from that for the ideal material.    The 
modified curve could be constructed, however, from the ideal curve (using 
equation 8 If the relationship between 'work of fracture» and crack length 
were known. ' * 

The presence of a pre-existing crack. 

The effect of a pre-existing crack on the modulus of a failing structure 
is shown In Fig. 2.18.    A comparison of the modulus reduction curves for the 
two cases shown in Fig. 2.18 shows that the beam modulus is noticeably affected 
Just before the fracture reaches the pre-existing crack.    Ihe complete force- 
displacement curve for this test is represented by the heavy line in Fi*. 2 19a 
The axaa. LPM represents the surface energy that does not have to be supplied 
because of the pre-existing crack.    In rock it is likely that a distribution 
of such cracks will cause many minor perturbations in the descending portion of 
the curve, but it is unlikely that a pre-existing crack would traverse the whole 
rock structure so this effect may be masked by the depth of the crack.   This 
effect should be very noticeable in very thin specimens. 

In a conventional testing machine these local perturbations will be 
masked by the elastic unloading stiffhess of the testing machine.    The heavy 
line In Fig. 2.19b shows the complete foi-ce-displacemsnt curve that would be 
obtained for a beam containing an Initial crack (such that the loading path 
is OR) and a pre-existing crack (causing the perturbation LPM).   When the 
point R is reached, the initial crack propagates but the elastic unloadin* 
of the testing machine (along XX') dominates the force^iisplacement curve? 
At N, the failure locus is intercepted but excess eneiw given by area RPN 
has been supplied by the testing machine and the crack continues to propagate 
until point S is reached; the extra energy is absorbed as surface energy such 
that area RPN is equal to area NSW.    Failure is then reinitiated by loading 
along the local modulus line from S to T.    In a closed-loop testing raacliine? the 
actual curve ORPMU may be observed if an appropriate control feedback dis- 
placement is chosen (see HUDSON et al 1972). 

Permanent Defonnations 
Ihe theoretical analysis has been based on the assumption that the material 

I ^ai,tic-brlttle.   Ihis assunptlon is reasonable for only a small proportion 
of fine grained rock types; most rocks exhibit significant pernanent defoma- 
tlons when stressed in tension or conpression.    Ihis factor must be included 
in the analysis because the conplete force-displacement curve for the beam 
failure process will be affected by the additional absorbed energy.    Ihis 
additional ener©r is different from that discussed early in the discussion of 
the energy within the term 'work of fracture'.    In most of the rock tensile 
tests discussed the load is applied as a conpressive force over a very small 
area, as In the Brazilian and Beam test.   Within the test specimen there are 
hi^i conpressive and shear stresses throu^iout the structure.    Pennanent defoi^- 
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nation that occurs at the loading point when the load is returned to 
zero at some stage in the failure process. 

Observations of the conplete force-displacement curve will not enable 
the energy associated with the creation of new surfaces to be sep^atef frem 
the ener©r associated with permanent defomctions unless the beam is unloaded 
Assuming that the dimensions of the beam have not been significantly StereT 
by permanent deformations, the elastic unloading process Sll SSätTa 
Jho^     läf iat ^i0US Stages ^ the structural breakdown of ehe specimen - 
the same modulus that would be exhibited by a purely elastic-brittle^pSen. 
of «h^H^863^ a ^le exPerirental procedure to separate the two typS 
of absorbed energy and hence enable a valid conparison of thp theoretical 
and experimental results to be made.   The diagram in Fig   2.20a inScaSS the 
Sd^TV^10" 0f the tWO ener^es duri^ merest c? ^ ^wtT and Fig. 2.20b shows how the experimentally observed curve can be 'corrected' 
to the curve for an ideal naterial. corrected 
inrrJSJ^r 1^1 the heavy line shows loading of the structure to S, an 
SSSSS of K     T^*0 L3^ ^l0adlng back t0 P with a ^""^"t de- lormatlon of PC.   To isolate the surface energy from "plastic" enerpy   the 
point Q is located such that QT is parallel aS equal to PO.    T^lfth )SQD 
is the force-displacement characteristic for loaSng, a small IncreSe in 
crack length and unloading with no permanent deforrStion!^he^^Q 
corresponds to the surface energy of the newly created crack surfaces     The 

^e^rSS.0" ^ f0rCe ^^ ^ ^^^ mduli lineff^laS :SS- 
In rock structures the permanent deformation mechanisms nay be corolicated 

ShSJS?^ ^l; /0r eXan*le' closure of cracks on unloSng mSTe inhibited by grain dislodgement.    The unloading moduli should   therefbre   be 
conpared at plmilar force levels and the permanent defonStion fSTertrec- 
polation of the initial unloading ncdulus. y extrac 

Discussion of Size Characterization of Rock 

«-. .^hypothesis of this section has been that the tensile failure of rock 
fSiMCharaCtfriZed by two Palters, the woric of fracture, aStte 
tl% liT .CraCk i6"?h'    *?»^tloal predictions have been presented to suÄKest 
that this type of characterization can explain sone of the dlscreSncies 
exS^n E'res^r^ tensile, sJress ^rength criterion S^Sd experimental results, while recosiizing that some statistical theorv should hP 
superinposed on the energy method to account for the inhered vaSSilSy of 
SimtÄn01^^13 mth0d ^ failure criterton 1» ident^fto   y 

SS^SJS SSJ"" theor7» but now an ener& analysis is made of ever^ structure 
Ste^ifi11^ T 0CCT by CraCk P^P^tio^ and there is aTffere™ interpretation of the meaning of the effective crack length. 
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The effective crack length which characterizes each particular rock 
Z^iS r.1^ S ^ Jßrl0p,,,Bnt of a ^roscopic crack^S^r^ck 
^tPH S i^n0t.relat^t0 classlcal Griffith flaws which arf generSlv 
related to grain size and internal civstalline ünperftection.    The^lSi^i 
or often discussed, Griffith flaw is now considered as a defect that^' 
occur at the tip of the crack and is not a through-the-structSe defecf   ^ 
effect of individual flaws account for the micrSracki^gTäS Tlolr'thT 
crack and will contribute to the overall tern 'work of future'    %fv m!t 
be considered to affect the zone at the tip of ^cSLk^Li^iSlv 
ISLSC" StreSS-Straln resPonse because of the r^laiatSX ^ Sc^o- 

by HoÄ^eTSTigyp^f^ SSf ^ffJ iS con3ist^ with that proposed 

SS^STf1"8 at ?" CraCk tlp is ^^ developed.   Sen^Js z^p^sses 
wUh the macroscopic crack.    On a typical force-displacement resS^^f 
conplete test on a rock specüien it is proposed tha? the devel^S of the 

S^^e^fi0!^1015 S" il)itial effeC^ crak length Se^lace       * 
^^i-SS iS.iS1?1"« ca^city of the structure is reached, 

t-ho ^e
1
stress gedient in the region of crack development is tartant to 

the development of cracks.    Pbr za.es of low stress gradient, thST^^ere 
S%£f^ f f633/3 "n^onnly distributed over a iS^TvSl^me of rec^T 
SL^E freCt teoSl0n te3t' conslderable micrecracking Tan oc^ thiSoS 
n^n ^K?

0
"! 2 ten3i0n ^ the ^^ nacroscopic crack de^lopSÄer a 

SSÄ SfSSS^ It iS "2 Until the ^-opic creckÄ^r a 
oeveiop that the predicted curves shown in Pig. 2.8 to 2.12 are aoolicablP 
SlSf tf rtrleS ^re a hlgh Stre33 ««Salt exists the ^recSSg is lindted to a very small zone before the macroscopic crack teSSfcTdSS^ 
Sr .t^ariSOnJ>f.t?e0retlcal ^ experinental results shouM be Sore ob^ous 
Sr^S^I ^ l0W 3tre3S ^^ent. the most probable positioH? the 
mcroscopic crack is more variable than for situations of hl^ stress graLnt 

S' L     ü^trates this point with reference to a short o- Ion« soanbeaT 
exoerSSn^f60'1'?^^1^ Crack length can ^ ^^ly deterM^d by^oSing 
STT^Jb thr^e for Brazllian„tests ^d the ring lest.    Notice thatT^ ^ig. ^.iib the force to cause crack growth in the ring test is initialiv 
Independent of the crack length.    Th?value of this force can bf used Jo 
determine the «work of fracture-.    Then by comparli tS r^o of Ihe aoolied 
0rCLt0. i rlng te3t t0 that of a Brazilian testae eff^tl^e crack Sh 

can be detennined.   This nEthod is dependent upor the effectlw cSck Sh 
being less than the 1.5 tines the diaSter of the hole in ^he^i^TSst   St 
^S6 ^^V^w'T "^"f0"3 ?? effeCtiVe crack^hl^be aecerminecl.    Pig. 2.22 shows a conparison of the force required to cause 
SS f^e m^f^T11^ *? rlng te3t3' and **' 2-22b SSS the retlo of the force for the Brazilian to the force to cause failure in the rin* test as 
JJ^JSL0' ^ length-    0ther ,nBthoda of detennining the e?fec?lv^ creek length from a single test require a curve fitting procedure,  cSSh iToft^ 
ÄTf^cfuLT^ ^-^^ ^e efSve Sk'l^aS ST 
n Qv ^ K r^J ^ 0ne te3t ^ used In the beam paper by HARDY et al 
(197J but this procedure is now not considered satisfactory. 
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EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS OF FRACTURE 

Introduction 

check^he'vS^fS STSSiSU V?artH ** thls section WGre de^^d to 
^M^     SSf   S       the theoreticaI predictions outlined in the previous 
?SSM    ^ ^ T^l haS not P61™1"^ the complete verificatiSTS Si 
implications derived from the theoretical observations so experimental woÜ 
S^f t0

t.
Ver^ the basic ro™ or the P^lctions!   SS S Srk 

tSe SlfS onn ^ ?OSSi?1: lnflUenCe 0n the ^neral hypoth^ ^ these will be outlined In a later stage of this section. 

^vance so that comparison of beam modulus as a function of crack lln&h cS be 

^noJ^Hh^0f the exPe5,^ntal work Perfomed on the beam test has been 
reported in a paper which has been submitted to the International   TomLi „r 

brief review of the bea^i test results will be given here y 

General Experimenta: Procedures. 

a^ J|
lhe r0rm 0f the Predlcted force-displacenent responses of the failinc 

specimen suggests that control of these tests after the peak load caSvSf 
AS coulTnofh00^6 dlmCUlt-    C^entionaI me^aniclfor^SLic 
S^t  che^ ^H f     ^e^ssive strain ener^ exists within the loadeo 
body at  the peak load to supply the energy required for crack nroparation so 
this energy would be observed as klnetlcTunamfcrnin^   ^ Propagation so 
conventional equip^nt to Invpsti^te the "ÄS^o/^^^f^gth 
nS?^2   re fS;.teStS 0n SpeclJ,Bn ^^ artificially indued cracS     S 

Ir^LT^ ^^/^f* m studying crack growth in plexiglass. 
^<5^

SerT0-control3ed testlng sterns have recently become popiOar in rock 
S ^giSef a I,evleW by HÜDS0N et a1 1972) and with appropMe ,e chäcfof 
the feedback parameter control of almost any test can be achieved     For the 

SeS SISS ^T1^ teSt the feedba'k P*™*^ is cS asTdJs- placement transverse to the cruck path.    With rock there is a certain 
uncertainty of the location of the final crack path so the dfspl^nt 
transducers have to be placed to encompass any possible cre.ck pa?h     For 
^artSSSlXSS ^^ P0^ is Known as an initial crack hL to 
De artificially Induced.    In this case the displacement transducers can be 
Fif? 5S ^e '? the CraCk faCes ^ P^ical.    Ihis is illustrSed^n 
Fig. 2.2J with reference to the beam test.    This transverse horizontal dis- 
placement is programed to monotonically Increase with tine.    Se c?oSd loop 
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system Insures that this condition Is met by varying the applied force. 
The vertical displacement Is Independently monitored.    The force-versus 
ve.^lcal displacement and the force-versus horizontal displacement Is con- 
tinuously recorded on an X-Y-Z recorder. 

Beam Tests 

Fig. 2.25 shows the experimental arrangement used for testing the beam 
sanples. The load was neasured by a load-cell located Just above the steel 
cylinder In Pig. 2.25; the displacement at the loading point or the 'vertical' 
displacement, öv, was measured by another cantilever transducer that was con- 
nected to a steel cylinder just above the loading point and activated by rods 
connected to the base of the beam bending apparatus. 

The plexlglas beams were 11 In. long (loaded over a 10 In. span), 3 In. 
deep and 1 In. wide with all faces accurately machined and polished. The 
beams were notched to a depth of 0.5 In. with a diamond saw blade and a fine 
crack 0.1 In. deep was additionally Introduced by striking the base of the notch 
a sharp blow with a utility knife blade. 

Unnocched plexlglas beams could not be controlled with the present system. 
Further refinements such as a faster servo-valve (with a response time of 
1/2 milliseconds), an Improved feedback transducer and computerized feed- 
back conditioning (allowing any function of any nuirber of experimental 
variables to be the Independent variable) would enable the failure of 
unnotched plexlglas beams to be controlled. These refinements were not con- 
sidered necessary, however, because the notching technique for plexlglas was 
successful and the failure of unnotched rock beams was controlled. 

The rock beams (Cold Spring Red Granite, Minnesota) were 11 In. long 
(loaded over a 10 in. span), 3 in. or 2 in. deep and 1 in. wide. All the 
faces were surface ground and the front face was highly polished so that 
photographs of the propagating crack could be taken. 

Controlled Failure of Plexiglas Beams 

The Initial series of experiments was carried out on plexlglas in order 
to obtain complete force-displacement curves that were not affected by 
microstructural inhomogenelty. In addition, the exact crack length at 
any stage can be determined from photographs or from direct measurements, 
because of the material transparency. 

Experimental Results 

The results presented in Fig. 2.26 show the force - 'vertical' displace- 
ment curve and the corresponding force - 'horizontal' displacement curve for 
a selected test. 

The 'horizontal' displacement was progranmed to linearly Increase with 
time at a rate of .^64 x lO--5 in./min. and was constrained to monotonlcally 
Increase at this rate. The force and 'vertical' displacement were dependent 
variables and it should be noted that the curve in Fig. 2.26b does not 
monotonlcally increase in displacement. 
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the photographs Is a speclnKn identlf?nS^       5 Flg- 2-27-   ^ '8' in 
force and dlsplacemsnts at^Jh Sefe nhn?n "^ 0-125 ^^ h1^-    ^ 
area of the beam shown In thTphotoSJnK ^f ^S Were taken ^ the 
.       The crack propagated In a s?r2S? ^i^^10^60 i" ^g- 2.26. 
i^fla^tles that influe^e the SSk nSh ^ ^ the ^^tructural 
shape of the crack tip ls in aSle^? Jf^S ^ ^c^n.    ihe coined 
^ all materials.   This Is cauSdlS 1   S the obse™ä shape of crack tins 
crack tip stre3ses ^Ich chLS^m S^? dljnenslonal n?^ o? the   ' 
a condition more closely related ^pÄtSSIn^f ^ beain surface ^ 

Dlsc^slon ^ ^^ 0f the be-- 

the co^rfoLCSaSLn?Perlrnental ^^ s^ to Pig. 2 26 with 

This value was 2.68 In.lbs /to 2   TS^T ? f10 exPerim5nt curves coincided 
and experimental results Äe geÄ^^^8008 0f the theScfi 

p^^^fÄS^SS^ Ä 1^™s'the speclnc 

and the spec5lc d^laSS^T^f^^ f0rce ^placement curves 
^ntal 'vertical- dlsplacen^nt SsIL^ 00?^ *&*****'    ^ e^S 
values at corresponding load Dolntf L^! ?     5 ^^ mor,e than the theoreScal 
cal shakedown and todentatlÄw^f^^' ^ ** caused by SSS- 
ftoal portion of pre-peak curve™fxtran^Sf K10

^
6
 
process " ^^ the 

the Intercept Is at .005 to/The e^Äf^Ä to the dtoplacer^nt axis, 
not affected by the shakedown and dSS^ ™ ^f^^' displacement Is    ' 

Ftom the photographs In P^   f ^   tL^!^ fth the theo^tlcal curve, 
theoretical moduli correspmdlnfVofhi.        CrfCk lengths ^ ^asured and the 
Ihe crack length neasSÄre nÄ^fvi6"8^ ^ shown ^ ^S   2.29I 
S fcf .g^^ ^an^d as thHrack pSpSted0^.T ^ tlp Wa? c^ 
^•äaS!^^ ^ -^ ^ ^ ?SrS-ÄÄ1 Ä^e^enter 

is sh^ ÄT2^
thKS Ses^^fS re^S ^ ^ — ^ 

value of 2.68 In. lbs./ta?2   (the^lluP ^l^f^00^^^ to a ^urfacl e^ 
^he^SlT^ ^ iem™'    ^ theoretical and expl?Stal 

väth ^atLg^ew^L^^'oSdte^tS^h^^^        the ene^ associated 
with pendent defections by un^^eS aT^S^?^-^ 
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force-'vertical' displacement curve In TM*   ? .n -r ^    . 
the 'permanent' dlsplacerrenf- u™Z\^   uS'    '30 lndicate the effect of 
Subsequent experinient^S h^s Lo^ ^t™*. e^e^ental r^suItL 

SS gSTÄ S ~ ^^^ 

^troUedJMij^^of^e^^ 

the ^^^^^e^S^lSS r.0" -^    ^ ^s case. 
The extending crack was visible S tie W gSeSf tF*^*1 ^rvatlon. 
metrical complexity of the mlcrostSurli I face of the beam but the geo- 
length measurements.   Experiments J^^f/epai,atlon P^uluded preclS crack 
well as unnotched beams ^ V*'*™* on artlflcla].ly notched m 

Experimental results - Unnotched Beams 

^JM f^f l^^VLT -/-ed - this series, three of 
dlsplacemenc curves for the 11 x it i\L x i '    ^o complete force- 
these tests   the 'horizontal' d^splacem^n^f6 Sh0m ^ Fi^ 2'^'    ^ 
rate of .116 in. x 10-3/^   S Sff?^? Was P^^amned to Increase at a 
were located hali4y aloTeacJ hS?^n be nÄed that the PointsTlnd Po 
the rock beams were u^SfhldInSIhe cSol. ^ :lOCatlons were ^S blcause 
distance from the center line aCk COUld d£veloP at a slgnincarT 

Ihe curves   n Pic   ? w 4 n    *. 

ans. the c^cS^/^XraS^^ÄÄ^^oLe^- 
Experimental Results - Notched Beams 

Ihree beams of dlmsnsinn n" v oit     -,» 
depth 1/2" below the^Sl^L were't.' tSth S dlain0nd cut no^h of 
^! f f two of these te^Sf shoS Ä' pC??leS ^^splacement 
recorded in beam /I only, but tSI SSxfÄ th?''   ^^^ nioduli we^ 
as fracture progresses. nearly shows the change in beam modulus 

Discussion 

The curves In Fie   ? ^ij avw, ^-u    i., 
2 in. deep beam correfpcndfcL^ fh! theorftlcal curves for the 11 m   scan 
Note that the corxSed^iSnm f^^* ^SUlts sh^ ** Sg. 2^2 
should be compared with t^tSScfl res^tf   ^a1' ^^^ ^ ' 
Wg. 2.32.    The theoretical cu^I were S?Sl«j/,eV the dotted ^^ ^ 
the theoretical and exoerl^n^i L!?^ calculated such that the peak Forr* in 
work of fracture ^BluTofouf^TJ^ ldentlca1'   ^ occ^fg? f 
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In the case of rock beams, it Is preferable to conpare the force and 
the estimated crack length for theory and experiment because permanent 
deformations affect the displacement values.   The curve in Fig. 2.35a shows 
.he theoretical relationship between beam modulus and crack length at any 
stage In the failure process.    From this Information, the theoretical 
relationship between load and crack length can be established as shown 
in Fig. 2.35b.    The load versus estimated crack length for the experimental 
results are shown in Fig. 2.35b.    In this figure the theoretical or 
predicted force load versus crack length is plotted for comparison.    [rjhe 
effective experimental crack length was estimated from the change In 
unloading moduli shown in Fig. 2.32.]    In this case, the agreement between 
theoretical and experimental results is good.    This is because the permanent 
deformation does not influence the local beam unloading moduli values. 

The results from the notched beams give results which are fairly 
predictable.    As the notch represents initiation from a longer effective 
crack length the peak load is reduced and the "controllability" of the 
test is increased as the vertical displacement is nearly monotonically 
increasing with Increased fracture.    This effect can easily be seen by com- 
parison with the plexiglas theoretical predictions In Fig. 2.26 for this 
shape beam. 

Ihe experimental results of the granite beam tests are summarized in 
lable 5.   Note that the apparent tensile strength of this rock is not con- 
sistent but varies with beam shape. 

Test Max. Load Fm 
Average 3 tests 

Max. Variation 
fromFm 

Apparent Tensile 
Strength 

10" x 3" x 1" 902 17.3^ 1,500 

10 x 2 x 1 663 15.5^ 2,480 

10" x 3" x 1" 
with 1/2" notch 

628 26^ 

Table 5.    Summary of Beam Experiments on Granite 

Ihe experimental and theoretical results for plexiglas beam failure 
were in excellent agreement.    For rock, the agreernent was not so good.   This 
is because the theoretical model applies to an ideal material but r-ock does 
not.    The theoretical model must be modified, therefore, to account for the 
following factors: J 
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1. 

2. 

The difference between the conpresalve and tensile modidl and 
non-llnearlty of the tensile stress-strain curve.    This results 
fmn micro-cracks opening In tensile regions throughou? Se bSy. 

Pennanent deformations.    Ihls effect cetn be partially eliminated 
by the consideration of forces only and sepa?atlr^X dlSacl- 
ments into two components.    Both these effects Sf considered ?o 
be more dominant In less competent rock. ^onsiaerea to 

Brazilian and Ring Tests 

Introduction. 

HUEßO^t'afnSn h^r.^ ^ dlSCS ^ been achieved P^vlously by 
recorded     LltllL        l^f teStS the Vertlcal displaceLnt was not 
S??^ Af ^   tests reported In this section relates to the controlled 
^ÄLSTSnSF ^f"6 ^ Plexiglas discs of outside dimeter n h<    5nterna1 diameters of zero, as In the case of the Brazilian tea? 

'    ^es and one Inch.   No Brazilian tests were conducte^on JSxl^ 
dlsplSLnts     STip63 th^te^ S601*^163 ^ the feedback c^tS 
pa^lSr^; tS ^ f^te dl^S Straln ^u^s had t0 be ^od, bonded 
JSSr" y the dlsc surface-    The central one and half Inches of thP 

irents are at least one order of maenltiKip v^rrK^», -«^ 4.a     ■■     . f^^ 
tte load ^s „asur^ by a Sf^-^sfeS   SrS ^^fo^^ roA- 

liie vertical displacement was measured by cantilevers as descrlberf in 
the X^ 05 ^T •    ^ deflectlon reflects SOHB 'lllli^ dorn'of 
si^incLt       COntaCt ^ l0ad 1S applied» but does not apSlrTbe 

Ring Tests on Plexiglas 

Experimental Results 

i" rn!^ r1^ te!uS 0f P^Sla3 were conducted; two tests with holes of 
LJ?       er tbe °ther two tests with holes of O.K    All pleSSas tests 
were pre-cracked with an Initial crack length of approxlm^S 0? S 

eipSÄ LScaSf SS6 ^ ^f ^ wed^crac^l^-prÄimlna^ 

i?H^S??ÄS - sStioT^ sfdbSwpSSer s? 
possible.   Before this was done the distance AB was larger a^oAZ        ** 

i 
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unsynmetrlc cracks would develop with UD to a hpif QM wv,   *. growth. p up to a half an inch of uncontrolled crack 

test/we^coÄd atlS T^ZZ'.Z^^ Shape ^"taent.   These 
similar to that descrlbea for SS beS tea? faCeS ^ 0raCk "P shaPe ^ 

with ^eSTatäS ^tlcXÄÄL^f ff6 ^f3 by C^13- 

dlcte. resuxt, Sgmed ^Äg^S^S? sZÄ^S^-    ^ ^ 
Discussion 

that very little "percent" dfib^ion if SsoS^.Se^10ading modu11 lndlcate 

vertical displacement curve is so^teeo th^^fJf^tf^ these tests- The observed 
loading paths. Steep that " ls dimcult to distinguish Individual 

mi ^^L^eSe^Ä^Suä^S ^ Pfdicted curve> sh0- ^ the 
and experimental Is irm^ ^wo^x^eSn^i^ •^ete ^^^^ of predicted 
crack length detenrilnaSm aXd the SSSf?S Rations; the accuracy of the 
length was racorded by co^pSlson wIS f sa.^ «^ ^^ Crack-    ^ crack 

the expected crack path, bSfthe sSoe of S nS f^f rertlcally ^ parallel to 
and the two crack paths rnay not hlwbepn 1™J%   ^ C0Uld sometimes be curved 
crack detennlnatlon.    ?Ä?^Sac?äi2f L S^i^^^ acci,ra^ of the 

induced initial crack shape,    ^is Jas toSoL^H^     ? ^.Ver7 dePendant "Pon the 
into the plexiglas.    ConSoi of tMs cr^k S^! . y ^r:Lklng a Wedge shaPed ^zor 
crack n^y not be even acrS Ät^of th^Se^6^1^ ^ ^ reSUltlng 

that of plexiglas, with modSlus^^x^ p^f Ä^L^r^ S-ln^ 

(20) 

*Note from equation 8 

F <* w & - kf/2 

Spe^"^1031 St™tm,eS• ' ^ 2' Wlth dlffe«n* ^"8'» "*ull, E, and E2 

then 

i 

■ 
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where E1 = 10.0 x 10
6 psl 

E2 = .i|40 x 106 psl 

Y-L = 2.68 lb in/in2 

Y .UH 

Sfc^enäf asT^1^ ^ t0 ^ ^cture for the ring with a 0.1 inch Initial 

P, = 4,300 xßM   ^ÜO -1- v .im    io 

the experünentally observed ^es^ 'Se  Wk of SactS? ^fi'n^/f ^ Wlth 

this calcualtlon Is that found from the h^*JzJ      I     S 2.68 lb. In/In   used In 
ment with observed results S thT^S S   ^Sf nLy!t.Pr0dUCes e^ellent agree- 
applled load of 4,300 lbs. the S-ta teSn« !f Ce ^S/01" the ring test with an 
be 4,300 psl, whereas for the bS^t   w?S « ^f ^^ ^^^cked body would 
tensile stress In the unLacLd^ would h. LT"^^ 0f 600 lbs" thp ™*1™* 
particularly meanlng^l ScaSe o?The lar^ rn fi^^00^?1 ^    Wlls comPanson Is not 
but by extrapolation of Fig. lob of cLrk Sn^h    ^ ^^ Crack ^ the beam test 
0.1/3.0 then the maxtoum ^ ^w SpacÄT 10"^ ^f' of °'6/3-0 to 

be 1,300 lbs., thus an apparentleSle SSnrth of p ?7n   3   be^0f ^lex^la2 would 
the Inconsistency of a simple streS ^SS?* /I*170 p3±'    Blls ideates again 
proposed energy method. criterion and the possible usefulness of the 

Brazilian and Ring Tests on Charcoal Srey ignite 

Experimental Results 

2.39 —Älbs^Ä^ 0f e^^-ts.    Fig. 
horizontal displacements^e Ä     Sice tto? S thf R   ^ ^ VertlCal ^ 
Is approximately 14,000 lbs., which resSts ITl SnS^   f ^^ test the peak load 

platen and the rock of 28,000 DS whSh ifh^h H ? n^ !tress between the steel ^ 
stress for this rock which L bSweSi 34 ooS ^d ^R nnnS 'w ^r^^^ co^esslve 

The horizontal disolacemenf ™Mnh „^     ^   3 £00 psi (see w»™ 1968). 
by two strain gauSs^oppoSS S£ of tS     f ^ feedback slsnal was generated 
attempt has beln mde ?o scSe ?h^?Lf „S   T* ^ but was ^calibrated so no 
son 2th the predlcteVoXS sh^   "SrS^d^l^ ^ ^ ^ C°^- 

Icd/SI LTol Ä2 L'stflT^h3^un^ 9'tefS' 11St1^ the -X^ 
mean in each group and tteLxl^ Sn^ SS^' ^n^dmum variation from this 
imum load.    uftlS toe Scr^SäTvSSSon WM^.'^ ^^^ body at the max- 

KL^re 2.40 shows S photo^nhs o? ^.^ "^f0^ tensile strength", 
the reduction in load c^w cSEltv     £hf S   ^^ ^^ the Crack that caused 
crack extends very near^Sf XTb^dSL^eaTh cLT ^^ ^^ the 

some tIS we^'SntS^^SfhLSnSfSs'L0 a "T^ by the Vertical c^> 
the load applied to the specton La^n h^n ^f aCeinent Was contln^lly increased 
chants were occurring witÄe^S dlfS     sSff^ /' ^S..Sta8e no st^tural 

-ued, total o^^^^^^^^^^^e Had^he test^con- 
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In uncontrolled testinc nf -t-t-, 

Discussion 

curves sho^in^Pi? l^'^^^^nt curves agree ault-P won    4.. 
in these figures     -fh^     ^ 2-11-    ^ loads atfmS „^iS^ the P^dlcted 
Grey GranlJfSed l^he^3? that there ^ ^ÄrSL^^* than tho™ 
tests.    This S IndSed nn?n ftS ^ the ^Id SprW R^ ^e,between the ...arcoal 
so that a direct co^L0rtUnate that the same refk tl? USed ln the be^ 
Plexiglas Ct C0nPa^°n could be made betSn^Sse^f «f ? ^ ln both te^s 

If the effectl 0ase of the 

test oante Sd L^f1^ dependent of the effenfi^8 ""^ the sma11 hole 
For both theS iSlS, S*? the 'work °f ^cture^ S L^,length so thl= 

P2  7^ (20a) 
¥

1 = ^,300 lbs. 
F2 = 7,900 lbs. 

y1 " .114 lb in/in2 

total craoK length „ere o.50 Ä/Cj ^lÄS* 

i 
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effective crack length of 0.25 at either side of the internal hole.    Ihis Is 
considerably larger than the effective crack length found for the Cold 
Spring Red Granite of 0.1 inch, but unfortunately this length was found from 
a much less satisfactory irethod, the curve fitting procedure outlined in the 
beam testing discussion. 

The experlmsntal results from the ring test can be used as an independent 
check of the two material properties, work of fracture and effective crack 
length derived from the Brazilian test and the ring test with the small hole. 
From figure 2.16 the ratio of F       for the ring test with the large hole to 
the F       for the ring test wlth^sraall hole at craok length 0.25 can be 
deterged.    This ratio Is 0.430.    Thus, the predicted load carrying capacity 
of the ring test with the large hole is 0.430 and the experimentally observed 
maximum load for the ring test with the small hole.   This gives 0.430 x 7,900 
which Is 3.400 lbs.   This agrees favorably with the experimentally observed 
result of 3-020 lbs. 

The unloading modulus for these tests is In general very insensitive to 
changes in crack length.   This can be seen from the form of the force-vertical 
displacement curves.    It Is very difficult to distinguish the loading and the 
unloading paths due to the thickness of the ink from the pen recorder.   The 
horizontal displacement is much more sensitive to crack length changes, but 
the horizontal displacements are uncallbrated.    The theoretical method 
utilizes the change in strain energy or the change in modulus, so for conparison 
the normalized modulus is shown as a function of horizontal displacement.    This 
can be used to determine the crack length with the body at that particular 
horizontal displacement by conparison with the theoretical, or F.E. predictions. 
This has been done and Fig. 2.41 shows the output of one particular Brazilian 
Test. 

Extrapolation of these moduli indicate again that permanent deformations 
are not si^ilficant with this rock under these loading conditicns as was found 
with the plexiglas ring test. 

General Discussion of Experimental Results 

The experlnental results have established the fundamental validity of 
the theory;    complete force-displacement curves should be analysed on the 
basis of the amount of energy absorbed during an incremental increase in 
crack length as failure occurs.    In the past, the tensile strength has been 
the (assumed) material property used to characterize the failure of rock in 
tensile stress fields.   When failure is analyzed by energy absorption 
considerations, however, the material property is the unit 'work of fracture1; 
the tensile strength, or maximum tensile stress at failure is a function of 
the type of test and specimen geometry and is not a material property. 

Experimental observations have been presented on two coranonly used 
tensile testing methods coranonly used on rock to support the hypothesis that 
hard rock fails by a crack traversing the body.    The need for such observa- 
tion may seem trivial but some had expressed the view that rock fails by a gradual 
process of micro crack extension throu^iout the tensile stress zone and that 
the final crack surface is developed only after considerable load bearing 
capacity of the structure has been lost.    This is supported by the masking of 
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any unique crack within the structure by the mlcrostructure until 
such time that very large deformations have occurred and the final crack 
surfaces have displaced sufficiently for them to be detectable by the 
naked eye. Ihe fact that mlcrocracklng does continue within the rock body 
is not denied, but the hypothesis is presented that the load carrying capacity 
of the rock is reduced only after the 'effective crack length' is developed 
and continues to propagate. Ihe effect of the stress gradient upon this 
process has been discussed earlier. 

The theoretical method has been verified by comparison with experimental 
results of tests on plexiglas when the crack length can be visually recorded and 
from the general form of the experimental results on rock and the observed 
change in modulus (force divided ty vertical displacement, or force divldrd 
by horizontal displacement whichever applies). As the structure loses its 
load carrying capacity a crack length can be reduced for all stages of the 
fracturing process. 

Ihe experimental verification of the postulated theory can only be con- 
sidered preliminary. Extensive testing would be necessary to investigate the 
effective crack length and the work of fracture for other types of rocks. 
The possible variation of the 'work of fracture' with different geometries 
should be investigated. This variation could result from different stress 
fields at the crack tip. Any variation of this type would be expected to be 
minor, ^testing with many different geometries and with different size specimen 
could be used to further prove or disprove the theory, ihe effect of specimen 
thickness could be studied. For very thin specimen the variation of 'work of 
fracture' with length should be much more pronounced than for thicker samples 
where the variations of 'work of fracture' would effectively be averaged out 
throutfi the thickness of the crack front. Other experimental testing could 
be carried out to investigate the effect of propagation rate of the work of 

fracture'. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. A brief review of the mechanisms of tensile failure of materials 
have been given with particular reference to rock type brittle materials. 

2. The hypothesis presented by Griffith that energy is absorbed as 
cracks extend is adopted as the criterion of fracture with the 
'work of fracture' being a material property, ihe work of fracture 
Includes the energy of an dlsslpative mechanisms in the region 
of the crack tip. 

3. The "effective crack length" is defined and hypothesized to be a 
material property. Both the work of fracture and the effective 
crack length of a rock are required before the load carrying 
capacity of a particular shape can be determined. 

4. Ihe Finite Element stress analysis technique is used to develop 
complete force versus displacement responses of structures falling 
due to the extension of a through-the-structure crack. 

5. Discussion of the usefulness of this method in predicting crack 
paths and the development of multiple crack trajectories is presented 
in ll#it of the energy balance technique. 
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6. 

7. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

The above mentioned method is used to analyze five conmonly used 
tensile test geometries. These are the beam test, the direct 
tension test, Brazilian test, the ring test and the hydraulic 
fracturing test. 

Discussion is presented upon the variations in the "apparent 
tensile strength" from specimen size, shape and different tests. 
Iheso variations are not conpletely predicted fron statistical theories, 
but become apparent when the energy balance technique is used. 
Ihe effect of the rock's micro structure upon the predicted force- 
displacement curves is discussed with particular reference to 
variations of the work of fracture with crack path, the effect of 
intersecting a pre-existing crack, and the effects of pennanent 
deformations on the experimentally observed force-displacement 
curves. 

A method is proposed for measuring the "effective crack length" and 
the 'work of fracture1 uniquely from comparison of the experimental 
outputs from the Brazilian and the ring tests. 

Experimentally observed controlled crack growth in plexiglas beams 
and «rings are described. A closed loop servo-controlled testing 
machine used with an appropriate across-crack displacement feed- 
back parameter was used to develop the conplete force-displacement 
curve for each test. 

* 
Ihe fonn of the experimentally derived force-displacement curves 
agreed excellently with the predicted curves. 

Ihe material property 'work of fracture' experimentally derived 
from the beam test on plexiglas could be used to predict the 
lead carrying capacity of the plexiglas ring. 

Crack growth was controlled in rock beams and discs using the 
servo-controlled testing system. The expropriate feedback parameter 
is discussed. 

Variation of the modulus of the beams and discs were observed as 
fracture progressed. These variations can be used to estimate the 
crack length In a failing structure at any point of the test. 

The Brazilian and ring test indicated a wide range of apparent 
tensile strength, which was satisfactorily explained using the 
'work of fracture' and 'effective crack length' as the relevant material 
properties. 

The maximum load carrying capacity of a Brazilian or ring type test 
may not be that required to cause a splitting crack. Subsequent 
loading of the stmcture can exceed that to cause vertical splitting, 
and could be misinterpreted as being the load related to tensile 
failure. i 
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17. 
Hon^^ e

1
lement techniclue associated with the correct interoreta- 

tion of crack growth within a structure can be used to Ltereret 

mi^^si^fT?1"8 C^aCity 0f ^ eiven ^tructuS tKlll 
SrT„S tensile

4
fr,acture-   ^is apparent tensile stress at which 

failure occurs Is not a natural property but slirplv a reaultof th*. 
partlculargeanetry being considered and the mterlal SSrtiL 

SSrent^or^eT^eX   ^^ ^ ** eXPeCted t0 be 
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Figure 2.1: IWo fundamental modes of failure of an ideal material. 
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Figure 2.4: Illustration of applled-force-ctlffYiess in failure criterion. 
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CRACK LENGTH 

Figure 2.17: Possible variations of work of fracture with crack length. 
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Figure 2.19:    The influence of a pre-existing crack and testing machine 
stiffness on. the conplete force-displacement. 
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Figure 2.20:    The influence of permanent deformations on the conplete force- 
displacement curve. 
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Figure 2.H0:    Photograph of Cracked Granite Rings, 
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Figure 2.41:    Determination of Crack Length In Cracked Granite Disc. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PROGRESSIVE COLLAPSE OF SIMPLE BLOCK-JOINTED SYSTEMS 

Introduction 

This paper describes the Initial phase of an Investigation which It was 
hoped would be developed to Include general polyaxlal loldlngs.    Ss woS 
was proposed after an extensive review of the literature pertalnlrS to the 
failure of block jointed systems, this review Is presented Sl^dS I 

Ihe present concern Is with the simplest possible loading pattern   unl- 
axlal conpresslon.    This was chosen as the first step In theSpro^be£mse 

SP^^l^Ptf f 3irllcit*; ^ some ^t argSe trlvliltHt proves 
£l SS L «oSVSi24?Xpe?raßrifcal techn1^^ and study at least one load- 
ing situation In some detail.    As more complicated loadings are applied   It 
?tC?fno^f33^ t0 c?^ the sP^^n In a test vessel of sorr^ kind so that 
nn^v^?     ^^ p?ssible t0 obse^e the specimen directly as can be done In 
unlaxlal compression.    Thus the unlaxlal compression test can be used to obtain 

SeV^^f Stsf def0rmatl0n ^ ^^ whicb ^ not be obtSnablf f?^ 

Taking the decision that all specimens would be tested in unlaxlal comoresslon 
automatically eliminated certain specimen configurations from the^T^lpeci- 
mens containing throughgolng Joints for exampleT will be unstable under^l f-Selsht 
when the inclination of the Joint to the horlzoAtal exceed SeLSe of SicUof 
of the Joint (for smooth Joints with zero "cohesion").    Ihe case^f slip on a 
^SonT^0^ ^ fUrther coraPli^ted by the need to provide for lateral trans- 
lation at the specimen ends if the effect of unknown later restraining forces 
are to be eliminated (Ref. 1. 2).   Because of these factors, the caS ofTs?stem 

nr) .SÄ e^ePtlon' Previous model tests have been carried out using conventional 
o? fSw ^^^^r-n ?iSKhaS been a Serl0US ^diment to the^Ite sS^ 
?nJS^T niechanisms involving brittle fracture.    The question of machine-specimen 
Tt   f)^TJe^ a???rded dUe attentl0n ^ the ^^ literature (eTg! g?s 
3, 4, 2) and its' significance need not be repeated here.    The experiments reported 

S^tSL^df oJ^f^/r^^^Y teStlng SyStem WhlS ^ITlTtrol ana aetailtd study of the fracture process In a manner not previously possible. 

in JfLS? PaS^' 1!ttle attention has been given to the measuremsnt of deformations 
^f ^K'.^U 

VOlUme Chanees ^ P^lcular.    The limited evidence availablT moSt 
the^LS^n^f ?y *°sf*}^r. 5)> sug^sts that in a block^Sd mss! 
mnrSable SÄn^l ^^"^tudes and directions are much larger and m^re 
unpredictable than .hose in an Intact block of the same material under identical 
l^S'    ^ T™ ^P^atlve, therefore, that attention should be Sven to thf 
accurate recording of deformations in any basic investigation. 
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS 

Experljnental Model Material 

The material used was a hl^i strength gypsum plaster specifically chosen 
because of its very brittle nature. One of the many difficulties encountered in 
attenpting to produce an exact material model of a given rock mass is that the 
resulting model material is usually very soft (Ref. 6, 7), and so cannot accurately 
reproduce the brittle post-peak behaviour of the prototype rock (Refs. 1, 2). 
In the present case, no attempt was made to accurately model any particular rock 
mass, the investigation being regarded as a very general one with the inherently 
brittle nature of the material being a prime consideration. 

The model material was produced by mixing plaster and water in the ratio of 
1:0.35 by weight, stirring in a mechanical rdxer for 5 minutes, pouring into 
specially desired steel moulds, vibrating gently to remove entrapped air bubbles 
and following initial setting and strippirv of the moulds, curing in an oven at 
40oC until constant welgjit was achieved. 

Three types of unit block were produced: 

(a) H-in.  x 4-ln. x 8-in. (10.3 cm x 10.3 cm x 20.5 cm) rectangular 
prisms (the unjolnted specimens), 

(b) 1-iii. A i-ln. (2.5 cm x 2.5 cm) square x ^-in (10.3 cm) long blocks, 

(c) blocks with a hexagonal cross-sectional area of 1-ln2 (6.5 cm2) and 
4-ln. (10.3 cm) long. 

These unit blocks were arranged to form four specimen types: 

1) Unjolnted specimen (solid) 
2) Square blocks (SO specimens) 
3) Hexagonal Blocks at 60° (H60) 
4) Hexagonal Blocks at 30o(H30) 

which are illustrated in figure 3-1. All specimens were iJ-ln. x 4-in. x 8-ln. 
(10.3 cm x 10.3 cm x 20.5 cm) rectangular prisms. The use of these four specimen 
types permitted the investigation of block-jointed systems with two dimensional 
extents of jointing of zero, one third and one. Two additional tests were con- 
ducted containing transverse holes, these two specimens are shown in Figure 3-1. 

Experimental Apparatus 

The University of Minnesota's 1 million lbs. (4.45 MM) closed look servo-con- 
trolled testing system was used to apply the axial load to the specimens. Axial 
deformations were monitored by a pair of strain gauged cantilever devices, the 
output from which was used as the feedback sigial. A digital ranp generator was 
used to program axial strain to increase at a fixed rate. 

X-Y plots of axial load against axial deflection were obtained as experimental 
output. Values of axial deflection so obtained were corrected for the effects of 
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conpression of the various steel conponents In the loading system, these cor- 
rections having been pre-determlned In a series of calibration tests. 

In some tests, a second set of cantilevers was mounted laterally on the 
specimen to monitor lateral c)eformations. While not giving a true measure of 
the total lateral conponent of volumetric strain of the specimen, these results 
were used to give some qualitative Indication of the volume changes to be ex- 
pected In block-Jointed systems. 

A simple, but apparently effective system was devised for transmitting machine 
load to the specimen uniformly over Its top and bottom surfaces. This system con- 
sisted of a i|-ln. (10.3 cm) square x 0.25-ln. (0.64 cm) thick copper "flat-Jack" 
filled with oil and sealed, a steel platen which constrained the flat-Jack lat- 
erally and through which the machine load was applied, and 64 ground, one-half 
Inch cubical steel pieces through which the load was transmitted to the specimen 
must have been closely uniform (this loading system Is dlagramatlcally shown In 
figure 3-2, and an actual photo loading system after a test can be seen In flKure 
3-4). 

During each test, 25-30 photographs wore taken at regular Intervals in relation 
to the conplete load-deflection curve so that a detailed record of the behaviour of 
specimens would be available for subseque.it analysis. 

Progressive dollapse mechanisms 

Unjolnted Specimens 

Ten photographs showing progressive collapse of one of the solid specimens, 
together with the associated conplete load-axial deflection curve are shown in 
figure 3-3. 

The curve is linear up to Q0% of the peak load where the first of many local 
peaks occur;.. The first visible fracture occurred at the side of the specimen 
(photograph 2 in figure 4-2) at about 70% of peak load but was not reflected by a 
change In slope of the load-deflection curve. The next cracks to appear developed 
Just before the peak load was leached (point 3) and, like the first crack, were 
clearly axial and very much longer than the cracks observed in most rocks tested 
under similar conditions. The fact that the cracks which developed in this and 
other specimen types were generally axial, point to similarity between the be- 
haviour of the plaster and that of rock. Recent research into the brittle fracture 
of rock has shown that at low ambient pressures, fracturing in rock primarily 
occurs parallel to the direction of the major principal stress, and tha^; the shear 
fracture conmonly assumed to be dominant is. In fact, a secondary featvre (Refs. 
3, 4, 8, 9). 

A notable feature of the load-deflection curve obtained for this and other solid 
specimens is the sudden drop in load which occurs in the immediate post-peak region. 
It would appear that this results fron the very rapid propagation of a fracture which 
Is not detected and arrested by the servo-control system until the load bearing 
capability of the specimen has been significantly reduced. It should be noted that 
in tests previously carried out on similar specimens in a conventional hydraulic 
testing machine (Refs. 10, 11), explosive fracture of the specimens occured at this 
point. 

; 
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aena^rS l'SÄä^t^Ä the f ^ss - ^ ^- 
flne-gr-alned and relatively homoLSeou/Sl^    ' ^^^ ^sults from its' 
of this material In vniaALo^ssTonTfZV    ? l^S resard' the behaviour 
jocks such as Solenhofen limesSe   b^f '^ff t0 *** of som9 fine-grained 
^ctures^^.ven difficult to co^roTeS ^Ält^c^Zlues 

ourve^S^a^ef o^Är^ ?SÄ ^ ^"^ action 
Each of these reductions ^ loÄu??f fS^Sf ^L? SUdden ^ off ^ load, 
which Is not Jjrmedlately detected hvfhf rapld P^Pagatlon of a crack 
control.    Following each o? theS JocS loS'SS«« ^^^ ^ axial st^ 
Is less than that which the specL^n Sn   ftS ^ ?HVthe.l0ad on the s^^^ 
when further energy is supplied tT^he^vSp^H/^^^ point-    Consequently, 
pump, an Increase In load occurs     SriSf   ^ the servo-controlled hydraulic 
the specimen steadl]y decrcas^fVh^m? ^f"!"0" contin^s and the neanload on 
reduces until a s^h cS^f ?^ly ^IT w^ local oscillations InloS 
loads, there Is less energy stored in ^ä: ,Thls occurs because, at the lower 
which can then be controlSd at^ SrlSr S^f^^^ the P^^gatlng cracks 
behaviour was observed In the SO^nd^60 modeS! development.    Similar 

Square Blocks (SO) 

rapid reduction m & to 66?of toe^S^e ' TfS"* ^^^ cais^ * 
^ .actu.s ^d appeared, ^Ä^^ 

in ^ÄTiÄ^SoSZ^T ^ ^ the ^P- ^ft-hand block 
left-hand colui of blocks p^gSssSv ' t^S f^^^ along this fracture, the 
causing the left-hand vertical^ S^y       ated in an ^i-clockwlse direction 
bottom bo top.    With theleSlopSät o? tMs SSST^ al0ns lts ^ngthlSm 
the left-hand to other coluims 0^10^ ^f J^3111' load ms transferred from 
cracky and total collaps^? tLllZt-^^l^:^^ * Severe ^1 

^JoSdo%e^^%h
brs^^^      o^^vointed spec^ -d 

being generally confined to wlSS SmS MLS      S^1" the Jolnted specimen, 
permits rotation of blocks or colSt^s^f blocks ^S^^^?6 presence of J^ntlAg 
and reductions 1^ load not foundTthfsolid specSef3001^^ l0Cal concentratlSs 

Hexogonal Blocks at 60° (H60) 
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ph?nSPS^Sr ^f f fj111^ dur1^ setting up was cut at approximately 
^She? specimen so that the middle 4-ln. could be photo- 

ns ^^-^f flection curve obtained for this specimen is linear up to 
Ji0l      ^f i0ad ^en the flrst observable cracks appeared and a smll local 
vert?L? ^ Sf ^^^    ?ieSe CraCkS (Photo^ph 2) were vertical ^sub- 
™ «Sofl   d ^ proPaSate from block to block across horizontal joints.    In 
d?d no? 1. ^H^?

3
 f1^ t0 these ho^ontal Joints, while in others they 

did not reach the boundaries of the block, suggesting that they were initiated 
?Sf ofT^6 Cent?r ?f ^ bl0Ck-    ™s obse^ion is supported S the results of a stress analysis of hexagpnal blocks carried out usSg the finite 
element method.    lateral tensile stresses of up to 17% of the applied pressure 
St^onS^a'oA6 T'" 0f the,hexaS-.    Approximately 5^? tS c^s" 
^SlfS       1     lhe hexa&on carr±es a lateral tensile stress.    Towards the 
o? S SactuSs S???«^610 be.CenKS e"tlrely coraPres^ve5 giving some idnication 
S !S t;^11^3 initiated near the centers of blocks.    Even a cursory examination 
?n It i ^ .TfaCeS ShOWed that these ^ a:ijnost all other fracSUs^duceS in the investigation were of a tensile rather than shear nature.    The fine white 
powder characteristically produced when shear movements t^e^Le bltwS spaces 

S SSvÄ      ^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ bUt the feW 1S0late* eases Sf^r" 

nf> i-LST0^ ^f^e^ism ob^ ^rved in these tests was the progressive opening 
of the inclined Joints which developed with increasing axial defSctlon     This 
SSftn si^iflcant^to ^ development of lar^glate?^l Snectto ^d 
SlSSs ^creased tendency for the specimen to act as a number of independent 

In the post-peak region of the curve (photcgrapn 4) a third mechanism which 
has some influence on the ultimate behaviour of the specimen appeared     ?hS was 
shear displacement of one half of a cracked block with respecfKe otSJ hS? 
This generally resulted in the displaced portion of the block becomSg weSedlnto 

Ä^Ä^bS^ ^ ^^ 0f ^ ^ ^ event^l^aSS 

As the axial deflection was increased and the load-bearing capability of the 
specimen decreased further, existing cracks widened, new cracks developed and loints 
continued to open.    Associated with this progressive breakdown of the specimen wS 
the development of quite large lateral deflections.    At points 3   TanTsKr 
aXS defSatlnnf ^nhS6"3^^ ^^ as 2' 6 ^d 10 times the corresponding axial deflections.   Obviously, the number of degrees of freedom associated with 
i£ ^^f h0^    ^ unjointed specimens.   Any attempt to mathematically analyse 
accoÄ? itIfST 0f ^^^tlnua must necessarily take this factor Into account ii it is to be successful (e.g. Ref. 12). 

Hexagonal Blocks at 30° (H30) 

Ihe behaviour of the H30 speclnens as illustrated in Figure 3-6 varies con- 
siderably from that of the other specimen types tested.    Ihe fom of the load- 
deflection curve differs from that recorded in other tests, and the peak load- 
bearing capability is quite low. , y a*. 
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in ether speotenlyp'Sa ta toW^^ZÄu^ f™ ^ deVeloped 

in the dlstrS taof st^sS SthS thf^t^T' SSt arlBe ^ diffamnces 

opposite ^^ SC ifthrÄSn^aSnToir ^^ t0 *- 

tag.    ObSloSyrtols^m fnlv res^nS; ^J"*" ^ f6 ^^ ^K1™^ of r.cad- 
cases, rotation of lsol^edbl0^^"1f

ip "? ^f ^^od Joints or, In sone 
opening un of vertical ones r^L, f .K"? " lnolted Joints and associated 
havlnfa »an oS^Slon Iflo^to te b£e o??h^ 'J**™** "**'*'' planes 
significance of this slip mechanlsS   the Ste^l SefiK^"-   DeSplte the obvlous 

great as those In the H60 sneoWn?'   .► J?! rai<ielle0?lona "«^"ned «ore not as 
the test «pivsätä In flS^f Vhf w6 T1™ ^ ^flection reached In 
contraction     In the H60 sS^ "the J?»^ expan?1°n "^ «»« ttaes the axla.' 
contraction at the tTÄM? daneSl^3"310" ^ ^"^ ^ the «^ 

Block Jointed Models Containing Transverse Holes. 

conÄ a^^rsThoL36^ Ite-^TtT^ f0r the ^^^ "^ failure development ' e as300latea Photographs Illustrating the 

tuSlsr, two weSloS cores of Sssen?l^S^e,^Tidfal)le ■aiation^ Even- 
opening illustratinE the cmf!™,!^ „        iy,^?estorte<i wed80s ,,Dve Into the 
to large latem Sfoi^tW nestrictive nature of the end condition 

Comparative Peak Stremy.h». 

r^ached^tS^fStS^f^^ ^^ preSented that the ^ load 
opment of any p2tSS SQ^^? ^a T^" ls not associated with the devel- 
not occur at thTpoSfaS ^hf S? ^ffT"* ^^ ^^^ or sllP does 
consequence flram a SeSaSSfc vSL^t P^ ^ ^^ appear fco be of ^^le 
polnt4at which the Spfofthe^hSa^Sf f^ ^^ faCt that " ^^ ^e 
from positive to negative     Nevertte?^f S^ t0i be,followed ^ the machine changes 
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^Äc^^J^^^^teg^^o^t!^ jo^ plan8 
specimens In which fracture of the r^Zi^l    Rather, It was obtained using 
operating,    ihe observed^^nces S iST^/^ the ^^lc^ mechanism 
arise from differences In the Sess SsiX^f ^ cFability almost certainly 
different Joint patterns.    BUS somdf the sÄ? ^^ ^ sVeci™™ with 
influence of Jointing on the streS of roS^f ^^^ftlCal Warrilng that the 
even when limit eq^brlum nJÄo/Än^^P^L^ ^^ 
of the Joints are critically oriented for slip! 3' ^ ijnäloate that one 

TABLE 3.1 

Specimen 
IVpe 

SOLID 

SO 

Peak Loads, 
Ibf. (kN) 

H60 

H30 

79,000 (352) 
78,000 (3117) 
76,^*00 (340) 

42,100 (187) 
58,800 (262) 
44,600 (198) 

21,000 ( 93) 
25,800 (115) 
29,300 (130) 

5,500 (24.5) 
4,960 (22.0) 
6,020 (26.8) 
6,090 (27.1) 

Mean Peak 
load, Ibf. 
(kNO 

Equivalent average 
axialpstress, Ibf /in2 

(MMnf^) 

77,800(346)     4,860 (33.5) 

48,500(216) 3,030 (20.9, 

25,400 (113)   1,590 (11.0) 

5,640(25.1) 350 ( 2.4) 

1 
'-INCLUSIONS 

and SLÄ^Ä^ä0£1d Systems P^ared from a brittle material 
possible mechanisms inclXg P^essive phenomenon involving several 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) si0ÄSÄ30f blooks'by KJtatlon or buokllnB' 

shear daft™atlo„ of'taaivldual blocks, ganeraUy aXo^ ftaotur. surfaces 

ccntSCltToT^^fSÄ^ »Sf- ™g- «1«, the onentatlon a„d 

generauy develop parallel to the SrectlS rf S i^3', ^ faot that ^otu^s 
cojsMerahle sl^ncance and ^^a^^^rT^S^S^o^ ol 
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is seen to be the rlsSt^? the^^tfv ^ 0f ^4
behavi°^ of Jointed media 

can exist In blockfof dl??eSnt S^SL ^S?' ^Jrlbutlon of stresses which 
which do not exist In unllonSf sn^lf   orJ:entatlüns •    Shears and moments 
Any Initial lack-of-?lt   aS SeSnf^St Sf ? Tlly Set UP ^ Jolnted media. 

In slip mechanisms, cS op^d lo add to^S^n^^0^ n0t airect1^ lnvolved 
lateral defonnatloAs estSe^m ?he resätfS ^fS??^"    ^ Very larse 
carried out In this program are nw*«Mw «J nJL?   unlaxlal conpresslon tests 
in most engineering Kwo^th^lLfloX SK M^^^? Slnce 

that some degree of constraint will be offerS ^nÜ       ?ia?lal or Polyaxial so 
gatlon of these situations. offered.   Future work will Involve Investi- 

take^tTa^raif Spec?: of ^11°^ P™hlem Under —Ideratlon must 
they are to productJeSlstic ?esSL     Sn^T'i^^ 0f Jolnted "»^ ^ 
are free to both rotatelnd tr^SS™^ Pf^10^' ^he fact that some blocks 
only Influence dlsplacemSts S c^ «^   ?   recognized.    Ihese mechanisms no 
stresses within blocks ^ ^^ rise to ^^ ^distributions of 
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Square 
(b) 

Hexagonal (60°) 
(c) 

Hexagonal (30°) 
(d) 

Mlllll 

tma 

t*m< 

Square with Hole 
(e) 

Hexgonal with Hole 
lf) 

Figure 3.1: Spectaen types tested under unlaxlal loading. 
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I r-Mochine Platen 

iWiyiiiiil IJMIIIjY.'Blj/ljlVj !!/.!.!.!.. .i.«l' 

Steel Holder 

Oil-Filled FlaKJack 

1.27cm Steel Cubes 

*— Specimen 

rtvm-e 3.2:    Loading system to ensure the application of a uniform load. 
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Figure 3.3: Experimental output for solid block. 
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Figure 3.4: Experimental output for square blocks, 
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Figure 3.5: Experimental output for hexagonal blocks inclined at 60°. 
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Figure 3.6: Experimental output for hexagonal blocks Inclined at 30° 
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Figure 3-7:    Experimental output for hexagonal block? with a hole. 
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CHAPTER H 

VOLUMETRIC STRAINS IN TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TESTS Oil BK)CK JOIMED MODELS 

Introduction 

Previous phases of this Investigation have been concerned with the behaviour 
of block-jointed systems under unlaxlal stress.   Although these studies have proven 
useful In Identifying possible collapse mechanisms In jointed media and pointing 
to major differences In the mechanical behaviour of jointed and unjolnted rock, 
they are of limited practical value because the loading pattern used In one rarely 
met In practice. 

As an initial stage in the investigation of the behaviour of jointed rock masses 
under general polyaxlal stress, a series of "triaxlal" compression tests in which 
the intermediate and minor principal stresses are equal, were carried out on ideal- 
ized block-jointed models.    Recent studies of the behaviour of intact rock in tri- 
axlal conpression have shown that volumetric strain measurements provide a sensitive 
Indicator of the Initiation and subsequent growth of cracks in rock      .    In carrying 
out such studies, Crouch" developed a reliable and accurate method for measuring 
volumetric strains.    It seemed that there was much to be gained by applying this 
method to block-jointed models in which volumstrlc strains must assume considerable 
significance because of the previously demonstrated tendency öf block rotation, 
joint slip and opening of joints under load. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

Tests were carried out on Idealized models of jointed rock prepared from 
gypsum plaster using techniques described elsewhere.    All specimens were rectangular 
prisms approximately 8 in.  (20.3 cm) high by A in.  (10.2cm) square.    Pour specJjnen 
types were tested. 

a) SOLID specimens cast as one block to simulate unjolnted rock. 

b) SO specimens prepared from H in.  (10.2 cm) long by 1 in.  (2.54 cm) square 
blocks such that they contained two sets of mutually perpendicular joint 
planes oriented parallel to the boundaries of the specimens. 

c) H60 specimens prepared from hexagonal blocks such that they contained three 
sets of intermittent joints oriented at angles of 60°, 60° and 0° to the 
base of the specimen. 

d) H30 specimens prepared from hexagonal blocks such that they contained three 
sets of intermittent joints oriented at angles of 30°, 30° and 90° to the 
base of the specimen. 

Ihese specimen types are illustrated in Figure 4-1. 

Triaxlal conpression tests were carried out on each of these speclmen2types 
at confining pressures of 50 lb/in2 (3^5 kNra   ) and 250 lb/in    (1724 kNm   ).   These 
low confining pressures were used because the brittle - ductile transition pressure 
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of the plaster used as a model material Is quite low, and it was considered Im- 
portant that brittle rather than ductile behaviour should be investigated. Further- 
more, confining pressures are low in many engineering situations of practical 
Interest (e.g. around some underground openings and in slopes). 

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 

Tests were carried out in the closed-loop electro-hydraulic testing system 
described previously. Specimens were enclosed in a specially constructed trlaxial 
test vessel. Axial loads were applied to the specimens via a 3.0 in. (7.62 cm) 
dia. high tensile strength steel ram and the loading heads described elsewhere. 
Latex rubber membranes sealed to the loading heads with 0-rings were used to 
isolate the specimens from the oil under pressure in the test vessel. Axial loads 
applied to the specimens were monitored by a load cell placed between the ram and 
the upper platen of the testing machine. Total axial deformation of the specimen 
and the loading system, used as the feedback signal through which experiments were 
controlled, was measured by two LVDT's connected in series. In all tests, contin- 
uous plots of differential axial load against total axial deformation were obtained 
on an X-Y recorder. 

The method used for measuring the volume changes occurring in the specimen under 
test depends on the fact that the volume of a fluid-filled pressure vessel must be 
adjusted to compensate for lateral expansion of the specimen if the fluid is to be 
kept at constant pressure. If, as in Crouch's tests, the ram is of the same diameter 
as the specimen the amount by which the volume must be adjusted provides a direct 
measure of the lateral component of volumetric strain. If, as in the present case, 
the cross-sectional area of ram and specimen differ an axial strain dependent 
correction must be applied to the measured volume change to obtain the volume change 
in the specimen. 

The pressure in the test vessel was controlled by a pressure intenslfier with a 
threaded (20 threads/in.) plunger 0.50 in. (1.27 cm) in diameter. During tests tue 
confining pressure as indicated on a pressure gage could be kept constant to within 
about 0.5 lb/in by manual displacement of the pressure intenslfier plunger. This 
displacement was transferred to a 40 turn potentiometer by a friction drive. The 
output of the potentiometer and the differential axial load were plotted contin- 
uously on a strip chart recorder throughout each test. 

The tests were carried out by first applying a small axial load of sufficient 
magnitude to prevent the ram being forced upwards as the cell pressure was ueing 
applied. When the cell pressure had reached the test valve, all recorders were 
zeroed. Thus the axial forces recorded were the differential rather than total 
axial forces, and the volumetric strains recorded did not include the component of 
volumetric strain resulting from the application of the confining pressure. Once 
this initial equilibrium position had been established, the machine was switched 
to strain control and the specimen was loaded in the usual way. 

Careful calibration tests were carried out using an 8 in. (20.3 cm) by 4 in. 
(10.2 cm) square block of aluminium as the test specimen. Prom the results of 
these runs, the corrections that must be applied to the measured total axial def- 
ormations and volumetric strains in order to determine specimen behaviour were 
computed. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Load Bearing; Capah1H-l.y 

results conflnn a preXS flrS^tha? ^ Sf f6 Sh0^ Jn ^^ ^^    ^^ 
strengths of the jLSd^delf^aiJnuliSiv ^ 0W ^u^"6 pressure ^"S6» the 
and H30 rrcdels), ^ ^reTSlv c^SnSfiLf ^ !fth lnCllned Joints ^he H6

C 
of the unjolhted naterlS     It ic ?^^SS/^SSUr?"dependent than is ^ strength 
strengths of the S S^H60 IdeiJ^^ f     t0.nfe that the ^^rence In the 
a minor nature at a, f 25S IbS1    ^e fSF'tuK^ ^^^^ case, Is of 
bearing capability |lven In TaSe'l ^ ^J^l^Jf*" values of Peak load- 
three of fSur tests to eaS case n4Si? dim.^.^ reSUltS 0f 0nly two' 
general conclusions from then difficult to draw other than the most 

Specimen 
IVpe a   = 0 

3 

jjfean Jr-eak Differentia Load (lb.) 

SOLID 
SO 
H60 
H30 

TABLE 4.1 

77,800 
48,500 
25,400 
5,600 

a   = 50 lb/ln£ 

3 

82,200 
61,600 
37,100 
24,700 

a   = 250 lb/ln£ 

3 

89,700 
84,000 
56,500 
59,600 

Load-Deforaiatlon Curves 

in Ä ffllXl* Slu^el SiLnteTal ^7^ ^ C™* ™ sho- 
the test records, aM m thls^^fH       ? '       necessity, been replotted from 
minor local Ju^s S t£ cS?es^?L^S ^ T?thed 0Ut conslderably so that not shown.    J   ^   ^ ™e c^es,typlcal of the model material during fracture, are 

^dlj^e^f^ ^T^Zknl^ ^"^ POrtlonS of these curves are 
able In the case of the^oSn^nH ?n ^PreSSUre'    ™s ls Particularly notice- 
peak courves ^LSLed^oirSss^r^n5^^ f WhlCh ^ ve^ ^eeP P0^- 
ln the present tests, tSeslo^fo^h; nS n   „^^ conflnlng P^ssures used 
reduced considerably     A sS??«^ nL       Post-Pe^ portions of the curves have been 
though the con?Sw,p4säSs^eSr?0n haS been Wel1 doc^nted for rock, al- 
-t rocks a^ ÄSfSe^S^ iL^^ls^LV^T. ^^ ^ 

Volumetric Strains 

in ÄelÜl to^ SwiSTthf ^the ^f VOlunKtrl0 stK '" "^"-^ 
that exist .etween tÄÄ~| Ä^^ÄS?- dlfferen0eS 
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voluS^tl^^Ler^nf«^ S0LID (^^ed) specimens, the 
of the peak of the F   ! fcu^e     ^e r^S^ ^ Pri0r t0 0r in ^ ^glon 
strain occurring at !hla poSTis SteSStS i^ f SfSe 0f the vol^trlc 
subsequent development of cracklm wltM^tS       bf ^ due to the onset ^ 
deformation past the peak, SteS eSSSlon of th^' .Wlth ^^ axial 
Increasing rate, and the nett   hanJ^fS    t      the specimen occurs at an 
dllatatlonal.    Such behavto fs^firlv t^-?^ T^ SOün becorne5 Posltlve or 
pressures1' 2, althoiwh S mat rn^^^1Cal.0f ^ tested at ^w confining 
dilation of the specSn occSs at f lowf 0nSet f Crack1^ ^ associated   ^ 
the case of plaster,    in ^hi^re^   ?^ hK^^0? the peak load than In 
that of dense, fine-grained rockf^ch as SSS^f ^e plaster ls ™™ like 
behaviour of the SOLID specl^ns Is Sso   SS! and Solenhofen limestone.    The 
rock^ in that the amounts of^luStS ^S^? that Pf6^0"3^ observed for 
with Increasing confining pressu^! expansion occurring decrease 

spec^nXSafc^tVo^icaf6 Tl^ ^ heh^ of ^he SO 
not markedly dlffe^t ^hl^f^^OL?^^"1 cont^^ ^Ints) is 
decrease In specimen volume iffollowed Sv dnSf^^V Here asaln' ^ ^"lal 
with Increasing confining pressure     SeL^?h^HhläTÄ

Creases ln magnitude 
exhibit similar behaviour in SlSiai^oriSfL. at.th! S0LID ^ S0 specimens 
if tae fit of the constituent bS£ is S?n°" % ^ ^^^    In fact, 
behavior of the two specto t^etcoÄ^Sd^^^^ the 

Plots of the lateral component S^oI^Sifi^^6 f^'P6^ range.    Although 

Crouch   has 

hexag^W^kf^^Tdl??^ ^ ^^ types P-P^ ^m 
specimens.   Excepting Sr the H6^LM^   

hf ?escribed ^r the SOLID and SO 
250 lb/in2 In whlcnlnSl JStlS cSS^ teSted at,a confi^ng Pressure of 
H30 specimens dilate Sm ^ coL^cSnt o^'load^ ^ ^P' a?-1 H60 ^ 
Generally, the rate of volume SSfS?th fJffSf ^^^ 4'5' ^^ 4-8)- 
but accelerates presumably^t^S^nsef of^if ^ef0niiatlon ^ ^"ally small, 
range of post-peäc deforation     UltS ILT*^^ T* becoraes linear in the 
for the SOLID and SO sSS'aJ^aSSf^bf^n fV/^3 ^ occur's 

major shear plane formed during post-neak S?^m^      associated vlth slip on a 
mens were removed from the cell it w^f S^J S"?^"    ^^ the H60 ^ H30 sped 
shear planes or shear zonls in addltSn ^^ ^H'^ ^^ fact' contain "^or 
described elsewhere for the uSconftoed case       ^-sprert local axial cracking" 

S-aS; Situde SIÄS^THBO ^S^.f ^ 0f the test ^ attalns a 
is directly attrlbutabll to tS mSbnSv S h? ^^^ ?ther ^^ considered 
tailed studies of the falto of Sese L^^OC?S ^ ?* H60 ^ H30 <>**<*'    **- 
shown that in addition to S^ctur^ ofthfn^^f3 ^ "^f3^ impression have 
may defom by block rotation 2^110 ln^n\mter1?' H60 ^ H30 specimens ation and slip on Joint planes with consequent openings of 
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gaps throughout the specimen. Although these modes of deformation 
may be Inhibited to some extent by the application of low confining 
pressures, It Is unlikely that their Influence will be completely 
suppressed In tests such as those under consideration here 

are un. 
Although  the  response of the  volumetric  strain when specimens 
inloaded was  not  specifically  Investigated,   the  limited  evi- 

dence produced would suggest  that  when Jointed  specimens   are 
loaded in  the  post-peak region,   volumetric  strains  are  large' 
irrecoverable. 

un- 
.argely 

CONCLUSIONS 

Crouch's  method for measuring volumetric  strains  in triaxlal 
compression  tests  on rock has been  successfully  applied to models 
of Jointed rock.     The tests  carried  out  show that  the volumetric 
strain behaviour of Jointed specimens   can be vastly different   from 
that  of  comparable unjolnted specimens.     This provides  additional 
support  for the now well documented phenomenon that  in certain 
circumstances  the mechanical behaviour of Jointed rock masses  may 
bear no relationship to that  of the  parent rock material 

A 
been sh 
and sub 
Jointin 
loading 
increas 
umetric 
when th 
linear 
Jointed 

wide  range of possible volumetric  strain responses have 
own to exist.     Some specimen  types may  initially  contract 
sequently  expand as  does   Intact  rock,  while for other 
g patterns,   specimens may  dilate  from the  commencement   of 
.     In  all  cases,   the amount   of expansion decreases  with 
ing  confining pressure,   and the  lateral component  of vol- 
straln may vary non-linearly  with axial deformation  even 

e  axial  force - axial deformation  curves  are  linear.     Non- 
and  Irregular behaviour Is   likely  to be more marked In 
than  In unjolnted rock. 
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Chapter 5 

THEORETICAL STUDY OF DEPOMABILITY OP JOINTED BOCK MASSES 

INTRODUCTION 

The theoretical work briefly ■   /lewed In this chapter was completed 
M   

t!]mnSnNStafe 0f thls conta      (U-S- Bureau of i^63 Research Contract 
No. H0101510) and funds were made available In the current contract to 
collate this work In the form of three publications.    These publications 
have been prepared anc: have been submitted for publication, with copies 
forwarded to the Project monitor.    These papers are: 

I) "Continuum Characterization of Rock Masses - Part I The 
Constitutive Equations" by B. Singi. 

II) "Continuum Characterization of Rock Masses - Part II 
Significance of Low Shear Modulus" by B. Slngji. 

ill)    "Reliability of Dilatorreter Tests in the Detemlnation of the 
Modulus of Deformation of a Jointed Rock Mass" by B. Singh. 

The first two papers have been submitted for publication to the 
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Science, while the 
third has been submitted to MEM Symposium on Field Testing and 
Instrumentation of Rock, September 1973. 

Ihese three papers are suimarized below with details in the published 
papers. 

CONTINUUM CHARACTERIZATION OF JOINTED ROCK MASSES Part I, Ihe Constltu- 
tlve Equations. '   

HILL (5) has proved that the average strain energy density in any region 
of an elastic and inhomogeneous material can be calculated from the averase 
values of the stresses and strains within that region.    Ihis concept has 
been used to derive the general constitutive equations of a rock mass con- 
taining an orthogonal set of discontinuous joints Intersecting an anlsotropic 
rock material.    The constants required for the continuum characterization 
of the jointed mass are the "joint stress concentration factors" B^ and BL 
(see Fig. 5.1).    These are defined as the ratio of stresses along^1 ^1 

the joint to the overall stresses in the rock.    Exact expressions for the 
stress concentration factors have been obtained for the case of a rigid rock 
i.e. the Intact material between the Joints) containing staggered compliant 

Joints as follows: 
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Sri  = (1 + 
KN2S 

KT:.52 

s    -i 
(1 "   ST» (i) 

B, 
KT2S 

Nl =  (1 + -^-     fl - —^~1 
(2) 

and a correction is proposed for the case where the rock Is (elastlcally) 
deformable.    These results suggest that interlocking between blocks of 
rock may become significant even for a slight offset along the joints, 
such as may occur during shear deformation of a rock mass containing an 
initially continuous orthogonal Joint set. 

Stress concentration factors computed independently from the results 
of a finite element program for a Jointed mass compare excellently with 
the above mentioned theoretical results. 

It is farther shown that tensile stresses are developed inside a rock 
with stagg-red joints, and may be as nigh as twice the overall shear stresses 
or the overall conpressive stresses. 

It is concluded that a rock mass is rendered anlsotropic by any joint 
set having a preferred orientation.    Expressions from which the elastic 
moduli of the equivalent continuum of anlsotropic rock mass may be obtained 
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Elastic Moduli of the Anisotropie Continuum Model of a Jointed Rock Mass (Jig. 5.1) 

^v            Moduli of 
\.      rock mass 

Joint       ^s. 
sets               x. 

E, = RP^ E2 = RF2Er 

! 

e2/s1 

due to 
only ai 

V2 = 

el/e2 
due to 
only og 

1 
G12 1 1 

RF2 

Single Joint 
set normal to 
axis 2 1 1 + 

Er 
S2KN2 

vr vr.RP2 1+1 
Gr     S2K12 

Orthogonal 
Joint sets 
nonnal to 
axes 1 and 
2 

1 + 
Er 
SAl 

1 + 
Er 
S2KN2 

^•^1 vr.RP2 

1    1      1      1     ! 
Gr     hhl     S2^2 

Orthogonal 
Joint sets 
with staggered 
cross Joints 
normal to 
axis 1 (obtain &,, 

and B™ from 

equations 1 & 2 

1 + Vr i + 
Er 
S2%2 

Vr-BP, vr.^ 1   +^1      ,       1 
Gr      ^^l      S2^ 

Note:   Elastic moduli are defined by following constitutive equations: 

el   = ^i^i - a2vr " a3vr)/Er 

e2   = ("alvr   + a2/RP2 _ 03vr)/Fr 

e      = (-a1vr -    02vr + o3)/Er 

= T12/G12 

where suflix: 

r     =   denotes properties of Intact rock material, 

1,2 =   denotes axes of anisotropy which are orthogonal to Joint sets 1 and 2 

3     =   denotes third axis orthogonal to axes 1 and 2. 
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Part II.   The Significance of Low Shear Stiffness 

Finite element analysis Is used to compare the displacement fields 
given by an anlstroplc continuum model of a jointed rock mass with that 
obtained from the discrete Joint model. These computations reveal 
excellent agreement between the finite element predictions of the joint 
model and the continuum model, except in the region of steep stress 
gradients near the loaded area. In the special case where the mass 
consists of a single joint set of very low shear stiffhess, this model 
breaks down due to excessive bending of rock layers. 

Ihe anisotropic continuum model predicts a stress distribution that 
is significantly different from Flamant's solution for a strip load en a 
semi-infinite rock mass and is in good agreement with experimental obser- 
vations of GAZIEV and ERLIKHMAN (4). Stresses are transmitted to a 
considerably greater depth along joints and to some extent across joints 
(see fig. 5.2). This tendency is more pronounced in a medium of very 
low shear modulus, which corresponds to a joint set of low shear stiffYiess. 

Three case histories have been analysed to evaluate the elastic 
behavior of rock masse-:. MAURY (6) observes in his photo-elastic model 
of layered rock mass that the stresses are transmitted to a considerable 
depth in a narrow zone below the strip load. WARD et al (7) reported that 
displacements diminish rapidly away fron the edge of the loaded area in a 
large scale plate load test on weathered chalk. BERRY (8) reported that 
the subsidence above a coal mine area is quite localized. These obser- 
vations could not be explained by conventiona? theory of Isotropie 
elastic material. The observed behavior of rock mass can be simulated 
successfully by a medium of low shear modulus. In this paper attention 
has been focused on the adverse effects of low shear modulus on the 
stability of rock masses. 

RELIABILITY OF DILArOMETER TESTS IN THE DETERMINATION OF THE IVDDULUS OF 
DEFORMATION OF A JOINTED ROCK MASS. 

The available results from radial jacking and dilatometer tests are 
Inadequate for the proper assessment and conparison of the reliability of 
these test procedures. In order to arrive at a rational evaluation of 
such tests, a conputer program was devised to simulate a jointed rock mass, 
and sets of test data were then developed by performing (i.e. mathematically 
simulating) a series of dilatometer tests at various locations within the 
rock mass. 

The mean displacement of the dilatometer was coirputed for randan 
spacing, orientation and stiffhess of the joints, and random location of 
the dilatometer. Ihese results were then analyzed to determine the minimum 
nuntoer of tests required, in terms of the average joint frequency and the 
moüulus reduction factor (MRF), in order that the error in predicting the 
mass modulus would be less than 30% with a confidence interval of 95%  (see 
fig. 5-3). 
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It was concluded that the optirami oilenfcatlon of the dilator^t-^P urn-v, 
respect to a Joint set is In the ranep of "in0 -^ onOV     aiiatometer with 

Ihe harmonic mean of these test msasurements provides a better mesR,^ 
of the mass modulus than does the arithmetic mean. aSUre 

^ 4-K ^ el|ment study was made of the problem of a Ptrio load aotw 
Z Xr.f^ 0f Lrock lnass Gaining inclined joints.    Se poslt?on^^ 
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I60r 
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§40 

•^    Apparent   Mftduius   Reduction 
2 \       Factor 

Average Number of   Joints   intersecting 
the Diiatometer (or radially   pressurized 
region ) per   test. 

Figure 5-3:    Nuntoer of diiatometer tests required to estimate modulus 
reduction factor of a Jointed rock mass within plus or minus 
305? error. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CLOSURES 

block jointed models and theTmSnul ^h^^   ?e ?f chanlcal properties of 
of these sections represents a mjSr^Stio^fn1?? 0f rcCk ™Sses'   ^ch 

standing the mechanical P^pertS of ^ck Ssses Prcblem 0f Under- 

P^sSve'S^^^set ^o^^r ^ S^st ^at the 
understanding of the intact S of S       f P1?^0^ ^™ an individual 
of these two conponents of t£ sys^m L Li   H     

a.l0ne-    ^ ^^tlon 
within the intact rock at aveJaS Sl^f i     ? Sh0Wn to prcduce ^acture 
fracture in the solid specSSS^ Sf^13 mch below that to cause 
the degrees of freedom SJthSlhe S?^??0^8 contrtbute an increase in 
and joint slippa^ can SS reaS^S   ^fCS? ^ bl0Ck ^^^ 
sponse, and hence the stress straS che^ctJ^t^^ f0rce ^^lacenent re- 
be predicted by any simple theo^Tsuch^ fh^f f 0f SUCh a system ca^°t 
on the two dimensional Intent o7lolSw ^gle plane of weakness theory 
results offer a useful Sm^son^S Sf ZT.' h0WeVer the ^erimental 
finite elects and flni^^f?e?ennp w^10^ numsrlcal models such as 
2.3a .    One of the me^LS W?ld S^hffn?^11"^ ^ appendlx II s^tion 
Jointed nx.dels, vertical spSttlng o? cSavL   Lff ^ff 0f the clock 

the section on intrinsic prooertle^ of io^'. ^ been studled in detail in 
the numerical methods of SSlS MoÄ.bUt ^Ch ra0re work ls necessary on 
of the fracture analysis cS bf iSfoSo?LYfn?o ^^^ the ^istlStion 
collapsed block Jointed nüdels! incorporated lnto the description of the 

conf^het^S? ZLlTtwTlTsfst" ^ ^ ^r c^-nt 
pressure dependent than is ?he itSn^h of fS S ^^^ ^^ higily 
of the post peak curves 4 mLkeS^fectS h^0lnted m^ris1'    ^ shape 
pressure,    ihe models very qS^eSS ™1 UIM ? Sma11 Chan8e ^ ^n^ing 
creased.    Volumstric changes duetofS^^Jf^^ conflnement is in- 
variation.    Some models iStially^oScSS LT^ haf4

shown a considerable 
but othere dilated with the ^11^0^Ihf^oS ^ft^ elastlc ^fonnations, 
dilated more than the unJoinSd m^dei ^?h ^h! I   \ ^ block Jolnted ^Is 
with increasing confin^nt pres^re! ^ 0f expanslon decreasing 

should bTofSXraSS^S" £" "^f PreSents ^^ ^ich 
rock nass are presented in ?era ^hflnSof ^l?0 %laStlc constants for the 
Numerical comparisons of the SSsotrenL^ff ^ ^ the Jolnt characteristics. 
model with Joint elerxnts Sd^ate Sat thf ^T ^ ^ fche flnlte element 
cellent results for the rock^Ss   buf ^ fr«       ^T chai,acteriZation gives ex- ne rock mass, but differences become apparent between the 
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two models in areas of high stress gradient.    "Ihe slgjilflcance of low shear stiff- 
ness on the anlsotroplc continuum model Is described and discussed with reference 
to several published papers dealing with Jointed rock masses.    The reliability 
of dllatometer tests In relation to spacing and location of joints is discussed. 
It is concluded that the optimium orientation of the dllatometer with respect 
to a joint set is in the range of 10° to 20° in order to assess most accurately 
the Influence of the joints. 

Ihe studies of the Intrinsic properties of rock have produced   two material 
properties,  'the work of fracture' and the'effective rock length1.   With these 
two properties and the correct energy analysis of cracked structures the apparent 
variations of the tensile strength, based on a stress criterionj are explained. 
Experimental results support these claims.    Integration of tensile splitting to 
explain the total conpressive failure of rock is not at this stage practical 
but the approach outlined in this study is considered applicable to one of the 
individual mechanisms of failure in compression.   This splitting mechanism has 
also been shown to be extremely important to the development of the peak 
strength of the block jointed models, as splitting of blocks appears to initiate 
failure.   These studies of intrinsic properties of rock have produced information 
that can be applied to practical problems Involving both large scale volumes of 
rock and small scale volumes of rock.    Ihe analytical (numerical) procedures 
described can be used on the large scale to detennine quasi-static fracture paths 
due to either gas pressures in blasting or hydraulic pressures in hydraulic 
fracturlngs or, on the small scale, it can be used to detennine fracture paths 
due to cutting or drilling of rock. 

The mechanical properties of rock masses is not easily defined.    Ihe work 
presented here represents a valuable contribution to the understanding of rock 
mass behavior, but additional work is needed to integrate the various 
approaches of this and other studies to develop useful methods of rock mass 
characterization partlcularily as failure progresses. 
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APPENDIX I 

SEAR STRENGTH OF ROCK JOINTS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The resistance to slip developed In a rock Joint (or Its shear strength) 
Is one of the prime deteiTirfjiants of the strength and deformation properties 
of a rock mass containing that Joint. In the present context, the term 
Joint Is used to describe any plane of weakness In the rock mass, includlne 
those features which may be more accurately described as bedding; planes 
cleavage planes, veins, shear zones, etc. * ^   > 

Present knowledge of the frlctlonal properties of rock surfaces and the 
strength of naturally occurring rock Joints Is extremely limited. Moreover 
there xs no generally accepted method for determining these properties. As' 
a consequence of this, oversimplified concepts of rock Joint behavior are used 
hi engineering practice where some attempt must be made to provide workable 
solutions. r       nowj-c 

The present appendix discusses the laws of friction which have been applied 
to rock previous experimental Investigations, methods of determining lolnt 
strength, and the Influence of surface texture or Joint strength. The material 
presented draws heavily on extensive analyses of the problem made by Rosengren 
11,2Ji  and Jaeger [57]. ** 

2    LAWS OP FRICTION APPLIED TO ROCK 

2.1 Amontons Law 

The classical laws of friction, namely that frlctlonal resistance Is pro- 
portional to normal force and Independent of nominal contact area, were first 
proposed by Leonardo da Vlncl and subsequently rediscovered by Amontons some 
200 years later [3]. Amontons» first law can be written as 

F = y N 

where F Is the frlctlonal resistance, N the normal force, and u 
the coefficient of friction.    Dividing each side of Eqn.      1 bv A 
the nominal contact area, gives 

...(1) 

T = y a n 
where a 

...(2) 
and T are the normal and shear stresses respectively. 

Amontons' laws are explained by the Bowden-Tabor adhesion theory of 
friction [3,4] in which it is postulated that contact between two surfaces 
occurs only at the tips of asperities so that the true area of contact is 
much less than the nominal area, A. Due to the hi^i normal stresses, the 
material at the tips of the asperities deforms plastically and "welding" 
occurs. The frlctlonal resistance arises from the force necessary to 
shear these contact given by 

F = S.A ...(3) 
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where S is the shear strength of the material and A Is the true 
area of contact. c 

If the defonnatlon of the asperities Is perfectly plastic, 
A
C
=N ...(4) G   Y 

where Y Is the yield stress of the material. 
Substitution for A   from 4 and 3 gives 

F = 

or 

S 
Y 

P = y 

^ ' N 

N 
...(5) 

...(1) 

where p = Y is a constant for the material. 

This theory was developed primarily for metals and most of the 
experimental verification of it has been for this class of materials 
[3,^]. Althou^i the asperity concept appears to be fundamental to 
any theory of friction, the theory outlined above is not always 
applicable to rocks. Perhaps the most significant of the many 
reasons for this is that the very brittle minerals making up many 
rocks will not always behave plastically (see Sections 2.2 and 2.3 
below). 

Carlisle [5] argued that the Bowden-Tabor theory cannot be 
expected to apply to rocks for several other reasons: 

(a) It neglects the frictional resistance due to ploughing of a 
hard body sliding on a soft one, a mechanism which has been 
discussed by Jaeger and Cook [6]. 

(b) It neglects the effects of the inherent granularity, porosity 
and anisotrophy of rocks and their constituent minerals, these 
effects including dilatancy, pore pressure development, the 
reorientation of minerals and the creation of new minerals 
along the sliding surfaces. 

(c) Since the strengths of materials are known to be sensitive to 
temperature, confining pressure and strain rate, the classic 
law cannot be expected to hold through the whole range of 
environmental conditions encountered in nature. 

To these various difficulties must be added the fact that the 
classic theory does not allow for the effects of interlocking of 
irregularities occurring on the rock surfaces. The component of 
strength arising from this source is often allowed for by the 
Inclusion of a constant strength term, T , in the shear strength 
law which then becomes 0 

or 
T 

T = T 
0  K n 
+ a tan A 

o  n   Y 

...(6) 

...(6a) 

It is in this form that the shear strength of rock surfaces is 
usually expressed. 
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2.2 Power Laws. 

f^ *-t nX^eLor lnvestiSators have found that Eqns. 2 and 6 do not 
Sn H ^ ^lctlonal ^havlor or rocks at all well!   Very^orrLnlv ?t is 
found that M   as defined by LJ decreases with increalSg SSS^s^ss 
[7-10].    Such results may     o   be fitted by a power law 

T  = K n ...(7) 

123 

or T = T    + K a ' o n (8) 

where K and c are constants. 
Some theoretical justification for such a law can be out forward 

on the grounds that defonnation at some asperities may be elLw^h^ 

ÄSf10'. InKhlS ClaSSlc Work» Hertz "e^nstLS that Sr elSS defomation of spherical asperities in contact   A        2/9 mi   t^l 

that £ ^Ä'Sef^ iS SOra J-tlnc^lcn for su^stlSf"0' 

T = To+K"n0 ...(8) 

where 2/3 $ c $ 1. 
A disadvantage of this law is that the coefficient Ff is ««+■ Q 

T    -   T 

=   K ..(9) 

s^esSii: satS^f
p
trs.taken by Hoek ci5] to be the -^ 

2-3   A Theory of fiction for Brittle Rock. 

fail InTh^K3 haS postulated that In many rocks the asperities will 
ZeAtlL^ll^^f^ S S/^ic shear. He'assu^d that 
nn «nrrf-^r, ^^   u ^   bnapea ^^ that the forces exerted by one asoerli-v 

was ah. to^ÄÄe^S o^^^ÄS^ a. 
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1 + T  ir 

i  Ic  cot a [- 
,.  ;      « " Tsin 2a 

 C_ r2 nrA-   « r £ ] (10) 
L 
2 

a + p- sin 2a 

where T and C are the unlaxial tensile and compresslve strengths of the 
material. -Daklng'T _ 0.1 as a typical value for rock, numerical inte- 
gration gives   C  y = 0.15 which is lower than the values conmonly 

measured for rock surfaSes. .^^i^v 
Byerlee suggested that for rough surfaces asperities may interlock 

so that the forces will be applied at the sides rather than the tips of 
asperities, in which case his theory will not apply. In direct shear 
experiments, Byerlee found that the measured coefficient of friction 
increased markedly with surface roughness. The coefficient of friction 
of Westerley granite increased from 0.2 to 0.6 as the CLA (centre line 
average) roughness increased from 20 to 300 micro-inches (Fig. 1) while 
the coefficient of a freshly fractured surface of the same rock was 
between 0.8 and 1.3. Further experiments involving the sliding of 
quartz, microcline, hornblende and calcite on sapphire showed a similar 
dependence of friction on surface roughness. 

3 MEIHODS OF MEASUREMENT AND THEIR RESULTS. 

3.1 Direct Shear Tests on Minerals. 

Ihe classical method of neasuring friction [3] shown in Fig. 2a 
consists of a flat surface. A, which slides under a spring loaded 
button, B, of the sane, or another, material under a given nonnal load, 
N  The frlctional force, F, is measured by the deflection of the spring, 
S. Ihe samples are usually small, and the normal load, N, does not 
exceed a few tens of pounds. However, a wide range of variables including 
temperature, speed of sliding and surface contamination can be investi- 
Kated. Ihe data obtained by Bowden and Tabor [3,4] for minerals such as 
rock salt, diamond, mica and graphite are of little slgiificance in the 

present context. ,      , 
Ihe most comprehensive study of the friction of minerals was made 

by Hom and Deere (17) with a similar apparatus. Ihey showed that 
massive structured minerals such as quartz, microcline and calcite have 
low coefficients of friction of the order of 0.1 when oven dried and much 
hi^er values (0.4 to 0.8) when saturated with water. On the other hand, 
layer-lattice minerals such as muscovite, phlogoplte, blotite, chlorite, 
serpentine, steatite and talc showed the reverse behaviour, the coefficient 
being of the order of 0.5 when dry and 0.25 when wet. Ihese results were 
obtained for "very smooth" surfaces at low normal loads of up to 10 IDs. 
Further observations were that quartz, when saturated, showed pronounced 
"stick-slip" behaviour and that increased surface rou^ness increased the 
coefficient of friction, but reduced the anti-lubricating effect of water on 

quartz. 
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Other studies of the frictlonal behaviour of minerals, notably 
quartz, have arisen In soil nechanlcs from attenpts to correlate the 
properties of individual grains with those of an aggregate. Terzagil 
[18], Tschebotarloff and Welsh [19], and Penman [20] have all found 
hl^ier values of the coefficient of friction for saturated quartz 
than for oven dry quartz. Penman measured the friction between two 
fragrrents of quartz in a shear box (Pig. 2b) and obtained values of 
y = 0.65 for the saturated condition and y = 0.19 for the oven-dry 
condition for normal stresses up to 126 psl. For "much higher" 
nomal stresses, y decreased to 0.35 when saturated. 

3.2 Direct Shear Tests on Rocks. 

A first approach to the measurement of the frictlonal properties 
of rocks in direct shear has been to use the simple soil mechanics 
shear box. The normal load, N, is usually not greater than a few 
hundred pounds and is applied by a dead weight hanger which Is free 
to translate with the top part of the box. Maximum normal stresses 
of the order of 200 psl can be applied to a 2 In. square sample in this 
way. This is generally too low for rock mechanics work. A second major 
disadvantage of the simple soil mechanics L.hear box is that the specimen 
size is too small (usually up to 6 cu. square) for practical purposes. 

Disadvantages of shear box tests generally are that overturning 
moments are almost invariably introduced, and that the boundary conditions 
represented by the lateral confinement offered by the sides of the box 
are extremely variable. Overturning moments are set up when the shear 
load and its reaction are applied through the sides of the top and bottom 
halves of the shear box (Pig. 2b) rather than in the plane of the joint 
being tested, and when one half of the box rides up on a hlg£i point on a 
rough surface In the other half. Rotation in the horizontal plane Is also 
possible in the latter case. 

Ripley and Lee [21] used a soil mechanics shear box to study the 
behaviour of both ground and naturally rougft surfaces of sandstone, 
siltstone iind shale. The ground surfaces gave coefficients of friction 
in the range 0.^7 to 0.60. The rougfr surfaces gave residual coefficients 
which were somewhat higjier, but when corrections were made for the effect 
of riding over surface irregularities, the results could be correlated 
with those for the ground surfaces. This was perhaps the first attempt 
to quantlfV the effect of surface rougjmess on joint behaviour. This 
aspect of the subject is discussed in detail in Section 5 below. 

In rock mechanics work, the use of normal stresses of up to a few 
thousand p.s.l. is desirable. This requires the design and construction 
of special hlgfr capacity direct shear machines in which the normal load 
is applied by a hydraulic jack. Since one half of the shear box must 
translate across the face of the jack, some method such as roller bearings 
or teflon slides must be used to minimize friction in the apparatus, and 
even then a correction must be applied to the indicated shear force. 

1^4 
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A nuntoer of these shear machines have been built in recent years. 
Krsmanovic and Langof [22] used a machine with a normal load capacity 
of 60 tons and a maximum sample size of 16 in. square in tests on 
bedding planes and joints in limsstone. Residual coefficients of 
friction varied from 0.2 for clay-filled Joints to over 1.0 for very 
rough stratification planes. The latter showed a peak strength of up 
to twice the residual strength which was attained after soms 1-1/2 in. 
of sliding. Tests on intact samples of sandsone, limestone, and 
conglomerate [23], gave residual coefficients of friction of 
approximately 0.7. 

A machine with normal and shear load capacities of 100 tons and 
maximum specimen size of 15 In. x 12 in. is in operation at Imperial 
College, London [2^,25]. The shear surface can be displaced over a 
distance of 6 in. at rates of between 0.1 in./min. and 2 in./month. 
Friction in the apparatus is minimized by a teflon bearing surface. 
The machine has a very hi^i stiffness in relation to the stiffhess 
of the rock Joint which means that most of the defonnation in the 
system takes place in the rock and not In the machine, and that the 
rate of failure of the discontinuity can be carefully controlled. The 
results of tests on large samples of natural Joints in porphyry obtained 
using this machine are shown in Fig. 3- In this case both peak andp 
residual strengths are represented by linear laws with c = 100 kg/m 
and (t> = 37 1/2° (peak) and c = 0 and (j> = 30° (residual). 

A very high capacity direct shear machine has been built at the 
James Cook University of North Queensland, Townsville [26]. This 
machine, which can accept of up to 12 in. square specimens can operate at 
normal pressures of up to ^,000 p.s.i. applied via flat Jacks, and 
uses a 1.2 x 10° Ibf. conpression machine to provide the shearing 
force. As with most of the other modem machines, dilation normal to 
the direction of sliding is measured during each test. 

Rengers [27] has carried out direct shear* tests at the University 
of Karlsruhe, using a sophisticated medicine in which the shear plane 
has an area of 600 cm2. Normal and shear forces of 50 r-fr can be applied, 
and a relative movement of 200 im. is possible. The normal force is 
applied via air pressure in rubber bellows which obviates the need to 
apply a correction for friction such as that required in the case of the 
James Cook machine. Other large direct shear machines have been used by 
Bemaix [28,29] and by Guiseppe [30] who used the Jugoslavian design 
[22,23]. Goodman [31] has recently given a useful summary description 
of a number of these machines. 

The direct shear method is, of course, the method used in most in-situ 
tests for determining rock strength. Examples of the techniques used and 
results obtained are given by Serafim and Lopes [32], Krsmanovic and 
Popovic [33], and Wallace and Olsen [34] among many others. Generally 
surfaces tested are of the order of size as those which can be accomnodated 
in the larger laboratory machines, althou^i in some cases very large 
surfaces have been tested. 
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3.3   Double Shear Tests. 

In the double shear test (FIP. 2G)    a fiat hionb. 'n\ * , ^ , 

?Ss be IdeSloL ^f^hT-   " ls 'teref^ P^ferable that the 

lnte4 o?a powe°':a?(to   ? ^•J?h
SJfl0n- .""f results •«« expressed 

3.7 ana 60^0 (p.-^. fe^M ^cS^^T^STso 

^^^^P^^^^s^two 
Sr^t^naSS JoSÄfS Stl11 ^ SIKOth ^ nat ^^ 
for noSLf stSssJrälo inn^' *,"*?£ shear ^^ ^ "^ applloabie 
from oTTt^ o ?f J *it     ^2   P-8-1-' the ooefflolent of friction ^r/toK 
Sü     ^    75ufor   rau*   surfaoes and from 0.18 to 0.63 for "smStS 
™^«.. 5s 0?heÜ?n tateroePt was less than 200 p.s.l   in both £Ss 
Ihls dinerenoe In friction between "rough" and "sraobth" surftres of t2' 

SÄsÄcÄc^Ä SrSSS^-'" 

3.^ Trlaxlal Compression Itesta. 

trt*J^ l60^1^ of slldlng on a pre-detennlned plane of weakness in the 
trlaxlal test appears to have been first used bv the I VR R TSI% 
testing the bond strength between conc^Sd Jock!   ttS^JSeX. 
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apparatus (fig.  2d).    Provided the Joint Is favourably oriented, failure 
will occur by sliding along the joint rather than in the solid rock.    Peak 
and residual frlctlonal properties may be deduced from load-deformation 
curves obtained at various conflng pressures. 

Ihls method Is attractive for the following reasons: 

(a) ihe apparatus Is slnple and usually readily available In rock 
mechanics laboratories. 

(b) Minimal specimen preparation Is required since ordinary diamond 
drill core can be used. 

(c) High normal stresses on the Joint plane can be applied more 
readily than In other types of test. 

(d) Pore pressures can he more readily Introduced and msasured 
than In other type of test, 

(e) The specimen Is not subject to mechanical constraint and 
sliding can occur along the direction of least resistance. 

On the other hand, there are some uncertainties wlilch require 
clarification: 

(a) The normal streaa on the Joint plane Is not constant during a 
test but varies with the shear stress. 

(b) The area of contact between the faces continually changes as 
sliding proceeds. 

(c) Unknown lateral stresses may be set up at the ends of the 
cylinder during a test. 

These factors make the test difficult to interpret, and the system Is 
generally regarded as not being a good one when large displacements on 
the shear plane are required.    Rosengren [1] has analysed this test In 
detail, clarifying a number of the questions raised above and providing 
methods of calculating corrections for these various factors.    This 
inportant contribution of knowledge Is discussed in Section 4 below.    The 
remainder of the present section Is devoted to a brief catalog of results 
obtained using the triaxial method. 

Jaeger [38] used 2 in. diameter cores and confining pressures in the 
range 3,000 to 1^,000 p.s.l.    For plaster-filled Joints the t-o failure 
line was subtly curved and y varied from O.k to O.78.    For sawn and ground 
bare surfaces, stick-slip oscillations occurred and y varied from 0.^3 to 
0.6l.   For natural fracture surfaces of porphyry, marble, sandstone and 
g-ielss, y varied from 0.52 to 0.86.   Wet surfaces of sandstone and gieiss 
gave slightly lower values of y.    The Intercept T   was not measured accurately 
but In all cases was less than 3,000 p.s.l.    SlmiJar tests using lower 
confining pressures on natural Joints In quartz monzonlte carried out by 
Lane and Heck [39] yielded x   = 200 psi and y = 0.62.   Handln and Steams 
[^0] used 0.75 in. diameter cores and confining pressures up to 30,000 psi 
to obtain y = 0.4 for ground surfaces of dolomite. 
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Murreil [7] measured the frlctional properties of fracture surfaces 
of sandstone in the course of a more comprehensive study on the strength 
of rocks. He fitted his results to the power law (Eqn.  7) with 
constants K = 2.10 and c = 0.89. His results for ^20,000 p.s.l. can 
also be fitted to the linear law (Eqn.  6) with T =500 psl and y=0.70. 
Raleigh and Paterson [41] measured the residual friction on faults In 
serpentInlte and found that y (= T/O) reduced from 0.73 to 0.40 as the 
confining pressure Increased from 11,000 to 75,000 psl. 

A very comprehensive series of tests using the trlaxlal apparatus 
has been reported by Brace and Byerlee in recent years. The  object of 
this work was to investigate the significance of friction, particularly 
of stlck-sllp, as an earthquake mechanism [42]. Consequently the tests 
were carried out mainly at hign confining pressures, up to 10 kb 
(150,000 psi), and the specimens were small, 0.5 and 0.6 inch in diameter. 

The early work [42] used Westerley Granite. For both ground and 
fracture surfaces the linear relation (Eqn. 6) was found to hold with 
TO = 7,500 psl and y = 0.6 in the range of normal stresses 2 to 10 kb. 
Bor ground surfaces with additional pore water pressure, y remained 
at 0.6 but c was reduced to 1,500 psi; this way attributed to reduction 
in strength of the asperities by water. Later work on other rocks [44] 
led to the adoption of a curved friction relation, particularly at lower 
normal stresses. 

3-5 Rotating Friction Tests. 

In these methods, one surface rotates against a stationary slider 
(Fig. 2e), or two discs rotate in opposite directions about their common 
axis (Fig. 2f). The frlctional resistance can be calculated by measuring 
the torque, T, required to rotate the cylinder under a given normal load, 
N. The advantage of these nethods is that they are capable of producing 
infinite displacements without change in geometry and are thus well 
suited for studying variations in frlctional behaviour with displacement, 
a subject of great practical significance. 

Ihe first of these methods was used by Rae [45] for a sandstone wheel 
and sandstone and limestone sliders tested at very low nonnal loads. For 
the sandstone slider, y = 0.7 and was independent of sliding speed. For 
the limestone slider, y reduced from 0.75 to 0.2 as the speed increased 
from 0 to 15 ft ./sec. A similar technique in which one piece of drill 
core is rotated while in contact with a stationary second piece at right 
angles to the first is being dewloped at Imperial College, London [46] 
with a view to its adoption as a siitple field test for the friction of 
fairly smooth rock surfaces. 

A device using the second method has been successfully used at the 
Chamber of Mines of South Africa [47], and a similar device is also 
under development at Imperial College. Details of the results obtained 
have not yet been published. 
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H    ANALYSIS OF FRICTICN MEASUREÄNT IN THE TRIAXIAL TEST 

Jt.l Elementary Theoiy. 

Consider a cylinder containing a planar joint Inclined at angle a to 
its axis (Fig.  6) and subject to principal stresses o, and 03. The nonnal 
and shear stresses on the Joint plane are given by 

o = ai  sin2a + 03 cos2a 

= as + (ai-03) sin2a 

and T = (01-03) sin a cos a 

Eqns. 11 and 12 can be combined to give 

Oi = 03 + T tan a 

...11 

.12 

...13 

The conditions under which sliding on the joint plane can occur were first 
given mathematically by Jaeger [37] and are considered in detail in AppSdlx II. 
ibe problem can be conveniently represented on a Mohr diagram (Fig. 7). 

lineaf relaSoSp^ ^ **** ^^ ^ the Joint ls ^^ by the si^le 

S = c + o tan (j) ,1^ 

which is the line DE in Fig.  7.    Under hydrostatic pressure 03 before the differen- 
ItfL S..03) isaPP116^ the shear stress on the plane is zerc and the normal 
„SS? e(^\t0 03l P0JJrit A in Flg-  7-    As the differential stress increases, boJT 
flJ^inff I   ^ stres!es 0" the Pl^e increase, following the path AC inclined 
at angle a to the T axis, which is given in Eqn. 13.    Distances such as AL along 
Mnv^ ^   f P   ? f*^1 to (ai-a3) sin a and these are also the chords of the 
l?ne SS^f^f at A-    Eventua1^ the stress path will reach the failure 
to pointT ^ Wl11 coriinence ^der the nomal and shear stresses corresponding 

^H^
1
? 

rePfesentation shows how the differential stress required to initiate 
S^iifrT' ^V0^1^ P^ssure and also with a.    m is the stress path 
^LfJiJ^ She^ ^f with « = 0 and o constant.    As a increases towards *, the 
intersection point C becomes poorly defined and instability may occur leading to 
very large changes in differential stress for small change in a.    An eSnple will 
tl^ latT<'    ^r^' ^ a = 90° - * the stress path will never iSect 
ferenwiHt^ SiS.lldinS 0n ^V^ ls ^Pe^ible.    In this case, the dif- 
Pn^onf rf ^   fl   increase until the Mohr circle based on A reaches the failure 
inS P nf     ^f ^u r0Ck-    FraCture Wl11 then occur i" the rock, i^oring the 
Iff:    ^Pej^S o" the strength of the rock this situation can occur for Values 
for^Ti  les%thar\the ^^tical value.    Pmcture will also theoreticüroccur 
S   TU Tf11'63 0f a Slnce the Mohr circle wiH ^ach the failure envelope before 
l^itT^^S^^ J0^ fallUre llne DE-    Howeve^ ^ Practice Slower 
ofJhe or^er o? 27^ y ^^^ 0f the SyStem ^ f0r a 2:1 ^^^ ls 

foe*- ? t^e J0lnt 1S sufficiently Interlocked, or a weakness plane or vein is being; 
tested, stresses correspoinding to point C will be insufficient to initla?e slidi^. 
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S0 = co = a tan ^ ..15 

Srco^lls JhaS tSf (Slecti^lnit^^^   ^e situation Is undoubtedly 
for purposes of the present SlJsL addltional refinements seem unjustified 

^•2   Change In Contact Area with Sliding 

a = s cos a 
b = s sin a ...16 

.17 

^cSSctlf A^X0^ S^ f ? ^^^ by ^^ s ^ the true area 

A i = D (26 - sin 26) ...18 "1      W 
2 

A2' = 
D (^ - 26 + sin 26) t>>19 

where D Is the diameter of the cylinder and 6 Is as shown In Pig. 8c and given by 

a tan a Cos 6 = 
D 

The areas on the joint faces are then given by 

A - D2 (26 - sin 26) 
1    4 sin a  

and 

A = D (^ - 26 + sin 20) 
2     " 4 sin a 

...20 

...21 

...22 

to M^rtfasn^^x^ss .7be oaloulated by refe— 
and 

A2 = D.s 

Al     sin a ~ D-s 

...23 

...24 
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Si £ä„S KÄpär relatlon b—tms ^of -'-t 
^•3   Sliding with Large Displacements 

as noted by JaeSS f^l the s?^S ^     sP^rical seat in the system.    However, 
and it is InpSlWe to ^1^^™°°™* i^ 0f Flg' 6c- aS slidlne V™™^ 
then usual^fails by L^rSS sSlSw   ^ Stfss„acTOSS the ^Int.    The sample 
contact between the joint ?aS is to nJf.     H 

0nly °ther ^ to maintain ;Jnlfom 
nBn (Fig. 6d). t0 USe a ^her1^ seat at each end of the speci- 

convenient to work In tem of r»*ni7j* I tim-   In the an^J313 It 1= 
tto if the appr^t™"^ Xing ea^SL^ aUttt^ S T pressure, ao. is held ni- a no^-f-^^-i- i^, ^-"'6 «aui stage 01 a test the confinine T       ^-^J U3J Xü nexa at a constant known value and tht* nviai  f^-i-.^^    D •     , 

at the ends o? tS sSen   ^SS   ^SS ^f?"39 °f flotionai shear stresses 

oreer to ^ÄST^pSrÄS eatäm
(e0Ä^ ST^ ^ 

of -^TrSssTiSna! Si^^XI £r^"-f oncers 
resuxtant forees in the plane of thTp^VTÄ gf^^ ^en^ 

P1 = 03 A 

P    = a 
2       3 tana 

Po = as A2 

...25 

...26 

...27 

from further dlsSSslon   iLS^i S??H ?e ^ colllnear they may be omitted 
forces P     P   a«^D       \ u   f   the solld :Ls under hydrostatic pressure   the 
cSSe tie l^ohZln^fo^l^^T ^ " ls S^'tolal- 
of the area A,.   Therefore   anv S^&n«f ^"^f" Wlthout 1<now:lne the '=e'*ral<l 
tody „at thefeelre^S'co^lelf ^Sb?^^'3'10 f0rCeS «^ *0 tte 

/|•1,   Sliding with Lateral Translation. 

by thfconflMng p^^ÄoS In'kl^^^ t0 the forces ^-ated 
Rp which is meiSred ^ft^ testSe ™^ig;.3^^ ^ iS the dlffe^ntial force 
ai restraint at the plL^ilZll)    ^'Zf o/f M^ ^ R2 dUe to frlctlon- 
but since the non^drcstatlc forces ^n^h/f     °f action of R   ig indeterminate 
forces at each endof the cvlinSS ITH       ^ca^1^ equilibkum and resultant 
of the resultant Safest a^e   * Tf^ ^X^H ^T'T the llne of action 

^i&j-e, y     tan     CR^;, with the axis of the cylinder. 
Ri 
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poaslble e.pSntal™^;^^" ^ and RJ during sUdlng the« a« two 

(1)    Die sliding platens may be enclosed with «,. 
jacket.    In this case    the Tr^r^., the ^l"™ Inside the rubber 
stress between the^teS Z   "^ PreS3Ure tributes to the SS 

H2= lc (Ri + e ?!) ...29 

Ss^ei oons^lf^rooem^"0" J^T 'he slldi"S Platens, and 
contact between ^e ^^^LL'V^^^^^ of 

h A ...30 

^oXhe^L^' ^ ^ ^ ^- I« " A is the crosS-sectibnal 

(ü) The sliding platens m be exposed to the confMng Huid.    !„ this case:. 

R2 = k R 

-d it is, mathematically. a special case of Eqn. 29 with 8 = 0    "'31 

specimen on the shear plane.   SvÄe^Sf S'^ fc^T*? 
M — D    / J ^^  '      *        nave. 

- ^ (sina + ccsa) + P1 (slm + e k 00sa) + _ 

- R! (cosa - k sina) + ^ (cosa - S k ^J . ^ slna _ ^ 

irsS^esirSe^acTs.f r^n^r ^^ ^ ^^^ * 

n = o, sin o (sim + k cose) +  cos2,* 

t = o, sin a(cosa - k sim) - ai  sin a cos a '"^ 

^£¥5 Ä^l^L*6 0yllnder ^ ^"onless. k - 0. and these 

is also Instructivno^vfsSLte^hf^T S CUrve ^ the ^P* fran a test it 
Sm^ ? rak wlSTcoStLfLTolteel^T ""^ St^" ""hli" 
lent to tan * m ^ U).   ,, ^r^k'^STSSVLSf*10? (a3u1™- 

uiidces snow a cohesion Intercept 

13.° i&* 
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when the results are reduced in terms of u « consfanf- r^l    r 
Ulustratlon the equations are siirplifSd   but Sf ^ IS* ^ 0r P^P0363 ^ 
cohesion tenn.    Therefore, putta^P = N^ g ^ ^^ ^ ^^ng the 

R,  = pi  ^+^ß) sina-(i-uk6) coga) 4-_P1ru:::::i 

(l-pk}cosa- (M+k)sina 
or dividing by the appropriate areas, 

j^- + 3k sina + ßyk cosa -   ^2 

jQrf- slna) - yP^ 

01-03= 03    ,sina 

(1-yk) cosa - (pi+k) slna 
^-} 

.36 

-.37 

^fSS^Äs1"1^10" ^ the C^ When the Patens are exposed to the 

O1-CT3 = aa  {7-   ■ .s1^ MA , 
a-yk) cosa - (u+k) sina       J .38 

test^^f oT^VätSI^Ä SI1?" - the interpretation of this 
Table 1, for the case^ fe ^Ä^ÄfTaS k^ ^ ShOWn in 

'.^ABLE 1 
Values of Cai -tfsVaa At ; Cnitiati on of s: -idlng 

K 0.3 0.4 ' 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

0 0.82 1.22 1.75 2.45 3.45 4.94 
0.001 0.82 1.23 1.76 2.46 3.46 4.97 
0.005 0.83 1.24 1.78 2.50 3.53 5.09 0.01 0.84 1.27 1.81 2.56 3.62 5.25 
0.05 0.96 1.45 2.11 3.04 4.46 6.92 
0.01 1.14 1.73 2.57 3.86 6.09 10.90 
0.2 1.61 2.55 4.11 7.22 16.50 » 
0.3 2.34 4.05 7.93 25.50 * X 
0.4 3.64 7.75 34.60 * X » 
0.5 6.60 32.00 * » « ft 

*Indicate. 3 slldins- or 1   IrHnl-   y -10+-     v^,,,. JUT _ 

my be induced by ^ fX^e^^TeiS Äfspt^T" 
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OVplcal differential stress-displacement curves predicted by Eqn. 37 for 
the case a = ^0° and several values of k and y are shown In Pig. 10     These show 
an almost linear decrease In differential stress with displace^nt. 

^•5   Sliding with Rotation 

Ihls is the case shown in Fig. 6d with a spherical seat at each end of the 
specimen.    The geometric constraints of this system are: - 

( 1) spSrlSl sLthe SpeCljnen mUSt rotate about the center of "s respective 

(li) ms'onirLnfiP^i^f ^^ Seats "lust move along the axis of the apparatus. 
t^helLSf    Tf fh OUtf ^ 0f.the sPherf-cal seats are fixed relative to the apparatus.    If the spherical seats are free to translate laterally it 
äteS? t^n^«^ thu ^ coinPllcat^ situation of combined rotation Lid 
lateral translation.    However, only the case of pure retation will be considered 

With regard to the geometry of the spherical seats there are three basic cases. 

^^   Se6 SSef (^ IS:1"1 ^ ^ lie "^ ^ ^^ ^ 0f 

-C-ase B:    ^ spherical seats may be reversed so that the centers lie outside of 

specSen (ra^Ub)! 0f ^ ^^ Plane aS, the resPectlve ^Ives of the 

g^-QL   SLfn?erS f ?fh sPherlcal seat niay lie on the opposite side of the 
shear plane to its respective half of the specimen (Pig. lie). 

There is no restriction on the radii of the soherical im^ nnri i-ho +■,,„ c^ 
need not heve the sm* radius.   Any comblnatlS; of thf See oäe^ove S noSble 
center Sfthf^f Prf "^ • ^ «^ inadmlseable sltuatlof Is S wherTthe 

s^f Ss^eesrsiä ^Ä rotatlons wl11 be required ta aooS" 
o ^ ^? CaSfS A and B, the shear Plajle states away from the axis of the aooaratus 
Sf^! ^S8 v0f ^/P^^l seats appraoch eaLh other as shewing preceS 
^ case C   the shear plane rotates towards the axis and the centers move aoSt 

w^h^tfoPfTnfLTe^rSC^ed Pr~y iS a SpeClal ^ ™ —"'' 
respoSLf to gn'Tis0!1 '^^ Wl11 ^ be glVen here bUt the ^^ — 

Oi-Os   =  Cs 
{ 

k,sin(a+6)+ k'cosCa+d) + 
sina 

A, - wr 
(l-yk') cos Ca+ö) - (y+k') sin (a+6)  } • 39 

S!1? kl ^ the eclulvalent coefficient of friction in the spherfcal seat and 6 is 
the^lnstantaneous angle of rotation of each half of the specimen Sout its spherical 
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^ans stral^tfoSS       ^ lnterPretatlon of this test is g^ 

^•6   Apparatus. 

hj ^ X'teVSttaÄ^ä^^f «f lateral translate «thod 
been performed (1)     nC^tL rr cests using two spherical «OA+O u   mei;nocl 

uoeys the linear relation with „ - n tn     iT    Th:Ls rock surface close! v 
stress law.    Cc^aratlve tSS Ss^'^s^Ä0^8 the ^^c^^ 

( D 
(11) 

lubricated discs 

^lubricated ends « « spherical aeat i u^v^j.   ocau 

-SSSHr^-(li) oan lead to ^ ^ 
specimen and the platenfm^     ^^^on between the ends of t-h« 

In a triaxial test     Thia ^i   ^     p to occur at unlubrlcai-PH «il*. 
slip oscillations^co^/St^ haVe con^buteTS the s?lck 
Brace and Byerlee ($. * Very ^^ surfaces of graSte by 

P^S^SSÄ^^l^^^been done with surfaces 

St^ps~^Äio jaoSrsS^h
ess- ^- sSrc 

»for^aSS S SÄ   ^ ^^rivff S^ 
infonnation available SheVth^h.i0 r0CkS bUt the^ ^ ^Ttle o^er 
shear machines (22-29). ' that rece^^ obtained in lar^ Sr^ct 

■the procedures outlined iv, 4-u 

tot laa Mines, AmtSlla   ^e of111*5' *™«««> at U 

- nc^al .la.ter.^-y-- SSfi^U lmer 
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tube, triple tube core barrell so that most of the Joints were well preserved. 
The rock types involved were shale, siltstones and slates, and a variety of 
different joints In terms of orientation, roughness and surface coating were 
available. Most of the joints discussed here were remarkably planar in the 
dimensions of the drill core. On appearance they could be divided into two 
broad classes: 

( D 

(11) 

Shear fractures or faults.    These tend to be slickenslded or polished 
and have mainly chlorite or sometimes graphite coatings. 

Extension fractures.    These tend to be more interlocked on a fine 
scale and their coatings are usually llmonite, pyrite, quartz, dolomite 
or occasionally they may be clean. 

Prom the outset, it became apparent that different joints showed vastly 
different behaviour during the initial stages of sliding.    They could be divided 
into four groups with some intermediate behaviour.    The types of initial load - 
displacement curve obtained are shown in Fig.  1^1 and tabulated in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 (after Rosengren [1,2]) 

LOAD-DISPLACEMENT CURVE CHARACTERISTICS FOR NATURAL JOINTS. 

Type of Behaviour Characteristic Joints 

A. No slip until peak load then 
gradual drop off to residual 
value.    Fig.  l^a. 

B. Well defined initial slip 
which continues at con- 
stant load.    Fig.   I'fc. 

C. Well defined Initial slip 
which continues with 
rising load.    Fig. l^c. 

D. Continuous curvature of 
load displacement curve. 
Fig.   i^d. 

Joints with large interlocking 
asperities; bedding planes with 
cross ripples; faults with cross 
slickensides or grooves. 

Joints with hard, fairly smooth 
surfaces; also Narrandera 
quart zlte. 

Relatively rou&i, chlorite or 
graphite coated surfaces; very 
smooth hard surfaces. 

Faults with smooth or polished 
chloritic surfaces. 

Goodman (31) has siraQarly identified four types of shear stress-displace- 
ment relationship for naturally occurring planes of weakness.    The recognition 
of these types of load-defonnation curve is of great practical significance 
since they provide guidelines to the type of joint characteristic which should 
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be Incorporated In analyses.    The significance of such curves in respect 
of finite element analyses Incorporating joint-elements is discussed in 
Section 2.3, of Appendix II of this report. 

Significant findings of Rosengren's testing program carried out 
using the modified triaxlal technique were: 

(i)       Despite the wide variation in types of surface tested, the 
coefficients of friction nearly all fell in the narrow range 
0.5 to 0.?.    The principal exceptions were the graphite 
coated faults which, as would be expected, give lower values 
of the range 0.2 to 0.3. 

(11)     Those joints which were tested with pore pressure appeared to 
obey the effective stress law.    There was no significant 
difference in frlcticnal behaviour of wet and dry surfaces. 
One test indicated that the coefficient of friction for polished 
chlorite coated surfaces may be lowered by the presence of 
water (c/f. Horn and Deere (17)). 

(ill)    All joints tested showed a small residual cohesion of up to 
200 p.s.i. 

■ 

Rosengren (1,2) recognized that the major deficiency of this work is 
that the size of the joints tested is extremely small conpared with the 
size of joints influencing an engineering structure in rock. The longer 
wavelength undulations found in natural joint planes (see Section 5 below) 
are not taken into account, and so it appears likely that the friction 
paramsters measured would be minimum values, at least in terms of peak 
resistance. Rosengren's techniques have been adapted to 6 in. diameter 
specimens by Jaeger (49) and by the author at the James Cook University 
of North Queensland, Australia. Results obtained for graphite coated 
joints in the rocks tested by Rosengren have given similar friction 
parameters to those obtained using 2 in. diameter specimens. Obviously 
much more work is required before an answer to the question of the influ- 
ence of size on joint strengths can be answered. 

INELUENCE OF THE SURFACE TEXTURE OP JOINTS. 

5,1 The General Problem. 

■ 

The variations in surface texture occurring from joint to joint or 
over a given joint surface cause difficulties in the deterrnination of the 
strength of rock joints not met in iiEasurlng the frictional properties of 
most other engineering materials. Until very recently, most work on the 
frictional properties of rock surfaces or natural surfaces which have 
been qualitatively described as "rough" or "smooth". The area most needful 
of further research is undoubtedly the quantification of the relationship 
between surface texture and joint strength. 
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The problem of the Influence of size on Joint strength referred to 
in Section 4.7 above is intimately linked with that of surface texture. 
Deere et al (50) have provided a useful illustration of how laboratory 
tests and in in-situ tests may measure the influence of surface features 
different from those governing prototype behaviour (Pig. 15). 

5.2       Elementary Theory. 

For the ideal case shown in Fig. 16a, the limiting conditions of 
equilibrium are given by the relation 

H = V tan $ 

or 

tan ij)   = - Ty      v 
...(40) 

where V is the vertical or normal force, H is the horizontal or shear 
force, and tan 0 is the true coefficient of friction between the two 
surfaces.     y 

If the joint is inclined at an angle i to the shear direction as 
in Fig. 18b, the resultant force on the joint plane is inclined at 
(ij) + i) to horizontal in the limiting equilibrium condition. In this case, 

H = V tan U + i) 

or 

tan U + i) = 
H 
V H 

...(41) 

and the apparent coefficient of friction given by V is greater than 
the true value. Eqn. 4l also holds for negative values of i (Fig. 16c) 
if the correct algebraic value of i is used. 

The true coefficient of friction for the surfaces may be obtained 
by expanding the term tan (cj) + i) to get 

LI 

tan (|) = T7 - tan i 

1 + ^ tan i ...(42) 

Bray, (12,13) has shown how the apparent friction angle can change 
with displacement as slip proceeds. For the idealized surface profile 
shown in Fig. 17a, an initial apparent friction angle of ^ + Ai will be 
recorded for slip on the A planes. With continued movement in the same 
direction, the position shown in Fig. 17b will eventually be reached, 
with slip proceeding down the B surfaces. The apparent angle of friction 
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Is now (|)     - X2«    A3 niovement continues, the apparent friction angle 
alternates between these two limiting values as shewn in Pig. 17c. 

Withers (51) investigated the validity of this elementary theory 
using flat and sinusoidal surfaces of mild^steel, copper and plexiglass. 
For the sinusoidal surface shown in   Pig. 18, he found that the resistance 
to the first relative movement is the peak resistance and is given by 

H   =   V tan U   +1) ...(41) 

After the initial movement, the angle ^   + 1  decreases for sinusoidal 
surfaces, and the resistance to slldingyis lowered. If (^   +!)>£» 
initial movement can take place only by shearing through M      2 
the intact material. 

Where the normal load increases linearly with deformation, the 
sliding resistance also increases with deformation and is given by 

H = iY1 + kZ) tan U + 1) ...(43) 

where V. is the normal load when movement on the joint surfaces is 
initiated, k is the slope of the load-deformation curve for the 
material, and Z is the vertical component of movement on the 
sliding surface. 

Patton (52,53) has also examined the validity of Eqn. 41 using 
plaster of paris with sand or kaolin filler as a model material in 
tests on samples in which the sliding surfaces were either smooth and 
flat or contained moulded rectangular or saw teeth as Illustrated in 
Pig. 19.. A linear relation between N and S was found for the flat 
surfaces with $   in the range 27^° to 31°. In the models with saw 
teeth, two typeH of behaviour were observed. Under low normal loads, 
the upper half of the specimen rode up over the teeth on the lower 
half, the S/N relation being a straight line through the origin with a 
slope of U + i). Under higher normal loads, the teeth were sheared 
off and the^failure relation was another straight line of slope $   = y . 
and an intercept on the S axis corresponding to the load required to v 

shear through the teeth. This intercept increased with the nuirber of 
teeth in a specimen (Pig. 20). Patton therefore suggested that for 
real rock surfaces a single linear failure relation may be unrealistic 
in view of the possibility of multiple nodes of behaviour. 

5.3   Measurement and Description of Surface Texture. 

American Standard ASA B 46.1-1962 (54) defines surface texture as 
the repetitive or random deviations from the normal surface which form 
the pattern of the surface. Surface texture has four conponents: 

(1)   Roughness consisting of the fine scale irregularities, or 
asperities, in the surface which contribute to the surface 
"finish". 
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(11) Wavlness consisting of the larger scale, long wavelength, 
undulations In the surface. 

(Ill)     La^, which Is the direction of the predominant surface pattern. 

(lv)       Flaws which are irregularities which occur at one place or 
at relatively Infrequent or widely varying Intervals In a 
surface. 

Instruments for the measurement of surface finish are widely used 
In metal cutting.   These consist of a fine radius dlanond stylus which 
follows the asperities as It Is moved across the surface.    The surface 
profile Is continuously recorded on a chart and/or electrically averaged 
and displayed on a meter as the arlthnKtlc average root mean square devi- 
ation from the mean surface.    Exanples are the Talysurf used by Byerlee (^3) 
and the Brush Surf Indicator used by Hosklns, Jaeger and Rosengren (36). 
Ihe maximum range of such Instruments Is usually 1000 mlcrolnch deviation 
and so they are only useful for measuring "smooth" surfaces produced 
In the laboratory. 
n non11?6 standard roughness width-cutoff of these Instruments Is usually 
0.030 In. and wavlness of wavelength greater than this value Is therefore 
not Included In the surface measurement.   Horlno, Hosklns, and Elllckson 
(5^) have developed an Instrument consisting of an LVDT probe with a 
ma:dinum range from 200 to 40,000 mlcrolnch.    The probe Is mounted relative 
to the traversing table of a milling machine and so can measure both 
rougmess and wavlness. 

Wavlness can be measured with a coarse measuring Instrument such 
as dial gauge moving on a fixed baseline relative to the rock   surface. 
This Is a time consuming operation and an LVDT feeding an X-Y recorder 
Is a more sophisticated method. 

Ihe roughness and wavlness of a ground rock surface will depend on 
the method of grinding, the type of grinding medium and the mineralogy of 
the rock.   As an example, grinding with 600 grit carborundum powder will 
give a rouömess of 30 to 100 mlcrolnch for most rock types.    Much smoother 
surfaces can be obtained using alumina powder or diamond paste.    Ihe lay of 
the surface will be determined by the grinding nethod.    For example, an 
oscillating diamond wheel will produce a linear lay whereas grinding by hand 
on a glass plate will produce a circular type lay. 

It is only very recently that any quantitative infonnatlon on the 
surface texture of natural Joints has been produced.    All four texture 
conponents are Important with wavlness and lay probably the most significant. 
A nunber of techniques for collecting data on surface texture have been 
recently developed so that this aspect of the problem does not present any 
great difficulty at the present time.    The greater difficulty lies in the 
presentation and use of this data.   Should an attempt be made to relate ", 'mean it surface rou^mess to Joint strength as is done in the case of "smooth" 
surfaces described above, or should only the major surface features be 
considered?   These questions as yet remain unanswered. 
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Rengers (27) has developed a unique fcrm of presentation of surface 
data which could lead to a solution of this problem. Different measuring 
techniques are used for speclmeis In different size ranges. For surfaces 
on the scale of hand specimens, a stereodepth measurement microscope Is 
used with both horizontal and vertical displacements being recorded with 
arbitrary enlargement on an X-Y recorder. For profiles of a size between 
20 cm. and 2 m, a specially developed "profllograph" (55) Is used. The 
profllograph traverses the rock surface in a series of straight lines 
and records surface roughness with 1:1 correspondence by mechanical means. 
Terrestrial photogrammetry is used for recording profiles of larger 
in-situ surfaces. 

Rengers' method of describing surfaces using data so obtained is 
Illustrated in Fig. 21. A reference plan is chosen parallel to the 
largest observable extension of the joint plane. The intersection of 
this plane with the plane of a ^Lven profile is the line indicated by 
"ref" in Fig. 21a. On the recorded profiles, measuring points are set 
out with a mutual separation measured parallel to ref of L = 1 mm 
which in fact represents real steps of O.lnm, 1 mm and 2 cm on 
stereonicroscope, profllograph and photogrammetrlc profiles respectively. 
From every such point on the profile, connection lines are drawn to other 
points at pre-detemLned stepslzes, nL, away. The connection lines make 
positive and negative angles a with the reference line. Pig. 21b shews a 
plot of tan a against real stepsize for the profiles shown in Fig. 21a. 

Using this team of presentation of profile data, some very important 
aspects of the relative moment of two surfaces can be easily demonstrated. 
For example, the roughness pattern can obviously be different for positive 
and negative angles of a indicating that the two different senses of 
relative novement along a profile will show different frictional properties. 
This distinction cannot be made using other methods of presentation such as 
departure from a mean, surface. Further, a relationship between dilatation 
and relative movement can be plotted from this data, assuming that all 
asperities will be overridden rather than sheared throu^i. 

Mathews (56) used a method for measuring surface profiles of laboratory 
specimens in which dial gauge readings were taken on a grid pattern over 
the surface. For specimens of approximately 9 in. long x 6 In. wide dial 
gauge readings were taken at 0.125 in. intervals along lines spaced 0.5 in. 
apart  and parallel to the long direction of the specimen. A plane of best 
fit was determined for each surface using a multiple linear regression 
analysis, and a contoured plot of heights above and below this plane produced 
on a computer. Mathews' approach has been modified at the James Cook 
University of North Queensland where profiles are continuously recorded 
by the outputs of longitudinally and vertically mounted LVDT's produced 
when the specimen mounted in a milling machine is moved forward  (c/f. Horino, 
Hoskins and Elllckson (54)). 

From these surface profile measurements and measurements of shear and 
normal displacements occurring during direct shear tests, Mathews was able 
to show how the two surfaces moved relative to each other during a test, and 
locate local zones of shearing. As an example, consider the results of a 
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after 1 in. of sliding are shown In Fig. 23, specimen 
In a series of tests on such specimens taken from the sane hertrfW 

Sf LÄ0^' ^thews obtained peak angles of frlctirv^lS^etwee^ fe0 

^rlr. ' the
K
result stained for a given specimen apparentJydepenSi: on 

surface roughness      It Is interesting to note, however, that Shews^aT 

Ssl vaSes SculatS^ ^^ ^ elther the ™™ or LST?^- ness values calculated by his method of presenting surface texture data 
of fricSon^S^f t??lrcSUJtSj ^^ su^3?ed that iStS Ss 
uLfin SiS   ^f rr0m relat^^ smooth natural joints should be 
Snn^i       ^ 0n the ^^ that ^ assessment of the influent of abnormal roughness will be extremely difficult -Lni-Luen..e oi 
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Pig. 1:   Variation of the Coefficient of Friction (/t) with Roughness 
(After Byerlee [16]). 
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Fig. 3:   Results of Direct Shear Tests on Joints In Porphyry, 
(After Hoek [25]). 
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Pig. 5: Load Displacement Curves for Smooth Red Granite with Surface 
Roughness 35 ± 5 /«In. 
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Pig. 6:   Motion of Faulted Rock Specimen In Trlaxlal Test. 

Pig. 7:   Mohr Diagram of Trlaxlal Test. 
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Fig. 8:   Changes In Contact Area with Sliding. 
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Flg. 9: Forces Involved In Trlaxlal T^st with Sliding. 
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Fig.  10:   Differential Stress-Displacement Curve for Trlaxlal Test with 
Sliding. 
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Figure 13:    Sliding of Narrandera Quartzlte under Various Conditions, 
(After Rosengren [1]). 
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Figure 14:    Load Displacement Curves for Natural Joints in Triaxial 
Experiments. 
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Figure 15: Size of Laboratory Test Related to Size of Prototype. 
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Figure 16:    Effect of Joint Inclination on Apparent Angle of Friction. 
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Figure 17:    Effect of Displacement upcn Apparent Angle of Friction. 
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Figure 18: Sinusoidal Frlctlonal Surface. 
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Figure 19:    Friction Surfaces Investigated by Patton [^2], 
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Figure 20: Experimental Results from Shearing a Sawtooth Model of 
a Friction Surface. (After Patton [52]). 
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Figure 21;    Rengers Method of Surface Description [27]. 
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Figure 22: Experimental Results from Shearing a Carbon Coated Bedding 
Plane of Shale.(After Mathews [56]). 
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APPENDIX II 

TOE COLLAPSE OP BIX)CK-JOINTED SYSTEMS - PREVIOUS 

1        SCOPE. 

WORK 

sWo? SÄ into the fallu^ and 
problem to be considered is OHP ^ WH/U i e r,evlewed-    General^, the 
nn^itude smaller to the rS iSss^Sn^? ^ bl0Ck 5±ze ls ^ orSer of 
^us, we will not conside? the sSle Sf o?   ?? ^ inVOlved in collaP^. 
from a slope, a case which has bS LS^ed 4. P ?f ? Single lar& bl°^ 

2        ANALYTICAL METHODS. 

2-1   ^^in^C^d^n^Jbr^^ 

strenÄ^L^S^^S^ ^ ^—^ of the 
for sliding on a single p5Le of^Sess ^ 0? th^conditions required 
situation shown in Pip-, i in wM^rT^V  ,7)•    Conslder the two-dimensional 
is inclined at an an^f; I % tSli?ec?Sn o? °ther Plane of wetness, ^f 
Ihe no^ and shear stresses^ t^pIS 0°? Z^?^^™****' 

'n    =    1/2 (^ + a3)   + V2 (a1 - ^ cos 2s 

and 

T     = (^ - a3)    sin 26 

(la) 

(lb) 

Assuming that the linear shear strength law 

S    = cj + an tan *1 
J (2) 

holds Tor the plane of wea.cness, the condition for slip on AB are given by 

H    (a, - a3) sin 23 . Cj + (, (GI + ,3) + , (ai . ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ 

J 

or 

a.^C^)    .   8lnV    .,3(3^^^   +alnV,2c^a+. 

(3) 
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For those conblnatlons of al3 03, ß, ^ and c. for which the left 
hand side of Eqn. 3 is less than 2 c. cos p.,  failure can on^y take 
place through the rock material, andJpresumably will be unaffected by 
the presence of the discontinuity, AB. Jaeger has also described these 
conditions for failure in terms of a Mohr's circle construction. If in 
Fig. 1 the point D representing the state of stress on a given plane lies 
in the arcs AQ or RC, slip cannot occur, but for D in the arc QR, slip 
on the Joint will take place. If 01  is increased until the Mohr's circle 
becomes tangent to the failure envelope for the rock material, failure 
through the rock material can occur when slip on the joint plane is 
inhibited. 

The conditions for slip given by Eqn. 3 may be expressed in 
several alternative forms. By  introducing the principal stress ratio 
k = o^, Eqn. 3 can be re-written to give an expression for the value 

a! of the major principal stress required to produce slip. 

2c. cot $. 

I.e. ai % sin (2ß - *.) cosec fj (1 - k) - (1 + k) .(4) 

In many cases it Is more useful to be able to express these conditions 
in terras of the principal stress difference (ai -   a3) required to produce 
slip at constant 03. 

i.e.   oi -   03 ^ 
2(c. + 03 tan (|).) 

(1 - tan fj cot g) sin 2ß ...(5) 

It is instructive to plot the variation in the value of (ai - 03) 
required to produce slip against the angle ß. Note from Eqn. 5 that 

a 1    - 03   -+■   00 as sin 23 ->■ o 

.. 

i.e. as 3   -*■ o or 5-, 

and that ai    - a3   ■*■   » as (1 - tan $.  . cot 3)   ■> o 

i.e. as & •*■ $ 
J 

To find the angle at which the principal stress difference at slip 
(ai - 03) takes a minimum value put the derivative d (ai - oq) equal 
to zero. It is found that the minimum occurs when     d3 

tan 23   =   - 
tan (j) 

1     =_- 1 

J 
and that this minimum value is 

(üi "   03) min.    =   2(cj   +   y    .    03)    ((1+ u2) 1's+ y) ...(6) 
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As noted previously, fracture of the rock material must occur If ai 
Is Increased beyond some critical value In those cases In which the joint 
orientation Is unfavorable for slip.    Assume for the purposes of the present 
discussion that fracture of the rock will take place according to the 
Mohr-Coulomb criterion 

s = a  tan $ n 'o 

It can be shown that In this case. 

..(7) 

(ai    -    ao), _    2(c    cos di   + aa sin i> ) = o To        ^ Yo 
1   -   sin 4 

or alternatively, 

(ai    -   a3)f   =   2 (co   +   yo  .    03)  ((1+ M^^H- y0)        ...(8) 

where y     =    tan i> . o To 

Die Information given by Eqns. 5,6, and 8 Is best represented 
graphically using one of three fornis of presentation.    Flg. 2a shows 
a Cartesian plot of (a!    - 03)- against the angle 3.    This form of 
presentation was used by Jaeger In his original work and has been used 
by Nelson and Hlrschfeld (8) to present the results of a corrprehenslve 
analysis of the conditions for failure of a set of Jointed plaster 
models.    Pig. 2b shows the same Information In polar co-ordinates, a 
form of presentation favored by the Austrian School of rock mschanlcs 
(9-11).    Fig. 2c shows a plot of the principal stress ratio at failure, 
k, against 0.    This form of presentation has been used by Bray (12, 13) 
and may be thought of as sone kind of reciprocal of the curve shown In 
Fig. 2b.    The polar representation shown in Figs. 2b and 2c has an 
advantage over the Cartesian system in that for practical problems it 
provides a sligfttly more convenient way of representing the full range 
of ßfrom 0 to l80 , althougn the Cartesian method has been used for this 
purpose (e.g. Lombardi (34)).    A plot of limiting stress against the 
angle ß is sometimes referred to as the failure characteristic of the 
system. 

2.2     Application to Block-Jointed   Systems. 

An obvious approach to the problem of determining the stability of 
block-jointed rock masses is to apply the single plane of weakness theory 
in several parts.    Bray (12, 13) considered the situation shown in Fig. 3a 
In which the shear strength of each of the two sets of orthogonal joints 
is given by 

1 

J 
s    = 0     tan   (j) ..-.(9) 
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and It was assumed that fracture of the blocks themselves would not occur. 
For this case, the limiting conditions for slip on either set of joint 
planes is as shown in Fig. 3b.    From this analysis of this simple problem 
Bray was able to point to a feature of considerable practical consequence. 
If a certain amount of slip takes place on the horizontal set of joint planes 
shewn in Fig.  3a, the position shown in Pig.  ^a will be reached.    The 
vertical joints will now be staggered and, as shown in Appendix I, will have 
a different apparent friction angle from   that of the original planar 
surface.    The failure characteristic will now be that shown by the broken 
line in Fig.  ta.    If slip on the vertical joints now occurs, the new 
configuration will be that shown in Fig.  ^b in which both sets of joints 
are staggered.    The failure characteristic for this system is that given 
by the full line in Fig.  4c.    Lobe A on this diagram represents the 
conations for slip on the A planes when movement occurs in the direction 
indi'.cated by the arrows in Fig.  ^b.    In this case the apparent angle of 
friction is reduced to $   -    30°   - 9°   =    21° and the overall volume tends 
to decrease.    Lobe Ap corresponds to slip in the opposite direction, the 
apparent friction angle being increased to ^   "   30   + 9° =   39 , and the 
volume increased.    Similar results are obtained for slip on the B planes. 

Bray extended the analysis to cases in which more than two sets of 
joints traverse the mass.    He defined an Index of anlsotropy 

max. -   nvin. ,„„- /..„,. r   =        r-    x   100% ...(10) 
max. 

k k where   max. and   min. are maximum and minimum values of the principal stress 
ratio k = CT3_ at slip.    For an Isotropie material, k ~ ^ \     and r = 0. 
When k .    01     = 0, r - 100^ and if k .      is negativeindiMlng failure 
under wnsile stresses), r > 100^.    A piot of the index of anlsotrophy, r, 
against N, the number of sets of equi-anqularly spaced planes in the system 
(Fig. 5) illustrates how dramatically anlsotropy decreases with increasing 
nunbers of differently oriented planes.    Calculations also show that the 
degree of anlsotropy in strength behaviour decreases with increased joint 
friction. 

In considering how practical problems may be treated it is as well to 
remenber that not all joints existing in natural rock masses are continuous. 
A set of joints may be said to be continuous if it is possible to construct 
sections through the rock mass that nowhere cut across intact rock.    A useful 
concept in the treatment of intermittent jointing is the two-dimensional 
extent of jointing, defined by John (10) as the ratio of the area! extent 
of the set of joints along a section plane parallel to the areal extent of 
the entire section.    For the situation shown in Fig. 6 where a plane of area 
A passes through three joints having areas Ai, A2 and A3, the two-dimensional 
extent of the set of joints is given as 

x   =   ^ +   ^   •*•   A^ ...dl) 
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If a Joint Is continuous, x =   1, and If no jointing exists, x =   0. 
It should be noted here that the determination of the value of x for 

any given joint set Is one of the more difficult aspects of any field joint 
survey.    In theory. It Is necessary to trace a particular joint across at 
least two surfaces approximate^ at right angles, but this Is often not 
possible and averaging must be resorted to.    The two dimensional extent can 
be approximated by assuming rectangular shapes for the joints and 
measuring the linear continuities of two Intersections with exposed 
surfaces at right angles. 

The concept of the two-dimensional extent of jointing has been combined 
with the single plane of weakness theory to provide an approach to the 
estimation of the strength of a rock mass containing intermittent jointing. 
This approach assumes that for a jointed rock mass such as that illustrated 
in Fig. 7a, failure may take place by shear of the rock material, by slip 
on a continuous joint plane, by combined slip on an intermittent joint 
plane and shear througi the rock material, or by tension failure of the 
rock material should one of the principal stresses be tensile.    (It will be 
shown later that modes of failure other than these should be allowed for 
at low ambient pressures.)    Assuming that Mohr-Coulomb criteria apply for 
both joints and rock material, the three following shear strengths could be 
assigied to our hypothetical rock mass: 

(1) S    = a   tan & n yo .(12) 

This describes the shear strength of the rock material and is presumsd 
to appl^ for failures on all planes other than those given by 0 = 60c and 
0 = 105   in Pig. 7a.    It is an inplicit assumption of the method that 
failure conditions in this case will be unaffected by the presence of the 
joints. 

(11) S   = Jj 
+   an   tan   fj ...(13) 

This describes the shear strength of the joint planes Inclined at 
0 = 60° to the reference direction. 

(ill)       S   =    (xc     +    (1 - x) c )   + a    (x tan 6. + (1 - x) tan <b ) 
J n fJ (14) 

Ihis gives the shear strength of the rock mass in the direction of the 
intermittent joint planes (0 = 105°) and represents a sinple averaging of 
joint and rock strengths.   Whether this approach can be related to the 
iiBchanlGs of failure is extremely doubtful since it is unlikely that peak 
joint friction and peak rock strength could be mobilized simultaneously. 
Lajtai (15) has introduced a mobilization factor, C, which may take any 
value between 0 and 1, and indicates the degree to which the strength of 
a joint plane may be nübilized in shear.    Thus, Eqn. ik may be modified to 

S   =    (Cxcj + (1 - x) co) + an (Cx tan fj + (1 - x) tan ^ 

...(14a) 
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For certain values of ß, the angle made by joint set A with the a, 
direction, slip on either set of Joint planes cannot occur, and 
failure of the system must be by fracture of the rock material 
according to Eqn.  12.    Over certain other ranges of e, failure of 
the system will be governed by Eqns. 13 or 14a.    The foim of the 
resultant variation In principal stress difference at failure with 
the angle ß Is shown In Pig. 7b. 

In applying this approach to determine the stability of a rock 
mass In a given situation it Is also necessary to determine the 

Sd ^U«Si«hif T StTSeS Wlth ß-    ^ ^^ng the shear stresses and the available shear strength for various orientations it is 
possible to prepare a polar diagram of "factor of safety" or 
resistance quotient" against 6(10).    Ihis procedure generally 

requires the assumption that a Joint will be encountered at the 

by1GooäSS(l6n:Ldered (the "ublqultous,, Jolnt concept Introduced 

The preceding analysis assumes that shear failure will occur. 
T u    /^N    

stresses exlst an analogous procedure may be applied. 
John (10) has presented detailed examples for both cases.    Obviously, 
these calculations can be most convenient^ carried out on a conputer. 

2.3       Limitations of this Approach. 

The methods outlined in Appendix 1, Sections 2.1 aid above 
section 2.2 provide a useful engineering approach to the problem of 
calculating the strength of rock masses, and currently find widespread 
use m practice.    Hcwever, it should be recognized that they consider- 
ably oyer-slmpllfV the problem and suffer from a number of serious 
limitations. 

(a)       Stress distributions. 
^ .i!?6^^0^ described above inpllcitly assume that the stress 
distribution within the mass is a uniform one and Is not Influenced 
by the presence of Joints.   This assumption can be accepted as being 
valid for those cases In which the two surfaces forming a Joint are 
perfectly matched and in which no slip has occurred (17).    As soon 
as slip on any Joint occurs, the stresses redistribute and can depart 
quite rnarkedly from the unifonn.    Photo-elastic investigations by 
Chappell (18) for example, show this to be the case in the simple 
situation in which the central block in a group of three slips on the 
Joint planes formed with the other two, as well as in more conplex 
situations such as in the roof of an underground opening excavated 
in blocky rock. 

More realistic stress distributions than those calculated from the 
simple equations for the transformation of plane stress, may be calcu- 
lated using finite element methods Incorporating Joint elements 
Ub, 19-26).    In this approach, the rock blocks are assl^ied the usual 
elastic properties and divided into finite elements while the Joints are 
treated as elements of finite length and small thickness with certain 
normal and shear stlfftiesses and shear stress shear strain characteristics, 

J 
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Initially, the stress-strain characteristics assumed were highly idealized 
e.g. elastic - perfectly plastic (16).    More recently, however, methods 
using more realistic non-linear Joint characteristics have been developed 
(22-24).    These newer methods penult the modeling of curved and variable 
thickness joints using curved isoparametric elements.    Present nethods 
assume that the shape of the Joint shear stress-shear strain curve is 
independent of noraial stress.    Thus, a unique dimensionless plot based 
on residual shear stress (T ) and an elastically related value of shear 
strain (v    ) as shown in Fig. 8 is assumed for each Joint type.   While 
this approach represents a considerable advance over former methods, it 
will not always provide accurate solutions because of the assumption 
of the uniqueness of the shear stress-shear strain relationship. 

Finite-element methods have been applied to the problems of the 
stability of underground openings in Jointed rock subject to static 
(16, 23,    ) and dynamic (16) load, the stability of rock slopes 
(19, 25, 26) and the three-dimensional stability of arch dams (24). 
Their value is that they permit the evaluation of reasonably realistic 
stress distributions for complex situations for which solutions could 
not otherwise be obtained.    Nevertheless, they depend on assumptions 
regarding failure mechanisms which are usually little different from 
those used in the sinple approaches outlined in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 
above, and can still only take account of simplified material behaviour 
and properties.    However, they do possess the great capacity to yield 
solutions for deformations which may not be reasonably calculated by 
any other method.    There is little doubt that in the future these methods 
will provide an Increasingly powerful analytical tool, particularly when 
alternative collapse mechanisms such as block rotation and translation 
are Incorporated into programs (26). 

(b)   Slip and Fracture Criteria 

Ihe methods of analysis referred to previc isJy all assume linear 
Mohr^-Coulomb failure criteria for the rock material and similar laws 
for slip on rock joints, althougi in one case known to the author a 
parabolic friction law was used (27).    It was shown in Appendix 1 
that this approach is both over-sinpllfied and mis-leading.    Methods 
which use such concepts of material behaviour may provide useful 
approximate solutions to some engineering problems, but can never hope 
to lead to a ccnplete understanding and solution of the general problem. 
Obviously, Improved concepts of the stress-strain behaviour of rcck 
material and rock Joints are fandamental to an Improved understanding 
of the coiplete load-deformation and volume change response of jointed 
rock masses. 

I 
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(c) Collapse Mechanisms 

Three mechanisms were assumed to be possible: 
(I) Slip on joints 
(II) Shear failure of the rock material 
(ill)    Corrposite shear failure, partly through 

rock and partly along a joint. 
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Experimental studies of models of Jointed rock have shown that 

mechanisms other than these are likely to be Involved (28   2^ 
(These studies will be discussed fully in succeeding sections)'. 
Obviously, methods of analysis which do not admit a full range 
of collapse mechanisms are Inadequate.    A related point Is that 
failure of Jointed rock mass Is likely to be progressive (30) 
a factor which Is very difficult to allow for In simple 
analytical methods. 

(d)   Inter^actlon of Joints 

So far It has been ImpllclfV assuned that the strength of a 
jointed rock mass Is unaffected by the number of joints of a given 
set traversing a particular zone of rock (I.e. by the Joint 
spacing).    It seems reasonable to assume that In a real rock mass, 
the local re-dlstrlbution of stress associate with slip will be 
Joint-spacing dependent (I.e. that Joints will "Inter-act"). 
Indeed, sluple model studies have suggested that strength de- 
creases with joint spacing (31, 32).    This factor could onl^ be 
taken account of by a very tedious and conpllcated "exact" 
computer solution for the stress distribution In any given case 
or by assuming a "macro" failure criteria for the mass as a whole 
in which the strength parameters varied with Joint spacing.    The 
latter would appear to provide the most useful approach for 
Immediate engineering purposes. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS 

3.1     General 

A vast majority of the experimental Investigations of the 
failure of Jointed media have been carried out In the laboratory 
using Idealized models prepared from substltuterock-llke materials, 
such as gypsum plaster or plaster-sand mixtures of one kind or 
another.    In some cases attenpts have been made to satisfy the 
laws of similitude and model a particular rock mass and a particular 
problem (33, 3^), but In many other cases this has not been done for 
reasons of experimental e^edlency. 

The various Investigations that have been carried out to date 
will   be classified and discussed according to the nature of the 
applied loading.    Unlaxial, biaxial and triaxlal corrpresslons, 
direct shear, and special problem categories will be considered. 

3.2     Unlaxial Compression 

i 
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Here, onl^ those investigations in which uniaxial conpression 
was the major loading system used will be considered.    Ihose cases 
in which uniaxial tests were carried out as part of biaxial or 
triaxial conpression investigations will be discussed in the 
appropriate section below. 

Hayashi (35, 36) carried out a series of uniaxial conpression 
tests on approximately 3" x 3" x 6" plaster prisms containinr the 
systems of pre-fomed continuous and Intermittent Jointing cfiown in 
Pigs. 9 and 10. 

For samples of the type shown in Fig. 9a, the application of a 
Coulombic failure criterion for slip along the Joint plane gives the 
value of the uniaxial load at failure as 

c.A 
P     =      wLQ  

cos i (sin 1 - cos 1 tan O ...(15) 

where c, and tan $, are the cohesion and co-efficient of friction for 
the Joint surfaces, and A   is the cross-sectional area of the prism. 
Hayashi's experimental results showed considerable scatter, but for 
1 = 30°, 45° and 60   were in reasonable agreement with Eqn. 15.   For 
1 = 15 , the msasured strength was much lower than that predicted by 
the simple Coulorrbic theory, because in this case failure was by 
"tensile cracking" rather than by sliding on the Joint plane. 

In the samples illustrated in Figs. 9b and 9c, a constant two 
dimensional extent of Jointing of X = 0.5 was used, the total Joint 
area being made up of 1, 2, 3 or 4 Individual Joints.    If the strength 
of the sample material is given by 

T   -   co   +   an tan ^ ...(16) 

then the uniaxial load required for shear failure in the plane 
containing the Joint is 

P   . (°.1   +   V   flo  
cos i (2 sin 1 - cos i (tan i|i, + tan (i> ))    ...(17) 

As shown in Fig. 10, Hayashi's unconfined conpression tests gave 
results that differ markedly from those predicted by Eqn. 17.    This 
lack of agreement is readily explained by the fact that the mode of 
failure observed in the tests did not correspond with that assumed in 
the derivation of Eqn. 17 which will hold only if failure takes place 
by shear along the plane AB in Fig. 11.    In fact, failure occurred by 
the formation of cracks such as CE and EF under the Influence of stress 
concentration- set ip at the tips of the prepared discontinuities. 
Similar behaviour Is unconfined conpression was observed by Brace and 
Bonbalakis (37) who used the photo-elastic method to study the Influence 
of cracks such as CE in Pig. 11 on the stress distributions in brittle 
materials. 

ICO 
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For sairples of the type shown in Fig. 9c, failure loads decreased 

possible to inhibit the development of tensile faiSes 
<■**  i      unconflned compression and direct shear tests on samoles can 
taining Joints in more than one plane, Hayashi measured a SeLe 
In strengtn as the number of parallel rows of joints (n) IncSSd 

TlstrlZtlZ^i^ in '^ 0f the ^atistical theo^ SftS distribution of extreme values developed by Epstein (38)      The 
relationship between n and the load required to induce fklure in 
unconflned corrpression is found to be lailure in 

P       sP, n,m   l,m (1 - v /2 log n + v{ log (log ") + log Ü 
&/2     log n 

-}) 
,..(18) 

of .J^i^ (39),cafrled out unlaxlal compression tests on a number 
Sif?     types including one in which the Inclined discontlnSSes 
were fomed by interlocking rectangiaar "teeth".    DepenSng of the 
tooth geometry, failure was by shear along a plane oartlv th™!h 

s äH~- «ff^Ä wir ™ 
nnMn ..   ^ ^ ^ (31) cajTled out unlaxlal compression tests on 

^=   a + b ab 
4)3 

..(19) 

where 

and 

S = a constant considerably less than 1 
b = 1 - a ' 

r= ^11° f.lhe Side length of the m±t blocks to that of the sanple. 

to t£ Sa) ^ttelÄhlf Se^i1.0* beCOnK S,naller ^ relati°'' J 
(32) 
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Sirleys  (^0, Hl) considered the question of the unlaxlal 
conpresslve behaviour of prismatic samples containing parallel 
sets of discontinuities In which the two dimensional extent of 
jointing varied.    Sirleys postulated that for the X   =   1 case, 
failure could be by sliding along the Joint plane or by vertical 
splitting with no other possibility being admitted.    For x<l, the 
angle made by the failure plane with the horizontal coincided with 
that made by the Joint plane (a) 155 to a certain limiting value 
of a beyond which failure was by conblned splitting and sliding 
along the Joint plane giving a stepped failure surface. 

Sirleys also considered the behaviour of the "brick-wall" 
system (Pig. 13) In unconflned conpresslon. He suggested that 
failure should be In one of three modes depending on the angle a. 

(i)       For 0<a<38o failure Is by vertical splitting 
partly In the Joint planes and partly through 
the sample material. 

(11)     For 380<a<66o a step-wise failure Is predicted 
with the mean failure "plane" making an angle 
of 63.^   with the bedding plane. 

(HI)   For 660<a<900 failure Is again by splitting. 

Panet (^1) has also made brief reference to unlaxlal conpresslon 
tests on block-Jointed sanples In which tensile and conposlte modes 
of failure were obtained. 

3.3 Biaxial Conpresslon 

Slgiificant contributions have been made by biaxial conpresslon 
tests carried out on plate-like models by Müller and Pacher (^3), John 
(11, W) Rosenblad (45, 46) and Ergun (17). 

Müller and Pacher (43) investigated the influence of a number of 
parallel, planar intermittent discontinuities on the strength and 
deformation properties of a 70 cm x 70 cm.    Model made up from a 
cement-like material and loaded in biaxial conpresslon throu^i heavy 
steel beams and a soft "cushioning" material.    In their experimsntal 
design they attenpted to take account of seven parameters: 

(a) the angle made by the Joints with the direction 
of the major principal stress (a), 

(b) the principal stress ratio (n), 

(c) the degree of separation of the Joints  (x), j 

(d) the opening of the Joints, 

(e) the number of Joints in a given direction. 
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(f)      the strength of the Joint material, 

and (g)      the strength of the blocks themselves. 

MUller and Pacher expressed their test results in terms of 
the stability quotient  (R) or ratio of the strength measured in 
a given test to that of a solid l±ock tested under identical 
conditions.    Fig.  ll| shows the variation in R, and the mode of 
failure with a for various values of n. 

For all tests in which ex was less than 60°, the strength of 
the Jointed model was less than that of the solid sample, the 
strength reductions being greatest for the unconfined case (n = ») 
Several failure modes including brittle fracture of the blocks, 
sliding on Joint planes and conposite failures were observed. 
Deformations were greatest in the unconfined tests but quite 
probably the high lateral strains neasured in the free direction 
were associated with the development of splitting type failures. 

John (11, 1|4)  carried and biaxial conpression tests on 
800 nm x 400 mm x 120 mm thick block-Jointed models prepared from 
40 nrn square blocks of a soft model material.    The loads were 
applied by hydraulic pressure acting throu^i flexible bags thus 
ensuring a degree of uniformity in loading not obtained in many 
other experimental situations.    John's unit blocks were reinforced 
with steel rods in their long direction so that failure of the model 
by extension in the direction at right angles to the plane of loading 
was prevented. «"-"«B 

A majority of John's tests were carried out with the blocks 
arranged such that continuous Joint planes were produced at various 
angles to the principal stress directions.    In a few cases blocks 
were staggered so that a two-<±Lmensional extent of Jointing of v = h 
was produced. &       A      2 

Three modes of failure were observed: 

(a) sliding on Joints 

(b) shearing of elements 

(c) shearing of elements affected by Joints. 

John found that his experimental results were well represented by 
the analytical procedures presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 above except 
in a   transition zone" in which type (c) failures occurred.    In these 
cases the polar diagram of strength against Joint orientation was modified 
in the manner shown in Pig. 15. 

An Interesting feature of John's results a specimen with two sets of 
Joint planes each inclined at 45° to the specimen axes.    Because of the test 

b?oJkf?SS\S,   ? 0n elther Sefc 0f Jolnt planes was Inhibited and individual blocks failed by cleavage, apparently under a wedging action.    A similar 
phenonenon has been observed 
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by Rosenblad (46) and Brown (Hj, 48).    Note also that breakdown of 
John's model is progressive and apparently time dependent. 

Using fine sand and gypsum cerent Rosenblad developed a material 
which closely modeled the properties of a certain schistose gueiss. 
Pre-cast blocks of this material were used to prepare plane 
block-Jointed models.    He developed a special loading system which 
permitted uniform loads to be maintained along any side of his 
block-jointed models even though slip on some Joint plane may have 
occurred and the loaded faces were no longer planar.    Rosenblad 
observed four modes ox  collapse: 

(a) Initial - slip along Joints 

(b) Secondary - vertical tensile fractures  (His 
model was horizontal) 

(c) Tertiary horizontal tensile fractures i.e. 
failures of blocks due to extension in the 
direction at rignt angles to the plane in 
which the loads were applied. 

(d) Ultimate - shear failures throu^i intact material. 

Type (b) failures were associated with Joint orientations of 45° 
to the principal stress directions as in the case described above for 
John's tests.    Type (c) failures were cannon and represent a severe 
limitation in Rosenblad's test system. 

Rosenblad neasured the percentage of the intact material strength 
associated with each node of failure as:    Initial 8-17%; Secondary 
28-41%; Tertiary 28-41%; Ultimate 45-57%.   He obtained the important 
result that slip along Joints in one direction causes an Increase in 
the apparent angle of friction of the Joints in the perpendicular 
direction due to block interaction, a result which was predicted bv 
Bray (12, 13). 

Rosenblad also measured relative and absolute deformation of 
blocks.    He found that gradients of principal strain ma^iitude and 
direction in a Jointed rock mass are much larger and irpredictable than 
those in an intact block of the sane material under identical loading 
conditions. 

Ergun (17) was primarily interested in stress distributions in 
Jointed media which he studied using the photo-elastic nethod.    However, 
as an adjunct to this work he carried out a series of uniaxial and biaxial 
compression tests on plaster models in which the Joint planes were in 
the principal stress directions.    He concluded that in this case the 
strength of the mass is not affected by the presence of the Joints, provided 
the blocks are flat and square with surfaces parallel to within + 250 microns. 
A similar result was obtained by Brown (47, 48) for uniaxial and triaxial 
conpression.    The goodness of fit of blocks is seen to have a major 
influence on the behaviour of such block-Jointed models. 
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3.4     Trlaxlal Conpresslon 

o * n^1^1 Cün?)r,esslon tests on block-jointed nedia have been carried 
out less frequently than have unlaxlal, biaxial or direct sheS teS 

SLXe Tnf ^ 'r ^Z t?0Se ^ t0 BrcWn W^TM Einstein et al (32, 50).    These two investigations have much in cuimon 
using similar model materials and some of the same test SimraSms' 
and producing similar results.    However, because the forme? StlStion 
has-been the more extensive of the two it alone will be reported in 

Brown carried out an extensive series of trlaxlal compression tests 
Caa   -   03) on block-Jointed models made from a hiph-strenKth inmaum 
Plaster.   All sanples were 6" high with a 4" squarfcreSSctlS ™d 
were prepared by assembling pre-cast blocks wltt? ^el^lrltSc^cross- 
'Slesawira'twnSSiCU?1CaiJ P^allelepipedal and hexagonal blocks, 
samples with a two-dimensional extent of Jointing of 1, 1/2 or 1/3 
were produced.    Examples of each of these three groups of sample types 
are Illustrated in Fig. 16.    m all, four sample types Sere^ducef 
using cubic blocks, two using parallelepipedal blocks, an^three SL 
hexagonal blocks so that a total of 10 sairple configurations SrelesLd 
when unjointed samples are Included.    The various block-JoSteHaSle 
types tested may be described in the following way: Joincea sa^le 

A. Cubic blocks  (x= 1).    ^he angles 1 and ß shown in Fig. l6a 

S l&V 0I 0l and 90 ' 15   ^ 75 ' 30° and 608, a^d W and iJ5   in the four sample types used. 

B. Per^llelepldedal blocks  (x = h) 
TtO - the x = h planes were Inclined at 60° to the 
rpj,c     tu ,  base of the sanPle (FiK- 16b) 
i^ - the x = h planes were inclined at ^to the 

base of the sample. 

C. Hexagonal block| (x =   h 
H60 - the x =    3 planes ^were inclined at angles of 60° 

, and 0° to the base of the sample (Pig. ig c) 
w? - the x -    1 jo^nt planes were inclined at angles of 

3 45 , 15   and 75   to the base of the 
sample. 

H30 - the x =    1 Jojnt planes were inclined at angles of 
3 30   and 90   to the base of the sample. 

500   l^O^f/nnn type,we^ ^sted &t confining pressures of 0, 200, 
500, 1,000 and 2,000 p.s.l. giving a total of 50 tests, many of which 
were duplicated.    Although these pressures rray seem lo^ bTrock Mechanics 
standards, they were sufficient to enable a wide range of behaviSS to 
be studied since the highest confining pressure used^2000 pS?^? 
approximate^ the brittle-ductile transition pressure for the plaster 
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listed below were observS™ S^ •     fu   he fallure characteristics 
cell, often folLSg SSlderS^n^^6 ^£?]:eS fr0rn the tr4axial 

since the tests at the iSr cmf?n?nf ^     defoniatlon-    Furthemore, 
a conventional "soft" testiL mS"wg Pressuj:elwere carried out in 
characteristics observed S^HT!

5
 

SOme 0f the ™*crofracture 
nachlne stifSss^SacteStics     FT^™* 

by the teSt1^ 
listed can only be conslSSd L    i J   .these reasons. the features 
be accurate Sres^ntat^ ^ ^ always 
principal stress difference ftaSn ll Ijl the/ainPIl

es at peak 
eight failure modes oSedwS?       COrresPond to "failure").    The 

A.    Axial clevage at low confining pressures. 

B. 
stXÄ5 Tj^r*°**o*^ Planar surface Inclined at approximately 30c 

axis. to the sample 

D. Slip on continuous pre-foimed Joint planes. 

E. Slip on a planar surface partly along a pre-forrred 
Joint plane and partly through Intact plS?er? 

P.    Local axial cleavage fractures in the 450//|50 case 
due to wedging action. 0     ase 

G*    St-if0r!?tl0n 0f' C0Iiplex ncn-Planar shear surfaces 
partly throu^ plaster and partly along Jol^s 

H*   SLte^M f mUi^le ^^^ shear planes through 
SSSou?).    ^ confinlng P^ssure (viz. ductile ^ 

I'   ^ÄS0iOf.mUltlple CQn^gate shear planes 
partly through plaster and partly along Joints! 

The envelopes to the Mohr's circle nlnt« nf «aoi     <- 
curved and could be described by t£ equation       P ^ StreSSeS Were 

T   =    T     +   Za  • o n ...(20) 

f äST «^t^^p^srtfrs " P
the vai- In the form preieraDie to re-express Eqn. 20 
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-   0 = z  (-11) 
ac ac ...(21) 

where oc Is a iraterial property taken as the unconflned conpresslve 
strength of the unjointed material (3000 p.s.l.). 

Ihe envelopes passed through the origin of the T   -    a   axes for 
all Jointed samples so that T     =    0.    For the unjointed     n 

material, T     =    450 p.s.i.    0 

n.^f^?     W:Lng concluslons regarding rock mass behaviour and the 
applicability of the method of analysis outlined above may be drawn 
from the test results: 

1. Hie strengths of Jointed samples lie between upper and 
lewer limits set by the strengths of the rock material 
and smooth Joints respectively. 

2. Modes of failure other than those conmonly reco^alzed 
In the literature are likely to occur in block-Jointed 
rock masses.    Of particular significance In this regard 
are axial cleavage and block separation modes observed 
at low confining pressures. 

3-     For those cases In which planar shear surfaces were 
formed partly through the plaster and partiy throu^i 
Joints, the approach to the calculation of shear 
strength outlined In Sections 1 and 2.2 was found to   - 
be valid.    Such failures did not occur at the lower 
confining pressures. 

4.     Where shear failure took place throu^i the plaster and 
not along Joints, the strengths of the Jointed modelr 
were lower than those of the corr-t ponding unjointed 
sanples except at the bluest confli Ing pressures. 

Some of these conclusions are Illustrated by Fig. 17 which shows 
Mohr envelopes for the unjointed plaster, the strongest (H30) and 
weakest (T60) of the models with Intermittent Jointing, and a single 
joint.    In zone 1 the models have lower strengths than those predicted 
by simple theory which is applicable in zone 2.    In zone 3 the material 
Is ductile and the Influence of Joint patterns on strength Is negligible. 

In an associated investigation Stanley (51) investigated the 
behaviour of unjointed samples and the slirple OV900 case under polyaxial 
stress  (a! t 02?   03).    He obtained modes of failure A and B described 
above, and found that In the general case, the peak stresses could be 
related by the equation 

1 iv\    -    a3)f   =    f(^(CT1    +    a3    +    01.02)) 
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where the faction Itself and the value of a are characteristic of both 
the material of which the mass is composed and the nature of the joint 
nattern.    For the 0b/90d model, a equalled zero i.e. the intennediate 
principal stress had no effect on the strength of this particular model. 

3.5   Direct Shear Tests 

Hayashi and Pujiwara (52, 53) and Hayashi (36) have reported on 
the results of direct shear tests on plaster samples containing a 
number of parallel planar discontinuities as shown in Fig. 1Ü.    The 
loint planes were said to be coheslonless and to have a co-efficient 
of friction of approximately 1.0.    The wost significant of the many 
conclusions to be drawn from this work is that although the sinple 
theory would suggest that failure should have been througi the plaster 
in all cases except  Ö = 0°, the shear strength varied with e, the 
angle of inclination of the joints to the shearing direction.    Ihe 
mode of failure was not well defined, appearing to be partly due to 
tensile failures in bending and partly to shear failure of the plaster. 
In sonß instances sliding on or opening of the joint planes was noted. 
Both the mode and direction of failure varied with the angle 6»and it 
is quite apparent that the linear shear strength theory does not apply. 
It was also found that the dilatancy of these specimens was highly 
anisotrepic and dependent on the angle 6.    More detailed conclusions 
regarding dilatation in direct shear are difficult to draw from the 
results presented. ,    *.„ «*, iiT0,,-11-iaH" 

KawaiTDto (5^) carried out similar direct shear tests on   layered 
( • =   1) and "jointed (x =   h) plaster-sand models, the discontinuous 
ioints in the latter case having been prepared by inserting 0.1 ran 
s?eel shims.    Only when the joint planes were oriented in the direction 
of the applied shear force did simple shear failures along the discon- 
tinuous joint planes occur.    In all other cases, failure of the specimen 
waS pregressive with confclned tensile, shear and slip mechanisms developing. 
-Ihe x '   h speciirens were found to be less anisotropic with respect to 
both strength and deformation than the layered or x =    1v,

sPecJine"s', 
Hayashi (35, 36) extended the scope of his direct shear tests to 

include sairples containing cross-joints within the plaster layers.    He 
concluded that the shear strength is almost independent of the pitch of 
these cress-joints despite the fact that his results suggest that the 
strength decreases as the pitch decreases, the effect varying with the 
orientation of the cross-joints and bedding planes. .    -,„ ^ 

Laltal (15, 55) carried out direct shear tests on plaster and plaster 
and kavlln blocks containing a single joint, no joints, and intemlttent 
Snt with x =   h cast into the specimen, and an intermittent joint with 
v =   h fonred by the interlocking of two sections cast with teeth.    He 
found that by the tensile and shear fractures developed.    For the two 
X =   h cases none of the primry fracture directions co-incided with the 
enforced shear direction. 
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The results of these direct shear tests shew little more than 
that quite conplex failure mechanisms occur.    No doubt many of fracture 
phenorrena observed result from the severe constraints and conplex 
stress patterns lirposed by the direct shear test.    Ihls severly 
limits the usefulness of the direct shear test In fundamental studies 
of the mechanics of Jointed media. 

3.6   Special Studies 

Many model studies have been carried out to Investigate the 
behaviour of jointed rocks as structural foundations  (56-6O) or the 
stability of rock slopes (26, 29, 53, 61-64).    Althou^i such studies 
were aimed at solving specific problems and do not attempt to study 
the overall problem at a fundamental level, they do provide some 
useful general concepts.    As an example, consider the two dimensional 
nndel of an arch dam abutriBnt made up of an assembly of square blocks 
tested by Krsmanovic et al (58, 59).    Ihey identified four modes of 
failure:    (1) sliding on joint planes;  (2) planes sliding, partly on 
jointed planes and partly through the blocks; (3) corrpression failure 
of the blocks; and (4) conposite failures. 

Ihe tests on model slopes have been particularly significant 
in that they have pointed to the inportance of block rotation as a 
significant mode of collapse near the boundaries of jointed rock 
masses.    Such nEchanlsms, which have also been observed in triaxlal 
compression tests (28, 49), should be given special attention in 
future investigations. 

3.7   Tests on Real Rock Masses 

Althourii the model tests outlined above have contributed to our 
understanding of the strength of rock masses it is obviously preferable 
to experlirent with real rocks containing natural joint patterns.    Because 
of the enorrrous difficulties encountered in sampling such materials and 
in preparing them for testing, very few studies of this type have been 
carried out. ,    „ . 

Rosengren and Jaeger (65) developed an ingenious method of preparing 
laboratory samples of a randomly jointed rock which enabled them to 
carry out one of the most si©Tiflcant studies of the problem publishgd 
to date.   Ihey found that if Wombeyan marble is heated to around 500 C 
the anisotropy of thermal expansion of calclte causes complete grain 
boundary separation.    Ihe resulting material retains its shape and 
consists of a mass of crystals in contact with a porosity of about 4%. 
The results of their triaxlal conpression tests on 2" dia. x 5    long 
samples show that, as with the model tests described above, the jointed 
material had low strengths at low confining pressures and strengths 
approaching those of the unjointed material at higher confining pressures, J 
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Jaeger (66) was able to prepare 6" dla. by 12" long cores of 
andesite containing "a network of open Joints and of veins with 
a rather weak filling, the spacing of these being so close that a 
cross-section of the core would usually contain 50 to 100 individual 
areas separated by planes of weakness".    Triaxial compression tests 
were carried out at confining pressures in the range 0 to 6000 p.s.i. 
Again it was found that the material had low strength at low confining 
pressures and that the curved Mohr circle envelope passed close to 
the origin.    The material was so broken up by Joints and veins that 
it was not possible to produce Intact cores of the material for 
purposes of making strength comparisons. 

Finally, some mention should be made of in-situ tests on rock 
masses.    Most in-situ strength tests are direct shear tests aimed at 
determining the shear strength of a certain Joint or plane of weakness. 
Multi-axial compression tests which measure strength properties of a 
rock mass containing a large number of Joints are rarely carried out 
because of their great expense.    In one of the few published reports 
of such tests, John (10, 67) describes three multiaxial conpression 
tests  carried out on 9-3 ft. square by ^.7 ft. wide prismatic samples 
of Jointed and somewhat decomposed granite in the abutments of the 
Kurobe TV arch dam.    He found that the bulk strength of these large 
samples was about 35^ of the core strength, but greater than that of 
a single Joint.    Although the available data is extremely limited, 
the curves published (67) suggest a similar pattern of behaviour to 
that shown in Fig. 17. 

l\        COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Tills brief review shows that there exists a single analytical 
methoa for predicting the strength of Jointed media which can provide 
satisfactory solutions under certain circumstances.    However, It It 
far fron being entirely satisfactory because it over-slnpllfies the 
calculation of stress distributions within Jointed media, does not 
take account of the full range of collapse mechanisms known to be 
possible, does not allow for the inter-action of Joints, and uses 
over-siirplified concepts of rock material and rock Joint behaviour. 

Obviously, a great amount of detailed research must be carried 
out before a satisfactory solution to the difficult problem of 
determining the load-deformation behaviour and strength of Jointed 
rock masses can be obtained.    The primary approach must be an 
experimental one.    This will lead to an understanding of the mechanics 
of the situation which must then be modeled mat.iematically in order 
that useful methods of analysis can be produced. 
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Previous experiments have been limited in their usefulness as 
fundamental studies because 

(a) with few exceptions little attention has been given to 
the problem of ensuring that applied stresses are 
uniform and remain so after deformation. 

(b) without exception model tests have been carried out 
in conventional or "soft" testing machines which proves 
an inpediment to the detailed study of progressive 
failure mechanisms, and 

(c) little attention has been given to the msasurement of 
deformations in general, and volune changes, in 
particular.   The limited evidence available suggests 
that deformation in jointed media are likely to be 
quite different from those occurring in the unjointed 
material.    In any event, a knowledge of deformations and 
volume changes is essential to the complete understanding 
of the response of any material to load. 

The experimental work described in Chapters 3 and 4 were aimed at 
overcoming some of these deficiencies. 
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Figure 1: Mohrs Diagram for Specimen with Single Plane of Weakness. 
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Figure 2:   GraDhical Reoresentation of Strength of Specimen with a 
Single Plane of Weakness. 
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Figure 3: Strensth of a Block Jointed System. (After Bray 12). 
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Figure 4: (a) Element of Rock Showing Staggered Vertical Joints Resulting 
from Slip of Horizontal Joints, (b) Additional Staggering of 
Horizontal Joints Resulting from a Subsequent Slip on Vertical 
Joints, (c) Failure Characteristics Corresponding to the Joint 
Systems Shown in (a) and (b). (After Bray 13) 
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Figure 5: Variation of Anlsotropy vdth Increasing Number of 
Differently Orientated Planes. (After Bray [13]). 
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Figur.' 6:   Two Dimensional Extent of a Joint. 
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Figure 7: a) Joint Set In Rock, Continuous, Set A, Intermittent, Set B. 
b) Variation of Principal Stress Difference with B. 
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figure 8: Typical Joint Characterization. (After Best [23]). 
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Figure 9:    Examnles of Hayashl's Uniaxlal Compression Test Samples. 
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Figure 10: Comparison of Simple Theory with Hayashl's Uniaxlal 
Comnresslon Test Results. (After Hayashl, 1965). 
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Figure 11: Possible Tensile Modes of Failure In Hayashl's Unlaxlal 
Compression Tests. 
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Figure 12: Decrease In Ccnpresslve Strength P with Number of Parallel 
Rows of Joints, r. (After Hayashl, 1966a). 
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(a) lypesof Failure (b) Stability Quotients 

Figure Ik:   Results of Müller and Pacher's Biaxial Compression Tests. 
(After Müller and Pacher, 1965). 
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The mechanical failure of block jointed model were studied using 
a servo-controlled loading system such that the progressive col- 
lapse of these models under unlaxlal conpresslve loading could 
be studied in detail. The mechanism of collapse at these block 
jointed models were recorded photographically and Indicate that 
several mechanisms are operative In this process. These Include; 
fracture of Individual blocks, rotation of Individual blocks, 
collapse of columns of blocks by rotation or buckling, slip along 
joint planes and by shear deformation of individual blocks. No 
single simple theory of failure appears capable at this tine of pre- 
dicting the collapse loads of such systems. 

The dilatant nature of the collapse of these block jointed models 
was studied under two different confinement pressures. Failure of 
the specimens was again controlled using a servo-concrolled testing 
machine. These tests Illustrate that the volumetric strain behavior 
of jointed specimens can be vastly different from that of conparable 
unjointed specimens. 

The continuum characterization of a jointed rock mass is briefly 
reported in this report. The research results of this work have 
been reported in readily available journals so is only briefly re- 
viewed here. The low shear stiffness of joints in general results 
in an anisotrcpic continuum characterization of the rock mass with 
a low shear stiffhess. The practical significance of the anisotrcpic 
charaoterlzablon, in that the pressure 'bulb' from any applied load 
on a boundary is distorted from that of the Isotropie case, is dis- 
cussed. The effect of joint spacing and thickness upon the reliability 
as a function of the number of dilatometer tests in a jointed rock mass 
is also discussed and presented in detail in one of the published 
papers. 
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Figure 15: Polar Diagram of Strength Against Joint Orientation 
Illustrating Transition Zone. (After John [44]). 
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Figure 16: Illustration of Block Jointed Models Tested by Brown (28). 
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Figure 17: Suimary of Results of Jointed Materials. (After Brown 
[28]). 

Figure 18: Direct Shear Experiments of Jointed Plaster. (After 
Hayashi [36]). 
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APPENDIX III 

FATIGUE OP BIDCK JOINTED MODELS 

SUMMARY 

Present knowledge of the behaviour of rock masses under earthquake-lndlced 
3Sfn^^1

inf?qVfe/0r/nglneerillg P^^es.   In a preliMnaxy experimental 
otudy, highly idealised models of jointed rock were subjected to a series of 
unlaxlal conpression tests In which the applied loads were cycled between upper 
and lewer limits at rates of 0.5, 1, or 2 cycles per second.    Ihe results ob- 
tained would indicate that discontlnua such as jointed rock are susceptible to 
cyclic fatigue failure in both the pre -peak and post-peak regions.    Ihe tims- 
«pendent behaviour of rock associated with either quasi-static or cyclic 
fatipje loadings can be explained in terms of the residual strength locus.   Cata- 
strophic frdlure will occur when the accumulation of deformation is such that 
the post-peak section of this locus is Intersected by the loading path.    Failed 
rock supporting loads as in the walls of underground excavations is particularly 
susceptible to failure under cyclic fatigue. 

INTRODUCTION 

During earthquakes materials in the earth's crust are subjected to limited 
nurrbers of cycles of pulsating conpresslve stress.    Analyses of the behaviour 
of rock structures under earthquake-induced loadings require a knowledge of both 
Jie nature of the disturbance and to response of reck to cyclic loading.    Al- 
thou^i the response of engineering materials such as metals, concrete and soils 
to cyclic loading has been well investigated in recent years, the corresponding 
properties of rock have received little attention.   With the increasing use of 
undergroixid construction in rock for military installations, urban transportation 
systems, liquid storage reservoirs, power plants, etc., it is essential that the 
oehavlour of rock under earthquake induced disturbances be investigated. 

Halrason and Kim   have recently studied the mechanical behaviour of Intact 
rock under cyclic fatigue.    Iheir approach involved consideration   of the role 
of the residual strength locus in determining limits for fatigue strain.    Ihls 
is considered to be an extremely useful approach and one that should be applied 
to the ijnportant practical case of jointed rock.   It would appear reasonable to 
expect that because of the presence of discontinuities and the associated mobil- 
ity of individual blocks, discontlnua such as jointed reck nriL^it be more suscep- 
tible to repeated loading than the corresponding Intact materials. 

«v.4n "^ ti^S PaP61*» the residual strength locus Interpretation of tliiE-dependent 
failure of rock Is explained, seme preliminary experimental results concerning 
the fatigue of idealised block-jointed systems are presented, and the practical 
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Inpllcatlons of these results discussed.    It should be enphaslsed, however, that 
this paper Is concerned with but one aspect of the total engineering problem of 
the seismic response of rock masses. 

RESIDUAL STRENGM IDCUS INTERPRETATION OF TIME-EEPENDENT FAILTIRE 

Recent research Into the mechanical behaviour of rock has Involved the con- 
cept of the conplete force-displacement curve.    Using stiff or servo-contrclled 
testing machines It Is new   possible to control rockpfailure and so obtain com- 
plete curves In a variety of experimental situations  J 3.    In considering the 
behaviour of failed material In the post-peak region. It Is necessary to think 
In terms of the fundamental quantities force and displacement rather than in 
terras of the derived quantities stress and strain.    In the unlaxlal compression 
test, for example. It Is a slnple matter to measure the total force applied to 
the specimen and the associated axial contraction.    The relationship between 
these two quantities Is a property of a certain volums of rock under the condi- 
tions of the test.    It Is difficult to scale these values to provide an estimate 
of stress and strain at any point within the volune of rock concerned because k 
the distribution of stress and strain within the specimen Is far from uniform. 
In the post-peak region in particular, failure does not occur uniformly and the 
structure of the specimen continually changes.    Thus it is impractical, If not 
lupossible, to scale the results to true stress and true strain.    It is inter- 
esting to note that recent attenpts to apply numerical methods to the solution 
of problems of the mechanics of dlscontinua have also encountered sone difficulty 
in   presenting results in terms of stress and strain at a point. 

Displacement must be regarded as the Independent variable In experlniental 
studies of rock failure in the post-peak region.   An attempt to maintain a con- 
stant loading rate results In violent failure at the peak of the complete force- 
displacement curve.    A constantly increasing   load is inconpatible with the de- 
crease in load-bearing capability of the specimen that occurs after the peak 
load has been reached.   When a constant displacement rate is applied to the speci- 
men, the dependent variable, force, rises to a maximum and then progressively 
decreases in the failure region.    Rock failure can be controlled in almost any 
type of laboratory test   using a closed-loop programmable testing system to con- 
trol displacement . 

The shape of the conplete force-displacement curve obtained from any test 
on a given rock depends very much on test conditions.    In this sense, the curve 
Is not unique.    Under quasi-static unlaxlal conpresslon, the shape of the curve 
varies with axial strain rate .    The shape of the post-peak curve can also vary 
with testing machine characteristics.    With a closed-loop servo-controlled system 
such as that used by the authors, the curve obtained is a locus of points at 
which the energy available to the specimen Is just sufficient to sustain the 
fracture mechanism.    In other machines, the energy available to drive the propa- 
gating crack may be in excess of this equilibrium value in which case different 
curves may result. 
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Ibstlng Technique 

Quasi-static and cyclic loading uniaxlal compression tests were carried 
out in a closed-loop servo-hydraulic testing system with a capacity of 4.45 MN. 
A block diagram of the closed-loop principle is shown In Figure M.    Details of 
the philosophy and techniques of use of servo-control^ed^esting systems In 
experimental rock mechanics have been given elsewhere '     and will not be re- 
peated here. 

Quasi-static force-axial displacement curves were obtained using axial dls- 
placemsnt as the independent variable or feedback signal.    Cyclic loading tests 
were carried out under load control with the conpressive load being prcgranmed 
to vary between two limits as a triangular function of time at rates of between 
0 5 and 2 cycles per second     Seed and Chan^ have shown that such loading Is a 
reasonable first approximation to that resulting from earthquakes.    Hi^er fre- 
quencies were not used because of limitations in the response time of the recor- 
ders used to monitor results.    The use of a random function generator rather 
than a ramp generator could produce a more exact simulation of earthquake load- 
ing     If the practical situation   were to be properly simulated, the specimen 
would have to be subjected to a trlaxlal state of stress with all components of 
applied load being cycled.    Ground-water conditions would also have to be con- 
sidered. 

Boundary conditions are an important consideration in laboratory tests on 
brittle materials.    It is coranon practice to apply compressive loads to speci- 
nens through comparatively rigid platens.    This produces uniform displacement of 
the specimen ends but a non-uniform distribution of stress with the specimen . 
In the present uniaxlal corrpression tests on block-jointed models, an attempt 
was made to apply the axial force uniformly over the specimen ends.    Loads were 
transmitted from the machine platens through two 0.12 cm thick sheets of copper 
to a nuirber of ground steel cubes with 1.2? cm sides in contact with the speci- 
men.    Ihe copper was sufficiently soft to accommodate any initial non-uniformity 
in the helm of the specinen and subsequent small differential axial movements 
"associated with failure.    Calibration tests showed that this loading system did 
not undergo any detectable fatigue deformation under the force levels and nunbers 
of cycles used in the tests. 

Results 

Mean peak loads obtained in quasi-static uniaxlal compression tests carried 
out on the three specinen types at axial strain rates of approximately 10     sec 
"are given in Table 1. 

Specimen 
TVpe 

SOLID 

ST 

i60 

Number of 
Tests 

Mean Peak 
Load, Fm(W0 

342 

184 

114 

Corresponding Average 
Axial Stress (MNnT ) 

33-1 
17.8 

11.0 

TABLE 1. Peak Load-Bearing Capability in Quasi-Static Tests 
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With these qualifications regarding uniqueness, it is possible for given 
test conditions to define a residual strength locus that represents the equi- 
librium relationship between force and displaceirent in the post-peak region. 
Stable force-displacement states of the rock exist at any point on or within 
this locus. 

Ihe tine-dependent behaviour of the rock can be Interpreted by considering 
the possible paths that speclirons starting at various force-displacement states 
on or within the locus may follow.    In Figure 1, the horizontal lines drawn 
from the points A, D, and K in bhe pre-peak, post-peak and unloaded regions re- 
spective^, represent the application   of constant force, i.e.  creep.    The ver- 
tical lines represent a constant displacement constraint, i.e. relaxation.    Prom 
A, tinE-dependent displacenEnt can take place along AB until tertiary creep 
occurs and the residual strength locus is Intersected.    At D, however, an atterrpt 
to hold the axial force constant will lead to Immsdiate failure.    From H within 
the locus, time-dependent displacement can occur along HK, again until the locus 
is reached.    Under a constant displacement constraint, there will be a time- 
dependent fall off in force in each case, but loci having the genera" shape of 
that shown in Figure 1 will not be intersected. 

ArgunEnts similar to these can be used to explain behaviour under cyclic 
fatigue.    Figure 2 shows a situation in which displacement progressively accu- 
mulates when the applied force is cycled between the limits E,  and F2.    Ihe 
cycle moves from an initial position AB to a final position CD where the residual 
strength locus is Intersected.    Haimson and Kim   have shown this interpretation 
of fatigue failure to be valid for intact rock.    The authors have atteirpted to 
extend this approach as part af a broader experjjnental study of the collapse of 
block-jointed rock systems'*    . 

FATIGUE OF BLOCK-JOINTED SYSTEMS 

Specimen Preparation 

Idealised models of block-Jointed rock masses were prepared from a gypsum 
plaster.    The three specimen types used were: 

(a) SOIID - rectangular prisms of plaster used to simulate unjointed brittle 
rock (figure 3a); 

(b) ST       - prepared from 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 10.2 cm blocks of plaster to 
simulate a rock mass with continuous horizontal and discontin- 
uous vertical jointing (figure 3b); 

(c) H60     - prepared from 10.2pcm long hexagonal blocks with a cross-section- 
al area of 6.^5 cm   to simulate a rock mass with discontinuous 
inclined Jointing (figure 3c). 

Details 8of the techniques used in preparing such speclmenE have been given 
elsewhere '    . 
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Representative results of the cyclic loading tests ixce shown In Figures 5-8. 
Specimen SOLTD/8 (Figure 5) was first loaded to 270 kN (I.e. to 'i9% of F , the 
mean peak load sustained by specimens of Its' type) and unloaded.    The iSad was 
then cycled between 270 kN (0.79 F ) and 9 kN (0.03 F ) at a rate of 1 cycle per 
second.    After 625 cycles catastrophic failure occurred.   The residual failure 
locus obtained In a controlled test on another unjolnted specimen Is superim- 
posed on the curve obtained for SOLID/8 In Figure 5.    Althou^i It can hardly be 
expected that the residual failure loci of different specimens of the same t;\rpe 
will be coincident. Figure 5 clearly shows how a specliren subjected to cyclic 
loading from a point in the pre-peak region (c/f point A In Figure 1) will 
undergo Increased displacement until failure occurs when the residual strength 
locus is intersected.    Because such tests must necessarily be carried out under 
load control, the eventual failure will always be catastrcphic rather than con- 
trolled. 

Figure 6 shows the force-displacement behaviour of specimen H60/7.    This 
specimen was loaded to 96.5 kN (0.85 F) under displacement control and then 
unloaded.    Considerable cracking took   place during this initial sta^ of loading. 
The load was then cycled between 78 kN (0.68 F ) and 11 kN (0.11 F ) at a rate 
of 1 cycle per second.    Cyclic loading was discontinued after 100 cycles and the 
test resumed under displacement control.    Cracking occurred throu^iout this stage 
of the test and it. is apparent that the residual failure locus was soon reached. 
The Irregular nature of the post-peak portion of this curve is typical of curves 
obtained for these block-Jointed models.    Die plaster from which the specimens 
were prepared is extremely brittle.    Consequently, fractures often propagate 
througi individual blocks in an uncontrolled manner producing sharp local varia- 
tions in the total load supported by the specimen. 

At 50 kN (0.^13 F ), specimsn H60/7 was unloaded and the load cycled between 
21 kN (0.18 F ) and 9 M (0.07 F ).    Instability developed after 1140 cycles 
when the specimen was unloaded and the test completed under displacement control. 

Figure 7 shews the force-displacement behaviour of specinen ST/4.    Ihe prc- 
cedure used in this case was similar to that used for H60/7, the major difference 
being that the first sequence of cyclic loading was continued until instability 
developed.    The results of this test further illustrate how the residual failure 
locus may be reached when the load Is cycled from points in the pre-peak and post- 
peak ranges. 

A more detailed set of results is presented in Figure 8 for specimen ST/5. 
This specimsn was loaded to a point near the peak of Its' force-displacement 
(F-ZO curve, subjected to a few low speed loading cycles (now shown on the F-A 
curve in the interests of clarity) and unloaded when instability developed.    At 
this stage the specimen was at point A on the F-^ curve and contained a consider- 
able nunber of fractures.    The load was then cycled between 67 kN and 8.5 kN at 
a rate of 0.5 cycles per second.    Instability developed after 3150 cycles.    Ihe 
failure locus for another specimen of this type, ST/2, is shown as a dashed line 
on ehe F-fa plot.    It is interesting to note that specimen ST/5 failed when this 
locus was intersected. 
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A plot of axial displacement against number of cycles (or time) is also 
shown In Figure 8.   The axial displacement Increased noticeably In the first 
1500 cycles after which the rate of Increase dropped to almos": zero.    From about 
2500 cycles, displacement Increased at an accelerating rate until uncontrolled 
failure finally occurred.    These three stages of displacement development are 
analogous to primary, seccndary and tertiary stages of creep.    In those tests 
In which smaller nurrbers of cycles were required to produce failure (e.g. the 
fl.-'st cyclic loading sequence for^ST/^), these three stages were even more 
cleanly defined.   Halmson and Kim   observed similar behaviour in their cyclic 
fatigue tests on intact rock. 

A third feature illustrated in Figure 8 is the progressive accumulation of 
damage to the specimsn occurring during cyclic loading.    Ihe six photographs 
presented show how the density of cracking increased and existing cracks and 
Joints progressively opened up as cyclic loading proceeded.    The damage- sustained 
during the primary and secondary "creep" stages was minimal, the major struc- 
tural break-down occurring during the short tertiary stage of cyclic loading. 

A number of other tests gave similar results to those described and need 
not be presented.    It is inportant to note however, that a nunfcer of tests 
were stopped before failure under cyclic loading in the pre-peak range had 
occurred.    In such cases specimens were subsequently loaded to failure ir.der 
displacement control in order that individual peak loads, P , could oe deters 
mined.    Details of some of these cases are given in Table 2. 

Specimen 
number 

Maximum force 
reached in cycle 

Nuirber of cycles at 
which test stopped 

SOLID/9 

ST^ 

H60/6 

0.H0 F 
0.79 F° 

0.60 Fc 

0.77 Fc 

111,000 
1,500 

13,500 

7,500 

TABLE 2.    Cases in which failure did not occur 

DISCUSSION AND 00NCLUSIONS 

It is apparent that the models of Jointed rock tested are susceptible to 
failure by cyclic fatigue, and that the conditions under which such failure is 
likely to occur can be described in terms of the residual strength locus inter- 
pretation   of time-dependent failure.    An extension of this concept would suggest 
that brittle rock may not have a fatigue limit in the sense that this term is 
applied to more ductile engineering materials.    It can be argued that because 
the post-peak force-deflection curve for most rocks can be followed down to 
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almost zero force, it should be possible to intersect thin curve and cause 
failure by cycling the load from almost any level (Figure 9).   With more ductile 
materials, the residual strength locus would not be approached if the load were 
eye ed to the levels shown in Figure 9.    In these cases a real fatigue limit 
must exist.    Such increased ductility can result when brittle rocks are subjected 
to confining pressure.   The post-peak curves become flatter, and fatigue limits 
increase correspondingly    .    In the in-situ case, of course, rock masses will 
generally be subjected to sane confinement ond this may help decrease suscepti- 
bility to cyclic fatigue failure. 

The suggestion that rock masses may be susceptible to fatigue failure when 
loaded at quite low force levels is of academic rather than practical inportanoe 
when cyclic loading begins in the pre-peak range.   In such cases, the ntmbers of 
cycles required to produce failure would be far in excess of the few tens or 
hundreds of cycles resulting fron earthquake or blast distuitances.    However, the 
situation becomes more serious in the post-peak range.   It is well established 
that arouiu underground excavations, for exarrple, rock performing a structural 
or load-bearing function may well be fractured and be in equilibrium with its 
surroundlngb at sane point on the post-peak portion   of the appropriate force- 
displacement curve.   If rocK in such a situation is subjected to cyclic loading   ( 
in which the naximum applied force is equal to or greater thai the equilibrium 
load, catastrophic failure of the structure will inevitably occur.   This Is the 
cyclic loading equivalent of the static loading condition given by line DE in 
Figure 1. 

Although the experimental results available are too few to peradt Him con- 
clusions to be drawn, there is a suggestion that, the Jointed models are more 
susceptible to fatigue damage than the mjolnted specimens.   This would appear 
to be a reasonable result in view of the greater nuiter of degrees of freedom 
availd'le to blocks in the Jointed models.   Because individual blocks may be 
free to rotate the translate often irreversibly''*    , mechanisms not involved In 
the failure of the trjointed material may contribute to the progressive accunu- 
lation of deformation and collapse of Jointed media. ^.These mechanisms have para- 
llels in other discontinua.   RLchart. Hall and Woods     have noted that In sands, 
for exanple, "the cunulative effects of minor rearrangements of soil particles 
or slips at the contact points are indicated by graAial increasoa In axial 
strain as the nunber of cycles increases". 

Ihe loading case considered in this paper, tnlaxlal conpresjlon, Is the 
s.lnplest one possible and so formed a useful starting point for a new area of 
.'nvestigatlon.   More advanced studies should consider the important practical 
case of the shear behaviour of rock masses under cyclic load.   Assuring that the 
phenomena observed for uilaxial conpresslon also hold for shear. It is apparent 
that repeated small shocks could eventually lead to a major slip causing collapse 
of a rock structure such as an underground excavation or open pit.   The need for 
further work in this area is obvious. 
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Figure 1:   Constant Force and Oonstant Displacement Constraints. 

Figure 2:   Acctmilatlon of DLaplaoMmt During Load Cycling can Uad 
to Oroes Failir^. 
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Increasing 
ductility 

Figure 9: Susceptibility to Fatigue Failure at Low Force Levels 
Decreases with Increasing Ductility. 
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